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Many problems face us: hunger, homelessness, pollution, budget
deficits, urban decay, arts under attack, medical costs and coverage.

Violence plagues the country, and prisons have not lowered crime rates.
Businesses need to be more competitive while unions struggle with their role.
Entry level jobs require critical thinking skills, yet schools are faced with
mounting social problems that hinder education. Government demands
compliance to a host of separate rules, and foundations fund mostly indi-
vidual programs for one or two years, leaving them to scramble for additional
fund3.

All of these problems are interrelated. Thus, we need to address the common
sources of the problems rather than waiting to fix separate symptoms. We
need to think of long-term changes as well as short-term actions. No one
person or group alone can confront our problems for long.

Individually, good people and organizations are agreeing to do something
about these problems. But we live in a highly interrelated global society, and
actions within a single sector of society affect many other sectors in many
other places. And each of these places has its own stakeholders.

Bringing together diverse stakeholders, melding their resources, and stretch-
ing their minds to embrace new ideas and a new language is essential to
resolving our problems. Is there some way people can work together to
resolve these problems over time? Yes. Collaboration provides an opportu-
nity and a challenge to bring people together in ways that are more than the

sum of individuals. And we can apply many of the key elements of effective
collaboration to any joint effort.

Collaboration is a process that gets people to work together in new ways. The
process does not end but spawns new collaborative ventures. Collaboration
becomes a continuing phenomenon with a wide range of results that em-
power people and systems to change.

Let's take a closer look at what collaboration is---and is not--and find out how

to create, sustain, aril enjoy the collaborative journey,

Preface

66
We are caught in

an inescapable network
of mutuality, tied in a

single garment
of destiny.

Whatever affects one
directly, affects
all indirectly.

-- Martin Luther King
(1929-1968)

American clergyman and
civil rights leader
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Book

44
The longest part of the-

journey is said
to he the passing

of the gate.

Marcus Terentius Varro
(116-27 BCE)

Roman author

Working together provides opportunities to achieve results we are
more likely to achieve together than alone. These joint efforts

collaborationsdemand relating to one another and working together in
innovative ways. This book helps us learn about creating, sustaining, and
enjoying new ways of working together.

Collaboration is a journey, and, like many roads, it is full of twists and turns.
Because working together can be so complex, this book asks more of us than
simply staying between the traffic lines. This book asks us to:

Use the language of "we" and "our" and "us." You and I cannot
achieve what we can achieve. This book uses language to reinforce a new
identity for partners who collaborate.

Embrace complexity and ambiguity. Collaboration is not an easy fix;
for instance, it requires more complex long-term thinking and conflict
management. Building trust, organizing the effort, evaluating the re-
sults, and involving our communities are all part of collaboration. Yet
these elements remain ambiguous, requiring continual redefinition.

9! To help us learn a new language and deal with sometimes complicated
situations, this bookour gateway to the journey--is divided into four parts.

PART I offers a story to help us see, in action, the stages and challenges
of collaboration. This story is referred to throughout this book as a guide
to understanding collaboration.

PART II supplies a definition of collaboration and applies the metaphor
of journey to the process of collaboration. This definition and metaphor
provide a framework for the rest of the book.

PART III details the finir stages of collaboration and their respective
challenges, described geographically to remind us of where we are in the
journey. This part supplies the step-by-step "how to" guide to our journey.
Part III also provides additional ideas as:



xl

iGo Slow Signsimportant items to note in making collabora-
tions work well. (For a complete list of these, look under "Go Slow
Signs" in the index.)

ilkGuide Booksenriched information about a particular aspect
of the journey. (For a complete list of these, look under "Guide
Books" in the index. )

Milestonesbrief summaries that let us know when we've
finished a leg of the journey.

PART IV contains appendicesthe research base for collaboration; a
resource section of books and articles; and forms for documenting the
collaboration. The forms correspond to each of the challenges described
in Fart III and are meant to be used as each challenge is met.

To best meet their individual needs and extract the most from this book,
readerstravelersshould move around the book as they choose. For
example, travelers who prefer an itinerarya step-by-step description of
what to domight read Part III first; it describes the four stages of
collaboration sequentially. Travelers who have had experience with collabo-
ration and know that this journey is not a straight route might search the
Contents and Index like maps for specific information and go directly to
their destination. Travelers who learn best from example may prefer the
story in Part which gives a quick overview of the people and problems that
collaboration partners often encounter. Travelers who want only the big
picture can go immediately to Part II, which gives the framework for
working together. Highly experienced travelers may need only the work-
sheets in Part IV.

However it is used, the Collaboration Handbook can help start any kind of
joint effort, improve an existing collaboration, or help test the waters with a

small project.

Collaboration has become the new buzz word! People use it to describe any
time they get together fbr a purpose beyond normal duties or interests. True
collaboration means doing things very differently than we've done them
befbre. This book looks at the relat ionships we need to build and the work we
need to do to make Our collaboration succ(ssful.

Each collaboration is unique. Can a g(neric book help with specific fweds?
YES! The definit ion, metaphor, and detailed steps in the four stages provide

a model that helps members create, sustain, and enjoy their collaborative
journey,

44
A mind stretched by a

new idea will never
return to its original

position.

Don Coyhis
Founder,

White Bison, Inc.
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3

How Do We Begin?
Let's Share a Story

As we begin our journey together, we first meet a group of people who
accepted the challenge ofjoining in a collaborative effort. Their story

invites us to consider two aspects of collaboration: what it offers and what it
demands.

The experiences of the characters in this story help us appreciate the theory-
in-action behind the four stages and the challenges we will encounter as we
study the challenges of collaboration in Part III. The story provides a
touchstone for our understanding of the remainder of this book.

One note before beginning: the narration follows the four stages and their
key challenges that Part III of this book explores. The margin notes refer to
the appropriate challenge and page in Part III. To explore an intriguing
aspect of the challenge, simply turn to the page given in bold in the margin,
spend some time there, and then return to the story.

Note that some of the challenges are not in the sequence described in Part III
of this book. This is because collaborations are made up of real people who do
not conform to research. For example, while conflict is explored in Stage 2 of
the journey, real people may experience conflict in any of the four stages.
Similarly. disclosing self-interests, while important in Stage I. may occur at
anytime. This reminds us that the road on our journey is not straight, but
twists and turns.

Enough said. The story awaits us.

14

66
Even the

seasons form a
great circle in their

changing, and
always come back to

where they were.

Black Elk
Holy man of the

Oglala Sioux
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4 PART I HOW DO WE BEGIN?

The Scene

Setting
The collaboration members in th; s story work together for almost two years
in a semirural part of the state that includes:

GREEN VALLEY, a town of 12,000 clustered around factories owned by
Good Foods, Inc. These factories freeze and can vegetables grown in the
surrounding area.

ROCKVILLE, an education center of 43,000 (not counting students ) with
a regional high school, technical college, and a state university as its main
employers.

METFORD, a county seat of 97,000 residents employed primarily in
industries related to agriculture, county government, and health care.

Need

Farm laborers, migrants, young people, and now families are increasingly
homeless. They may also need drug treatment, health care, mental health
services, and access to government programs such as Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC ).

Key Players

In Green Valley:

The Tri-County Community Improvement Project
Betty Jackson, Executive Director

Betty moved into the community a decade ago to take this job; she is directed
by her board to coordinate human service delivery in this rural region.

The 'Fri-County Community Improvement Project is a nonprofit United Way
agency providing a wide spectrum of human services. The agency created a
homeless shelter in an old warehouse with support from Good Foods, Inc., a
major employer in the Green Valley area.

1 5



The Scene 5

In

The Rockville Emergency Programs
Peter Olsen, Executive Director

Twenty-five years ago. Peter founded the Rockville Emergency Programs for
young people who were dropping out or in crisis. Since then, Peter has built
an infrastructure of emergency services.

A joint agreement between the City of Rockville and Rockville State College
governs Rockville Emergency Programs, which include a homeless shelter.
Both the city and the college provide specific financial support. They also
have a service contract with the county.

In AIetford:

The County Government
Marjorie Bear, Assistant Director of County Social Services

Marjorie moved to Met fbrd last year to take this job. She is passionate about
the need to provide fbr homeless people and deal with all their needs.

The county contracts with Metfbrd Shelter and Rockville Emergency Pro-
grams to provide shelters. But the economy is difficult. Three years ago Good
Foods, Inc., shut down two canning lines, and everywhere people hear
rumors of more shutdowns coming soon. The county board has slashed social
services, and the budget continues to look bleak.

Metford Shelter
Wil Gaston, Executive Director

Wil has been director fbr three years and is currently creating a specialized
facility fbr people who are homeless and have a mental illness.

Nletford Shelter has an ongoing contract with the county. receives Un ited
Way funding, and has some operational support from the Good Foods
Foundation. In this way the shelter has grown from ten beds to fifty beds in
less than a decade.

1 6



6 PART I HOW DO WE BEGIN?

STAGE 1:

Envision Results by Working

Bring People Together
(Challenge 1A, p. 48)

Tri-County United Way
Kim Lee, President

Kim is the chair, having moved here three years ago as part of a management
transfer within Good Foods, Inc.

The Tri-County United Way has always provided a modest level of support
to local programs but has never been very aggressive either in fundraising
or in dictating how local agencies use their allocations.

The Story

Spring, Year One

After a mix-up resulted in turning away some families whom the Tri-County
shelter could have served, Betty Jackson called Wil Gaston of Metford
Shelter to talk about the problem. Because the possibilities excited them,
they wanted to involve others. Wil suggested Betty call others.

Betty called Kim Lee, president of the United Way, and Marjorie Bear,
Assistant Director of County Social Services. The ideas inspired both Kim
and Marjorie. too, and each talked with Betty about others they could invite
to a meeting.

As Betty and Kim worked on a final list, Kim mused, "We don't need a crowd,
but we do need people who know about the challenges we face in the county.
And we need people with the power to act."

After drafting their list of participants. Betty called Marjorie.

"Oh, no," Marjorie groaned, "Do we really want George? He always seems so
negative: I'm afraid he'll turn people ofT at the first meeting."

While Betty agreed, she knew the group would need to involve George at
some tinw. -Let's get him in on the ground floor and work on him," she
proposed.

Betty. Kim, and Marjorie .jointly sent out invitations, ao agenda, and a
membership roster to the people they had discussed. Fifteen people
showed up.

1 7



The Story 7

For the first meeting Betty brought refreshments, which quickly became a
ritual. Marjorie chaired the meeting. She and Betty had set the agenda:
identify problems in serving homeless people. The participants wanted to
explore collaboratively how to address these problems.

At tile beginning of the first meeting, the group first set ground rules around
starting times, regular participation, and confidentiality. Then they became
involved in a discussion that dealt not with possibilities but with the existing
programs. During the meeting, individual participants expressed surprise
about the make up of the programs already in place. For instance, most of'
them hadn't known that Betty's Tri-County Community Improvement
Project involved public health nurses.

"It's clear.- said Marjorie, "that we don't truly know one another's programs.
Perhaps the first order of business is to get that understanding." Peter
suggested that program people come to the meetings to explain the services
in some detail.

Betty complained, "There's so much to be done. We have to move more
quickly!" Despite Betty's protests, the group designated three meetings to
share program infbrmation.

The special meetings helped the members gather some basic information,
but, by the third meeting, attendance was low. To counter this, Marjorie
organized a conference call with Betty. Wil, and Kim. Together they mapped
out the next meeting. First, the four of them would present the pertinent
information that the participants had shared in the three special meetings.
Then the participants would talk about what each organization and indi-
vidual needed to get out of this joint effort.

Nlarjorie sent the agenda to all the group members and asked them to
consider what they wanted from this collaborative effort. Betty, Wil, and Kim
called the participants to encourage maximum attendance.

The next meeting proved so successful that the lint r conveners were positive
that the effort was worth the extra time they were spending. The members
expressed surprise at services they had not known about and identified some
clear gaps in services.

Next, they each said how tlwy expected to benefit from the collaborat ion
their self-interests. Wil openly admitted that the collaboration would be a
feather in his hat. "This collaborat Um experience should help me get a better
position when my flunily moves back East. And I want this idea to succeed,
because I believe working together is the only way we're going to get things
done in the tUture."

Enhance Trust
(Challenge 1B, p. 53)

Renew the Effort
(Challenge 3D, p. 110)

Enhance Trust
(Challenge 113, p. 53)



8 PART I HOW DO WE BEGIN'?

Resolve Conflicts
(Challenge 28, p. 76)

Confirm Our Vision
(Challenge IC, p. 60)

Each group member discussed his or her reasons fbr working in collabora-
tion, and, as the partners exposed their personal agendas, assumptions
disappeared.

"If this is successful, it has to be good fbr your career, Marjorie, doesn't it?"

"Absolutely! You all know my boss will be retiring in the next three years, and
I'm hoping to show the commissioners what kind of leader I can be."

With a greater sense of trust, everyone agreed to develop a mission statement
the next time they met.

Tlw turnout fbr the next nweting was great! Eleven agencies each sent two
people. and three client groups each sent representatives. However, conflict
developed quickly. No sooner had Marjorie written the agenda on the flip
chart than Peter snapped, "That agenda makes no sense! We need to fbcus
on solving problems right now. The shelters are full to the max."

"You're out to stonewall us," asserted Wil.

"Wrong approach," countered Betty. "We don't know what Peter's thinking
or

"In fact." said Kim, "let's try to find out what everyone's really thinking.-

After much discussion, the group agreed to take more time to learn about
everyone's needs. They talked further about organizational priorities, and
the client representatives talked about the need for immediate help. While
agreeing to balance present needs with future endeavors, the group deter-
mined two things they needed immediately if they were to move fOrward:

1 a vision statement to give everyone a shared sense of' purpose. and
(21 the mailing of' meeting summaries to update the participants.

Three weeks later the group members quickly outlined a vision statement
by brainstorming what they hoped the results oftheir collaboration would be.
Two participants volunteered to forge these thoughts into vision and focus
statements befiwe the next meeting. They come hack with the following:

Our Vision of !lope

All homeless , uuli t u/uul.' i,, lumilies iii the Tni founty an'a
rewire, shelter, food, and oirergencv medical assistance at any enwr-
gcney slalter in the arca. On haSiS. (111 OrgalliZati011s Weil

Cf)Hrd111(1fr(111111(thic sorrIccs Ith oychcIll, A coNahHratirc

mcnt structrin, will plan for futnrc needs of thc area.

1 5



Our Focus

The Story 9

Agencies working together to keep families together.

Excited by their accomplishments, the collaborative partners promptly
began outlining specific results and strategies. They named their effort the
"Tri-County Collaboration for Homeless Services." A small group agreed to
refine the ideas and mail out the draft statements so everyone could review
them before they met again. Everyone also agreed to bring letters of
commitment from their individual boards or executives to the next meeting.

Shortly afterward, all the group members received the following draft in the
mail. The letter listed the specific results and strategies that the small group
had refined:

TIN' result of w(wking together to address needs ()I loraoless people
will be:

ShOrter-tertil

Pr"r"' UP t().`"'", da.vs lodgmg for erery honwless person a tul
lOs or her family in the Tri-County area.

Initnediate access to the closest (wadable bed for each homeless
person.

Longer-term

Itwidence honwlessness reduc(.d by :30 percent in the ne.k.t

eiht ,yea8.

PUhhe COnScUMSM'ss isl'd ObUlit bl'ing (1 Mellibt'l' ()Oh I'S

COMMUnity mean s, as shown by increased rol lin I cer support at
shelters aml land sheli.es.

To achiere these results, our strategies arc to:

Make decisions, deuelop programs, and allocate resources

Work with the county serrice leadf.rship to bring hinoticss
issues to the top of the minty i)oard's agenda.

Wyrk with our personal contacts ot Ow Stu icgtsI(ItHrc hi arucb,p

support Po. lunar/1g and la t Om of programs lOr this
populatora.

Crl'afr p//b//r C(///(Vt/H// prug/7/MS MU/ Midn'Ss iSSlit'S

/uifliif'/l'sSPlf','iS, HU/10MA; rlpbouttil Wrill,'Crs,

CrUCY, Ond ph%..sical health problems, ood lock (4' weoro
Hess by the general public.

Specify Desired Results
(Challenge ID, p. 65)



10 PART I HOW 1)0 WE BEGIN?

STAGE 2: Summer, Year One
Empower Ourselves by Working

individual-to-Organization Everyone arrived at the next meeting full of ideas. After some discussion, one
member expressed frustration.

Confirm Organizational Roles
(Challenge 2A, p. 72)

"We've spent so much time talking about long-range possibilities," she
complained. "that I haven't got anything to say to the clients in my shelter
about what's going to happen fbr them right away!"

Her remark captured Peter's immediate interest. "I've got some funding
ideas we haven't tlked about. Let's work together on this new federal money
that's available and get something done more quickly."

"No," Marjorie insisted. "We've done joint funding on small projects betbre.
It's time ter a truly new approach to the work we share in common. And that
takes time and planning. We've got to stay centered on ow. collaborative
mission."

Peter didn't respond: however, the other members agreed to take the time to
do what they wanted to do in the way that would lead to success over the long-
term. The needs were great, and everyone was tired of the hand-aid ap-
proach. Someone made a joke about a tug of war and ending up in the mud.
the tension eased, and Peter laughingly agreed that they needed to do long-
range planning.

Then they talked about the letters of commitment they had obtained from
various companies and boards: Betty and Wil had each secured authority to
spend up to $2,000, and both had convened stafT meetings to discuss the
implications of' the collaboration. The representative from Good Foods, Inc.,
had asked his boss to request a letter of support from the vice-president
without stating any financial commitment.

One member of the collaborative team, a public health nurse, described the
tedious step Of going through channels to get her county's director to write
a letter. Another member indicated that her board had (IffiTed to help secure
funding. Peter related that his board was less sure of its commitment to such
a new and radical approach.

Because two members were unahle to obtain authorization. the group
planned a strategy to influence those two organizations to make the needed
commit ments. They t hen agreed to copy the letters of commit ment they had
and distribute them among the respective organizations.

The discussion now moved to other concerns. Kim isked what roh each
organizat ion and individual would play.

2
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"Well," said Betty sheepishly, "I haven't got a computer or clerical time. I was
happy to organize the first few meetings and bring refreshments, but I was
hoping someone else would take on the job."

In response, one of the more candid members said what others were thinking: Resolve Conflicts
Betty, if you can't even do this much, what can you do?" (Challenge 2B, p. 76)

"Not a lot," she responded. "Marjorie's got the whole county staff she can pull
from, and Wil's got that new word processor. So it seems to me that one of
them should be doing all this writing and mailing. What I bring to the table
is a real connection to the migrant community, so maybe what I can do is
marketing, you know. getting the .-ord out once we get going. And I can help
us make sure we keep clients involved."

"That's OK with me," said Wil. "If this is going to work, we need all the key
players whether they're rich in resources or not. The real issue is what we all
have to contribute. Let's take a few minutes to refresh our memories about
what each of us brings."

At the next meeting, the group explored how to get the work done and agreed

Bring People Together
(Challenge 1A, p. 48)

Organize the Effort
on the following: (Challenge 2C, p. 82)

The twelve organizations that had been present for most of the meetings
would be the primary collaborative members,

The "leadership group" would stay intact as a steering committee, which
would oversee and coordinate all the activities. This group included
Marjorie, Wil, and Betty.

Members would divide into three teams: resources, planning. and com-
munications. Each group would write specific accountability and work
plans and report back to the whole group.

For the remainder of t he meeting, the members divided into these groups and
agreed on individual roles. The steering commit tee spent the time writ ing up
the collaborative structure.

At the next meeting, one member of the Resource Team shared his concerns:
"I heard people talking about getting a lot of money from some magic grant.
but that's not realistic. Frankly, I'm worried about agreeing to some big
project anyway without trying something small first. With somet hing under
our hlts, we'd know this collaboration is really going to work, and we'd have
proof to give potential funders."
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Support the Members
(Challenge 2D, p. 88)

Marjorie wasn't prepared for the sudden verbal explosion that greeted these
comments. Clearly the group stood divided about what to do, and Marjorie
was worried about how to keep things on track.

"Let's talk first about how to make this decision and then make the decision
itself," Marjorie suggested. "In fact, let's talk about how to make all our
decisions." She took the marker and moved to the flip chart

The meeting went overtime, and tempers ran hot, then cold, then just plain
tired. Two people said they wouldn't return: a community member who
wanted action, not talk, and a student who said he felt "out of it." But finally,
the partners agreed to the types of decisions they had to make, who would
make these decisions, and how much authority each decision maker had.

Next, the group reviewed the work ofthe communication team. The members
wanted to make sure that the team's plan clearly conveyed the decision-
making process. The partners also talked about what each person needed in
order to feel rewarded Finally, the group outlined pilot projects they wanted
to attempt. At the conclusion of this lengthy August meeting, the group
members felt that finally, after nearly six months of work, they were on the
brink of serving homeless people. Collaboration was a new technique for
them, but they were getting the work done!

STAGE 3: Fall, Year Two
Ensure Success by Working
Organization-to-Organization A year passed quickly; output was high. The group implemented plans,

piloted and evaluated projects, and measured results. Peter, who appreci-
an concrete actions, became fully involved in the act ion plan:

1. Decelop collaboration and collaboratin. decision making by
organizing ourselves thmugh regular. meetings.

Agree upon and use the same computerized database system in our
shdters.

Get each of tlw slwlters in the Tri-Courrty on line.

.1. Procure cans and cars for transporting clients.

1. Deuelop food sercice programs with local procid(rs.

1)euelop physwal and mental health programs with local
prouiders,

7. ('ontinue to bring otlwr organizations into our collaboration 011(1
keep it fresh and

2 3
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The resource team coordinated volunteers, wrote and received a small grant,
and collected information about foundations interested in collaborative
approaches to providing shelter. Meanwhile, the planning team did the
detailed work of identifying and pricing computer hardware and software
that would enable shelters to be on-line. The members and the teams made

decisions quickly.

During that fall, the steering committee made sure the right hand knew what
the left was doing. The collaborative members had agreed to meet infre-

quently as a whole group, but after a few weeks they complained about
isolation. So the steering committee hosted meetings every two months for
the whole membership. These meetings provided a platfbrm fbr the commu-
nications team to tell all the group members what everyone was doing.

Policies were a big part of the agenda at the first meeting ofall the members.
"Clients are telling me they get one story from the intake people at Rockville

and another in Metford," said one person.

"And my understanding of our exchange program is different from an intake

worker at your shelter, Peter," said another.

"I think we have policy issues we need to address," said Betty. "and a need

fbr common intake procedures."

On the flip chart. Kim began listing all the daily snafus and the bigger
system-wide problems the staff members were encountering. One member

openly thanked Kim for demonstrating shared leadership by picking up the

marker and moving the group forward.

The group then split that list into two action areas: implementation issues,
which the collaborative partners could address through training or better
communications: and policy issues, which each organization's board or
governing body could address. The steering committee agreed to enlist
representatives from various boards to draft joint policies. Each governing
body would then have to rat ifY the policy agreements.

Like a (lark rain cloud, evaluation of the work they had done loomed over
everyone's head, and no One knew just how to approach this aspect of their
collaborative work. The steering committee asked t he members to come to

t he next meeting prepared to evaluate the pilot projects by considering three

questions: I 1 ) Flow financially viable was this eftbrt? ( 2) What were the
consumers react ions? 13 I Were they bet ter served by having transportation

to ot her shelf ers?

24

Manage the Work
(Challenge 3A, p. 96)

Organize the Effort
(Challenge 2C, p. 82)

Resolve Conflicts
(Challenge 26, p. 76)

Create Joint Systems
(Challenge 3B, p. 102)

Evaluate the Results
(Challenge 3C, p. 106)
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Renew the Effort
(Challenge 3D, p. 110)

At the next meeting, they learned that their projects had yielded uneven
results. The projects set up by the group had met the needs of some, but not
all, clients. To justify the work and the expense, the group clearly needed to
expand the effort or else drop it.

"We've got some new information now," said Wil, "and we need to redesign
some of our plans."

Gradually, the collaborative partners designed and piloted other evaluation
procedures. They used client surveys, funder questionnaires, and financial
reviews to measure success. Many of the evaluations were very positive, but
results really became clear when the partners pooled information:

One member had postponed buying computers until the collaboration
could decide what to do. The pressure from this agency helped speed up
the decision process.

Board members from another partner's organization attended a joint
meeting, and policies about intake, funding, referral, and data privacy
opened the door for streamlining regulations.

Staff at the various organizations were enthusiastically sharing pro-
gramming ideas, and many individuals reported feeling "like we're really
starting to make a difference."

A state senator took notice of the effort and supported new laws concern-
ing funding for homeless shelters.

Despite these positive results, many of the collaborative partners reported
feeling overwhelmed. Kim put the issue clearly on the table: "We've proven
that collaboration works," she said. "But actually doing program work is
getting more difficult. It's as if the collaboration is becoming an unpaid part-
time job for many of us. We need program workers nowand we need new
blood. We also need to find out if all partners want to continue being
involved."

Kim's comments sparked ongoing dialogue. As a result. each shelter identi-
fied one staff person to work full-time providing care and coordinating
programs. In addition, two new organizations paid for part-time positions to
staffthe collaboration. Each organization committed to this arrangement for
six mont hs, freeing the funding team to seek moneys to support the collabo-
rative work plan, buy computers, and pay for transportation.

25
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Next, the collaborative team issued a report that documented the following
changes:

1. Shelter occupancy averaped 90 percent at each facility each week,
up from 70 percent a yeer earlier.

9. Shelters were beginning to save money by eliminating a staff
position through coordinated o.ork.

3. The United Way had announced fiscal support.

4. Foundation awaris had supplied computer equipnwnt.

5. Automobile deale; ships had donated minivans, so the volunteer
driving program had ballooned.

6. The fmd shelves ha(I gom, on-line so that they could distribute
surplus fOodstu

Wanting to celebrate the success of their collaboration, the steering commit-
tee threw a holiday party for the partners, agency staff, and key community
people. Marjorie nudged Wil when a performer satirized shelter administ ra-
tors during the staff skit. The Rotary Club honored thecollaboration with an
award for community leadership, and a rousing hand of applause greeted the
"first round" evaluation report. Achieving the mission had taken almost two

;ears, but agencies in Green Valley, Rockville, and Metford were now
implementing it successfully!

Winter's End, Year Two STAGE 4:

Endow Continuity by Working

The communications task team had dooe its work. Everyone was telling CollaboratIon-toCommunity

stories about how the collaboration could slay giants. The group had done the
almost impossible: it had improved shelter services, and its long arm reached
from the Tri-County area to the state capitol. Funders knew about the Create Visibility

4A, p. 9)(Cha 3.1
collaboration. The media were willing to cover this story. It was news! The llenge

joint etIbrt had a marketing plan that worked.

While Marjorie was talking to Kim and Wil, she said, "Let's have a retreat
to talk about the year-end evaluation results. It'll be a good time to reflect on
all we've done and to create a succession plan to pass on leadership, since it's
been almost two years since we started this. We need to get more of the field

professionals involved, and the schools have a part to play."

The collaboration decided to have a day-long retreat, and the planning task
force invited all the members and e' couraged each one to bring a board
member or senior staff.

II):i
4 t)

Involve the Community
(Challenge 48, p. 123)
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Change the System
(Challenge 4C, p. 129)

End the Collaboration
(Challenge 4D, p. 133)

At the retreat, the partners reviewed the fbrmal results of the evaluation. By
the time they finished grappling with the sw.Lession plan, Peter had been
elected chair. Then Marjorie called for ideas to generate new interest sand
attract new resources fbr homeless people.

"I've been, thinking," said one new member. "One of' the root problems of
homelessness is the cycle of poverty inflicted on the children. Is there some
way to get the schools in our 'Fri-County area more responsive to the needs
of homeless elementary-aged kids?" The brainstorming that followed this
request excited everyone.

After lunch, Kim began a discussion about increasing collaboration aioong
the other human service providers in the Tri-County area. Using the work of
the communications team as a base, the retreat participants broke into small
groups to plan how to train other staff' in existing shelters, educate the
community to promote partnerships to serve sheltet ients, and convince the
legislature to reward agencies who saved money by working together.

As the afternoon continued, Peter said, "I believe we're really talking about
going beyond help for homeless people to preventing homelessness alto-
gether. Let me tell you about an idea fbr affbrdable housing I've been kicking
around with my board chair. It won't be easy. We'd need to involve an awful
lot of players, and we're talking about much more than two years to make this
happen."

When Peter had described his plan, Kim was excited. "Let's get into small,
issue-related groups," she advised. "We can. start brainstorming today and
plan how to get others involved in really making changes. Let's talk about the
involvement of' the legislators, educators, and the business community."

The board members also spoke up, voicing support fbr the kind of' system-
w ide changes the collaborative partners wanted to work on. Within minutes,
Betty was challenging these board members: "How can you leverage your
power and position as board chairs and as important community leaders to
help us get at the complexity of' t hese problems'? Is there some way you can
meet and start co-planning programs that impact the whole person and the
whole family?" The chairs agreed to think through this approach to making
real changes on a broad level.

As t he grou brokc fir dinner, Peter talked to Kim, Marjorie, Wil, and Betty.
Peter was worried now that the group had elected him chair. "I'm concerned
about taking over the reins from you, Marjorie," Peter said candidly. "You
and Kim did a lot to keep this group in the eye of the power brokers in our
counties."

2 7
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"Now that the system has started to change," countered Marjorie, "it needs
professionals like the three of you, well-versed in homeless issues. But there
are things that Kim and I can do to help you adapt to the leadership role that's
carved out for you." They were all so engrossed in planning that they almost
missed getting anything to eat. Even as they filled their plates, they talked.

Dinner was only passable, but nothing could mar the event. The collaborative
partners and boc..:d members made speeches. Some, serious, lauded the work
of the collaboration. Some, in good humor, laughed and cried over two years
of intense work. With so many new people involved, the collaboration had
come full circle. In fact, the agenda for the next meeting of all the members
called for reviewing ground rules and looking at the self-interest of everyone.
But now the time had come to stand around the piano and sing in harmony
most ly!

This story comes from real experiences of collaboration. Of course, many
kinds of get-togethers and many. man,, phone calls happened in the time
between the regular meetings. People met not only at th collaborative table
but also with staff in their own organizations. Many ot:ter players became
involved in specific tasks and withdrew when their work was finished.

What we discovered in the story are examples of creating, sustaining, and
enjoying collaboration. Now let's look at more parts and greater detail.

9 S

66
Time gives

good advice.

Maltese proverb
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How Do We Set Forth?
Let's Check the Lay of the Land

Because collaboration can be complex, this book asks more of us than
following a straight path. Therefore, we must know where we are and

where we're going. To begin, we'll define collaboration. Then we will explore
a metaphor that provides a useful framework for collaboration.

Understand Collaboration
In popular use, a collaboration occurs anytime people work together to
achieve a goal. For our purposes, collaboration will be more narrowly defined.
One element of that definition is the intensity of effort required by real
collaboration. A brief story illustrates this:

Someone calls and says, "We can get a much stronger impact if we
collaborate on this prgject."

"Great, let's meet," is the response.

After three meetings, our colleague is talking about the mission fr the
collaboration and what we all can achieue together in the next year .

Some (Os were thinking, "Year! All we (Ter planned to gin, this was
haltla-doZT11 i 1I,5 at the most." Trouble!

30

If you do
what you've always

done, you'll get what
you've always

gotten.

Anonymous

99
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Our colleague had a different concept of collaboration and the intensity of
work it required. The following table shows a continuum of increasing
intensity for building relationships and doing work:

Key
Relationships

and Work

Examples

Intoisity (risk,
time nevde(/,
()min./unity)

Cooperation*

Shorter-term informal
relations that exist without
any clearly defined mission,
structure, or planning effort
characterize cooperation.
Cooperative partners share
information only about the
subject at hand. Each
organization retains author-
ity and keeps resources
separate so virtually no risk
exists.

One group of Southeast
Asian Mutual Assistance
Associations meets each
month to exchange informa-
tion on service approaches.
They update each other on
the latest techniques, on
pending changes in legisla-
tion, and on which funders
are likely to support their
program types.

lower intensity

Coordination

More formal relationships
and understanding of
missions distinguish coordi-
nation. People involved in a
coordinative effort focus
their longer-term interac-
tion around a specific effort
or program. Coordination
requires some planning and
division of roles and opens
communication channels
between organizations.
While authority still rests
with individual organiza-
tions, everyone's risk
increases. Power can be an
issue. Resources are made
available to participants
and rewards are shared.

The Council of Agency
Executives meets monthly
to help the United Way plan
for human service delivery.
This often requires more
than the exchange of
information because the
participants must work out
philosophical differences
and agree On a range of
plans. But they do not share
the vision of a larger pur-
pose.

Collaboration

A more durable and perva-
sive relationship marks
collaboration. Participants
bring separate organiza-
tions into a new structure
with full commitment to a
common mission. Such
relationships require
comprehensive planning
and well-defined communi-
cation channels operating
on all levels. The collabora-
tive structure determines
authority, and risk is much
greater because each
partner contributes its
resources and reputation.
Power is an issue and can
he unequal. Partners pool or
jointly secure the resources,
and share the results and
rewards.

A group of Hispanic organi-
zations comes together to
address the need for job
development and job train-
ing. They are looking at
long-term plans to develop
businesses that will provide
jobs. They will involve
government training ser-
vices (to help secure grants
and provide job training)
and post-secondary institu-
tions (for academic and
vocational education).

higher intensity

1),//, (IN,/ ,,Hr,finitt!Hrt frit, i liii ni h1 TI hu(Jk jfIltai iii (4,,4k Sim non K(1,0Iti, 11, lief/rung thc
( 'it4Pi.4 li 1 ,Is ,,,,,priiitrun I ...44.1/ With Inm Shrin;71 I. El0_'1111, We Stand rollohoratioo for Child Cori. and

Karl \ ;Iuutiiin Serici,, 'i Ii (Irv. PO!) lio ;111 rrfr,,lq.
pp 1
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Regardless of the intensity. many groups call themselves collaborations.
They also use such terms as alliance, coalition, partnership, and so on. As a
result, confusion exists about what the word collaboration means. Moreover,
sonic groups enter into collaboration when they need only cooperate with
each other or coordinate activities. Other groups do need collaboration but do
not understand the intensity of effort it will demand.

As defined in this book, collaboration is the most intense way of working
together while still retaining the separate identities of the organizations
involved. The beauty of collaboral on is the acknowledgment that each
organization has a separate and special function, a power that it brings to the
joint effOrt. At the same time, each separate organization provides valuable
services or products often critical to the health and %vell-being of their
community.

Joint EffortsA Word by Any Other Name

Joint efforts go by many names. If all members agree on
a higher level of intensity of work, many of these efforts
can be collaborations whatever they're called. At the
same time, the group, however it is named. can be very
successful, even though working less intensely. Two
elements are crucial to successful joint efforts: everyone
must agree on the level of intensity and the level of
intensity must be appropriate to the desired results. Here
are some names for joint efforts.

Advisory Committee: provides suggestions and
assistance at the request of an organization.

Alliance: a union or connection of interests that have
similar character, structure, or outlook: functions as a
semiofficial organization of organizations.

Coalition: a temporary alliance of factions, parties,
and so on for some specific purpose: mobilizes
individuals and groups to influence outcomes.

Commission: a body authorized to perform certain
duties or steps or to take on certain powers; generally
appointed by an official body.

Competition: the act of seeking to gain that for which
another is also striving: rivalry, otest. nonetho
less a form of joint effort.

Confederation: being united in an alliance or league;
joining for a special purpose.

Consolidation: combining of several into one:
implies major structural changes that bring operations
together.

Consortium: association: same as alliance.

Cooperation: the act of working together to produce
an effect.

Coordination: working to the same end with harmoni
ous adjustment or functioning.

Federation: the act of uniting by agreement of each
member to subordinate its power to that of the
central authority in common affairs.

Joint Powers: the act by legally constituted organiza.
tions (such as governmental agencies or corpora-
tions) of assigning particular powers each has to a
mutually defined purpose; a written document, called
a joint powers agreement. spells out the relationship
between the groups.

League: a compact tor promoting common interests:
an alliance.

Merger: the legal combining of two or more organiza
tions; the absorption of one interest by another.

Network: individuals or organizations formed in a
looseknit group.

Partnership: an association of two or more who
contribute money or property to carry on a joint
business and who share profits or losses: a term
loosely used for individuals and groups working
together.

Task Force: a self.contained unit for a specific
purpose, often at the request of an overseeing body,
that is not ongoing.

)
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44
You must be

the change you
wish to see.

Mahatma Gandhi
(1869-1948)

Leader of the Indian
nationalist movement

Given the greater intensity, the investment in collaboration must be worth
the effort. This is because collaboration changes the way we icoth. We must
move from:

Competing-0 to building consensus.

Working alone 0 to including others from a diversity of cultures,
fields, and sectors.

Thinking mostly about activities, services, and programs ----0 to
thinking also about larger results and strategies.

Focusing on short-term accomplishments ---0 to demanding
long-term results.

99 Above all, collaboration has to pay attention to language. We concentrate on
what "we" want over and above what individual partneri want. Listening to
each other and thinking creatively beconm all-important.

Given the variety of joint efforts and the intensity of collaboration, these
authors define collaboration as follows:

in,

Collaboration is
a mutually beneficial and well-defined relationship

entered into by two or more organizations
to achieve results they are more likely to achieve together than alone.

Ir"
In this definition, organizations may be formal or informal groups or
constituencies, legally incorporated or not. Of course, individuals working
alone can also be part of a collaboration, and input from individuals in the
community is u.,sential. Yet, if individuals want to make an impact, they
usually nnist represent an organization or community of some kind.

The story of the Tri-County collaboration revealed benefits fbr the individual
partners and also for t he organizations that the group members represented.
Wil felt that his work on the joint effbrt might result in a better job vhen he
moved back East; Marjorie hoped for a promotion. The organizations ended
up meeting the needs of their clients in a much more focused way than in t he
past. Everyone involved in the collaboration knew that the members and
organizations could not, and would not, have achieved these results alone.

Since the definition this hook offers for collaboration implies greater inten-
sity. we need to understand when to be cautiouswhen that greater
intensity might make things worse, not better. The factors that make or
break collaborat ion include ideology, leadcrship. Inuerr, h istory, con ?In./ ition
uiul rrsoUrcos.

33
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Ideology Sometimes organizations have substantial ideological differ-
ences and misunderstandings. Debates on values and beliefs often leave
little room for the flexibility crucial to collaboration.

Leadership: If no one has enough power to bring the needed organizations
together, people will quickly disband. If the wrong person leads meet ings. the
group might fail. A brief story illustrates the point:

Foundations, busi flosses, and child-care organizations met to pror i d
more comprehensice and affOrdable child care. The recently retired
executice of a large agency chaired the group. He diuided the group
into two sections: one for the mom established institutions that
controlled fends and the other for the child-care prociders. This
second group tended (oh(' women end people of color who did not here
money.

The executice reasoned that each group could plan ler its needs and
contribu terns in relation to a common mission. But thc result ices
hitter feuding between the two groups, each of which came to haul, a
separate identity. I,eadership makes a di fkrence!

Power: Power is rarely equal among members of a collaboration. Yet we
can equally value different powers. Successful collaborations find ways
balance the inequities among all members. If', however, one person can take
unilateral action or if a substantial difference in power exists, the group
cannot achieve an essential melding of power.

History The issues the group faces may be threatening because of histori-
cal disagreement. Or past efforts may have been ineffective. If' this history
exists, then collaboration is inure difficult to accomplish without a great deal
of preparation.

Competition: Too oft en organizations come together simply to obtain
resources fbr existing effortsfbr instance. Flinders mmire a collaboration.
Or organizations believe that if they work together they will more likely get
fUnds. 'Mos, the underlying reason for the joint effort is umney. Basically, the
organizations still go it alone to compete for funds. If' dollars do mit flow
readily, the inherent competition can destroy the joint effort.

Resources: 'Mc potential member organizations may bk unable to contrib-
ute what is needed fOr the collaboration. For example, one or more grouft4
cimnot send representatives: the time required causes such internal hard-
ship that an organization sees costs outweighing benefits; or an organizat ion
cannot handle the requirements because (flack of skills or because the joint

effort creates too much information to numage.
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Nothing in life
is to be feared.
It is only to be
understood.

Madame Curie
(1867-1934)

Polish-French physicist
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Do not call for black
power or green power.
Call for brain power.

Barbara Jordan
Texas Congresswoman

99
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44
No one can
go it alone.

Grace Gil Olibvarez
Mexican American social

activist / attorney

99

Finally, we must ask ourselves, Given these factors, should we collaborate at
all'? What is our likelihood of success? We don't want to try the impossible.
On the other hand, we don't want these problems to scare us off. Maybe
collaboration under these circumstances will work with a special effort.

Members in a collaboration never agree unanimously on all matters. In fact.
disagreement is both healthy and desirable. But successful collaborations
find ways to work together; members experience rewards as they build
dynamic relationships needed to do the desired work.

How are collaborations fbrmed? Through someone's initiation, through
someone's directive, or through legal mandate. However they begin, collabo-
rations require patience, creativity, and sophisticated skills with people.
Patience is especially called for if we are to commit to collaboration. To build
that commitment, we need two crucial items: a change in our thinking and
a common language. one that gives us new symbols of what is important.

Explore a Metaphor
Let's view collaboration through the metaphor of' a journey, that is. a
destination toward which trauelers move together on a road they build.

We can find this metaphor in our definition of collaboration: "a mutually
beneficial and well-defined relationship entered into by two or more organi-
zations to achieve results they are more likely to achieve together than
alone." This definition outlines (1) the destinationachieving results

) that the tracelersthe collaborating organizations--move toward
(3 ) On the roadbuilding well-defined relationships and accomplishing
mutually beneficial work.

Seek a Destination

The destination ofour journey is msults. For thv collaboration as a whole, the
destination is the achievement of community benefits. ( For our purposes. a
community is :my group united by geography, population, practice, religion,
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business, or other form of shared culture.) For a particular organization or
an individual, the destination is fulfillment of individual self-interests.

ANIL-

Comalloit
Self

ALAN. Laihatiakke,
Abikuk.

"ejs;

Seek a Destination

Commwiity Benefits

When Betty and Wil talked about the issues involved in helping homeless
people in the Tri-County story, they set out on a collp.borative journey that
brought community benefits for farm laborers. migrants. young people, and
families who were homeless. In addition, within their own organizations,
Betty and Wil became better able to access government programs and to
provide drug treatment, health care, and mental health services. Thus. the
community benefits of their collaboration were many and varied. Here are
five other examples of collaborations working for their communities:

An agen e seruing urban youth recognized that many young people
do not receive post-secondary academie or vocational education.
To create a corn m un it y-wide ellOrt to pnwide youth with a pathway
to further education, the agency fOrmed a collaboration Of ticent y-
six people representing business, c(mun an ity education. higher
education, uocational training, puhlic schools, teachers' unions,
WO City go1 v7linivit,

66
Two heads,
four eyes.

A saying of the Igbo
people of Nigeria
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66
We must do the things
we think we cannot do.

The future belongs
to those who believe

in the beauty
of their dreams.

Eleanor Roosevelt
(1884-1962)

Humanitarian,
U.N. Delegate
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On the East Coast, niore than twenty groupschurches, busi-
nesses, health care and human service organizationscame to-
gether to reduce an infant mortality rate that was considerably
higher than the national average.

Members of a neighborhood business association watched their
neighborhood and businesses decline. The typical promotions
didn't work. To revitalize the neighborhood, they are bringing
businesses, government agencies, arts organizations, and non-
profit social service agencies together to create measurable results,
both short- and long-term.

People from agencies serving Native Americans know firsthand
that /Or many reaso,is their clients have great difficulty obtaining
mental health services. They want to develop a community-
supported network that cultivates the mental, emotional, and
spiritual health of American Indians.

Organizers in an African American community see that many
people in their neighborhoods are chronically discouraged. The
organizers believe that providing more services won't work. They
believe the solution is to articulate, communicate, and reinfbrce
African American community values and assist individuals and
institutions in the African American cominunity to further ecm
nomic development and community building.

Communities work to achieve a variety of dreamstheir destinations:

Human service nonprofits improve the lives of individuals and families.

Arts organizations stimulate creativity.

Schools educate by providing people with infbrmation and skills.

Health care agencies heal and prevent illness.

Environmental organizations protect and improve the surroundings.

R_us.nesses produce products or services to sell, provide jobs, and pay
taxes.

Government protects the health and safety of its citizens.

Collaborations can increase the potential benefits of' these efforts.

Each collaboration has its Own unique destination of community benefits.
Yet each member within the collaboration also brings along her or his
si.'parate self-interests.

3 7
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Human beings combine opposites within themselves: All are altruistic: al
are self-interested. Producing benefits fbr the community motivates us. But
meeting our own self-interests is equally motivating.

For instance, a business person becomes a partner in the collaboration
because participation demonstrates support for the community, buys good
will, and increases business. Or a government official, accused of being power
hungry, collaborates to demonstrate inchi 4iveness.

Let's examine self-interests by returning to our 'Fri-County story. After
meeting a few times, Wil openly acknowledged that the collaboration would
help him get a better job back East. Madorie, too. had a personal desire. Her
boss was retiring within three years. and she was eager to display her
leadership.

Can self-interest work for a collaboration? Yes, but better when the partners
admit to it. Members must ask, directly, "What will we each get out of this?"

A brief scenario illustrates the point:

After flue ineetings, the work ancl details bogged down the group
members. The consultant they hired asked each to say what slu. or he
wanted from the collaboration.

One person from a major institution stated that he wanted to
derelop the program the collaboration had been discussing and
was looking to write a major grant fin. it.

Another person reuealed that if the program was funded, she
wanted to staff it.

All the other participants admitted that they endorsed the elThrt,
were willing to write support letters, but would not gain anything
directly.

The result! The group wrote the letters and nerer met again. Self-
interests and C0111MIlnity benefits clid not mesh.

On the ot her hand, the Tri-Cminty story detailed how Peter wanted to solve

problems immediately. Rather than resulting in dissolution ofthe collabora-
tion, his impatience led to a discussion of' organizational priorities, a vision

statement. and a commit ment to &sired and shared results. The members
resolved their conflicts and journeyed to a destination of mutually achieved
results. Here, self-interest ;ind community benefits meshed and worked (out

beautifully.

3

Self-interest
is the prime mover

of people.

Saul Alinsky
(1909-1972)

Community activist
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There are three kinds
of groups: Those which
make things happen;
those which wait for

things to happen; and
those which wonder

what happened.

Anon.. mous
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Self-interest i :4 always present, so we must recognize and acknowledge it. If
we don't, we lose our way on the collaborative journey. We'll revisit self-
interest in Part III.

Community benefits and individual self-interests draw us forward; they are
our destination, the end of the long road. These community benefits and self-
interests guide our relationships and focus our work. Next, let's look at
ourselves as travelers who journey together toward our destination.

Become Travelers

The image of the rugged individual may have worked when new frontiers
continually opened to provide escape for adventuresome pioneers. But the
frontiers have disappeared, and we look at collaboration as a new way of
relating and working. F'or some people, however, collaboration has been an
essential part of their history and their lives. For them, working together is
not new.

Whether collaboration is new or familiar, we must see ourselves as global
partners who harness our diversity to travel together toward a shared
destination. To learn from our diversity we must acknowledge each person
and benefit from her or his eustwns, languages, preferences, and powers.

a

Became Trarelerp

3 9
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We each have customs that we understand but seem foreign to others. In the
United States, midwesterners tend to call colleagues by their first name as
a sign of friendliness. Yet in many African American communities, respect
is shown by using last names and titles. People on the eastern seaboard arch
their eyebrows at the suggestion of a seven thirty breakfast meetingnine
is the preferred starting time. In the Midwest, however, early meetings are
common. Native Americans often begin their meetings by sharing food
before business gets startedthey are building relationships. To others,
eating before working seems unproductive. "Get on with the business at
hand," they s

To journey with fellow t ravelers. we must prepare ourselves for customs and
values that differ from ours. Acceptance and acknowledgment of different

customs build the trust essential to effective collaboration.

Languages

English. Spanish, Swahili, or limong are recognizable as different lan-
guages. "Personal" languages are not so easy to distinguish. For example:

The lewd "collaboration" means different kinds of relationships.
One person may enuision a long-term commitnu711: another only a
feu. meetings.

Many husinesse;; use the term "Total Quality Management" to
mean seeing eueryone, internal and external to the cwnpany, as
customers. But how does a nonprofit define production and cus-
tonwrs? In factsome nonprofits ridicule the use of the word
"customer" as inappropriate to their work.

The legislature passes a bill that speaks f empowerment. The
gocernment agency rosponsible fi,r implementing the bill comes up
with regulations on compliance. Double-speak? Maybe not. Still,
how can any real change take place when l'reryone hears some-
thing dif'Prent!

To journey with fellow travelers, we must 1( arti each ather's language.
evunine the popular buzz womls, and define our terms.

4 0

. . . one only
understands that with

which one agrees.

Kaygusuz Abdal
15th century Arab Ashik
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66
If you have your

language and you have
.'our culture, and you're

not ashamed of them,
then you know
who you are.

Maria Urquides
American educator
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Let the world
know you as you are,

not as you think
you should be,

because sooner or later,
i f you are posing, you

will forget the pose, and
then where are you!

Fanny Brice
(1891-1951)

American comedienne
and singer

99

Preferences

Taking the time to learn different languages might not fit our preferred way
of relating and working. For example, some prefer to explore the mystery of'
another's language; others are drawn by the magnetism of immediate action,

But let's admit at the outset that our pref'er,,Ace depends on the situation,
and we tend to cycle through different preferPnces, emphasizing one or two.
We can look at four personal preferences: begetting, becoming, being, and
bequeathing:

Begetting: Some people enjoy a time of rapid growth and very high
energy. They enjoy exploring, discovering, and uncovering creativity and
potential in themselves and others. Because begetting people usually do
not like to deal with detail, they may consider policies and procedures
unimportant. Begetting people continually seek out options to make their
dreams cwne true.

Becoming: Other people prefer to focus. They recognize that the group
must shed some goals and hone others. They like the time of blending
ideas and making choices, but policies and procedures interest them at
only a minimal level. Becoming people COMT171 themselces with lOcusing
the collective ciston to make something happen.

Being: Some people enjoy taking pride in their achievements. They
focus on productivity. Because policies and procedures are important to
them, these people want to write everything down. They iike to function
smoothly with organization: fbr them. administrat ion is key. Being people
hace a sense that their group "ha:: arriced."

Bequeathing: Still other people prefer the finish. They like to know
that they have served or produced all they could. Secure and satisfied,
they love to tell stories about the history of the collaboration. Bequeathing
people delight in imparting their wisdom and gluing their resources to
others IN carry on or to begin swnothing new.

Mandated Collaborationt:?

Can we force people to be partners? We may ',A,int to sell
a resounding "No!" but the truth is that federal, stiqe,
and local governments and funders are increasingly
requiring collaborations. This con cause difficulties when
someone from outside the collaborntion determines the
desired results, dictates w tie will lead, and decides who
will he members.

Collaborations can work successfully under (I mandate
whim Ill sufficient resources back up requirements; (21
pre established goals aiii broad: (3) local capacity and will
is supported; and (41 members of the collaboration can
capitohle on and not be constrained by the inandate.
Members of a corlaboration can capitalize on a mandate
when fl'ihlit in godls, inembership, and structure exist.

Adapted from the work of Stlorori Kip!) tiSt'll pert1Htition.
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Here's a quick story to illustrate how these preferences work:

We're sitting at the table together. I repeatedly say, "IVe'ce got to
brainstorm possible results for our collaboration.'"

My partner says, "No, we need to get clear on lune we're going to
proceed. Then we hace to decide who's going to take the Minutes.'"

While we might argue right and wrong about each other's recomMen-
dations, the conflict really involves our indicidual preferences:
1 prekt. begetting; my partner prekrs

A healthy collaboration acknowledges that the group needs a diversity of
preferences and that all these preferences are valuable. Only then can the
collaboration plan a sequence of actions to best use the preferences each
members claims. For example, we acknowledge time for brainstorming
(begetting) to be followed by prioritizing and drafting a vision statement
( becoming). Later. we acknowledge that we need to emphasize action
planning( being ) to be fbIlowed by building greater support in the community
(bequeathing). These are matters of sequence. not right or wrong.

Powers

Besides claiming our preferences. we must declare our power. For many.
power is a negative word meaning control, physical force. undue influence.
Not an appealing scenario! Others think that power is connected to gender,

race, age, culture. Strong patterns to break!

Yet power also means "the ability to do . having great influence." We all
have some fbrm of power: we just need to recognize it and use it intentionally.
Collaborations unite and extend our various powers. As we collaborate, we
decide where we want to go (destination): what each partner (traveler)
wants: and how we are going to get what we want (the road). During the
course of the collaboration, we devote our time to obtaining and spending
power in the best interest of the community and oursplves.

How much power we have to spend depends, in part. on the availability of
that power. People with a special skill have more power ifthey alone possess
the skill. Yet, individuais and organizations have power (ally if' we. the
clillaborative partners. value the specific power and are unable to obtain It

from others. The problem is that some people accumulate power by not

sharing their expertise and resources.

l'ower is always present and is never equal. ilowever. in a collaborat ion We

do not seek cqualit.y. Instead , we search f(a.cquity; We acknowledge andvalue
the different types of power each person and organizat ion bring to our,joint

efibrt.

42

A person working alone
has all the power of

social dust.

Saul Alinsky
(1909-1972)

Community activist
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Obviously, power penetrates all relationships and work. If we want our
collaboration to be successful, we must openly claim the power we bring; be
aware of our own corruptibility; refuse to deny our power; and resolve any
conflict, that grow from the use of power.

If we do not embrace these four actions, we can fall into the shadow side of
power. That is, we confuse the power to make something happen with the
power to control others; we confuse obtaining and spending power with
manipulationthe undeclared use of power.

As collaborative partners, we acknowledge and retain control over our own
power. We refuse to consider one type of power as better than another. We
form collaborations to unite and extend our various powers, eliminating
none. This melding of power is our ideal. And we stretch our comfbrt level by
exercising our own powers intentionally.

Sunshine and Shadow Pc

We can view power as both positivemoving things forwardand negativeholding things back:

Type

Charisma

Connections

Expertise

Fame and visibdity

Integrity and
credibility

Life experience

Persuaon

Position and "turf"

Resources

Sunshine Power

Charming others with enthusiasm and
confidence

Making connections to others who are seen to
have power

Applying knowledge, skills, information, and
experience (including the experience of
collaboration)

Having a reputation acknowledved by others

Demonstrating consistency of action and
words

Describing life events as they apply to the
situation so others can learn from the
experiences, observations, and values

Being able to convince others what to do

Having clear boundaries as granted by a
governing body or hierarchy, knowing how to go
through channels, having security in a home
base

Being able to reward, and choosing to do so

Shadow Power

Seducing others

Controlling access to others who are seer) to
have power

Withholding knowledge, skills, information,
and experience, or being arrogant in applying
these skills

Using a negative reputation to maintain or
seize power by making people afraid

Acting or speaking inconsistently so others
don't know what to expect

Withholding such information and/or
complaining of being undervalued as an
excuse for not contributing

Bullying others into taking action or not

Remaining isolated, demanding that everything
go through channels, requiring all activities to
happen on one's home-base

Withholding needed resources, or forcing
others to jump through hoops to get them
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To harness our differences in customs, language, preferences, and powers,
we refuse to debate who's right or who's wrong. Instead, we look at our
destination and ask: How do our customs, languages, preferences, and
powers help get us where we want to go?

Take to the Road

To reach our destination, we need a good road. Not one of gravel, concrete,
or Tarmac, but of relationships to build and work to do. The road offers a
number of challenges. Not obstacles, but opportunities; not potholes, but
possibilities! As we travel this road, we'll note four distinct terrains that
correspond to the four stages of collaboration. Within each stage, we'll face
fbur challenges that build on each other over the course of our journey.
Finally, we'll see that the road has a unique shape.

'4.02

Take to the Road

Four Stages

Stage 1: Envision Results by Working lnclividual-to-lndivithial
Terrain: llill Cmmtry

Collaborations begin individual-to-individual to envision results. Renwm-
bur how Betty dackon called Wil Gaston to talk about the issues of
homelessness? The collaboration started with a conversation between two
concerned People.
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Our collaboration may grow from a good idea we shared over the telephone
or from a mandate issued by a funder or legislature. Whichever way, we get
to know each other, attend meetings, and start to work. Together, indi-
ridual-to-indiridual, we en rision the desired results and keep the collabora-
tion focused on our destination. But the ups and downs of starting a
collaboration, of finding our roles as partners, are as strenuous as going
through hill country.

Stage 2: Empower Ourselves by Working Individual-to-Organization
Terrain: Marshland

Collaborations continue along the road in an individual-to-organization
relationship to empower their members. After going through hill country.
the characters in the Tri-County story entered a marshland, where they
started to get stuck. They realized they didn't have authority from their own

46 organizations to act as easily as they wanted to. Some partners were able to
We build the road and obtain authorization from their organizations; others weren't. During the

the road builds us. summer, they got into conflict with each other; they struggled to organize

Sri Lankan saying themselves.

When we enter this marshland, we are like the partners in the story: we need
clear authority from our home-base organizations to work effectively to-
gether. We must also be clear about how we will work together. Clarity from
indicidual-to-organization and within the collaboration empowers us to
begin action. As Kim, Marjorie, Betty, Pe! . and Wil discovered, we can
avoid getting bogged down in the marshland.

Stage 3: Ensure Success by Working Organization-to-Organization
Terrain: Fertile Plains

Moving on in our collaboration, we relate organization-to-organization to
ensure results. Now, to build relationships and work together, we find fbrmal
ways for our agencies to interact. After fifteen months, the Tri-County
players built joint systems and policies t hat were the same from organiza-
tion-to-organization: each shelter identified one staff person to work full-
ti me providing care and coordinating programs; and two organizations paid
fitr part-time positions to support the collaboration.

As we journey, we work organization-to-orgauiZatinn to l,nsu n. success. I,ike
the key players in the Tri-County story, we begin to reap th benefit of what
We lmve sown (01 these now fort de plains.
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Stage 4: Endow Continuity by Working Collaboration-to-Community
Terrain: Broad Forest

Finally, as we complete our journey, we relate collaboration-to-community to
endow continuity. The Tri-County travelers began to fl:id ways to institu-
tionalize their success in the community. With help from more people and
organizations, they developed increased support so that their efforts would
bring abdut new and continuing efThrts along the road they had traveled.

After more than two years oftraveling togetherup the hill country, through
the marsh land, across the fertile plainsthe partners had now come to the
shade, comfort, and resources of the broad hrest. Marjorie passed leadership
to Peter; more people became involved; the collaboration identified new
resources and approached the legislature.

From collaboration -to-community, we garner increased support to endow the
efThrt over time and to influence greater change in the systems that affect us
all. The many seeds we have planted begin to grow into a broad forest. The
building materials we need fbr continuity come from this broad forest.

Within each of these fbur terrains, or stages, we find four challenges that help
build relationships and do the work of' collaboration. Let's look at these.

Challenges

Within each ot't he four stages ofeollaborat ion, travelers fiice four challenges.
Each challenge builds on the previous ones. Some collaborations may enjoy
great success without meeting all of them. Yet creating. sustaining, and
enjoying a collaboration is best accomplished by facing all the challenges.

Here are the challenges fbr each stage:

Stage 1: Envision Results by Working Individual-to-Individual
Challenges: Bring People Together (Challenge IA I

Enhance Trust (Challenge I B
Confirm Our Vision (Challenge I( '1
Spt cif.' Desired Results 'Challenge 1 Di

Stage 2: Empower Mr,:elves hy Working Individual-0)A 4ganitat ion
Challenges: Confirm Organizational Roles (Challenge 2A!

Resolve Conflicts (Challenge 2B
Organize the Effort (Challenge 2(
Support the Nlemhers Cluillenge

4 6
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Relationship is a
pervading and

changing mystery.

Ejidora Welty
American author
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Shape of
the road

Stage 3: Ensure Success by Working Organization-to-Organization
Challenges: Manage the Work (Challenge 3M

Create Joint Systems (Challenge 3B)
Evaluate the Results (Challenge 3C)
Renew the Effort (Challenge 3D)

Stage 4: Endow Continuity by Working Collaboration-to-Community
Challenges: Create Visibility (Challenge 4A)

Involve the Community (Challenge 4B )
Change the System (Challenge 4C )
End the Collaboration (Challenge 4D

The Shape

Whatever the challenges we face, we need to realize that this road is not
really straight. The road twists and turns like a cloverleaf; it goes on, always
returning to an intersection. What does this imply? While the focus of each
stage is its four challenges, we meet all the challenges repeatedly and not
necessarily in order. In the Tri-County story, the partners called three
special meetings because they were bogged down while envisioning results
(Stage 1). Yet many collaborations meet this challenge to renew the effort
while ensuring success (Stage 3). Similarly, most groups face conflict while
empowering their members (Stage 2) after some trust has been built, but
Peter and Wil were already in conflict in Stage 1.

Don't be alarmed! We meet some challenges only briefly. And as we move
around, we increase our skills. So the next time we face the same challenge,
we're better prepared.

Pages 40-41 show what the road looks like with its tbur terrains and
corresponding stages, challenges. and shape.

*

The collaborative journey is one of destination, travelers, and road.

What is our destination? That is. what are we hoping and working for?
Community henefits and individual self-interests.

Who are we, the travelers? We are individuals and organizations who can
harness the di-ersity of customs, language, preferences. and powers to
ichieve mir dest ination.

4
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On what road are Wt. journeying? A road of developing relationships and
successful work. with fiiur stages, or terrains, and fbur challenges in each
stage. Thus. we achieve our joint destination.

What does that road look like? The collaborative road is a cloverleaf. So we
keep coming back to the an intersection, each t i me building on and improving
what we're doing.

Let's return to our Tri-County story. When the partners met to celebrate
their accomplishments !they had reached their destination ). Betty chal-
lenged the board members to find an approach that would make real changes
on a broad level. New possibilities and plans excited the collaboration. Their
collaboration had come to both an ending and a beginning. The partners were
ready to refine what they had done and to build on their success.

In our collaborative journey, the goals we discuss early on may be detailed
later; members may change; structures that we laboriously work out in the
beginning may later be modified or replaced by ones that better serve our
ever-clearer purpose. As we travel the cloverleaf road, we discover that
flexibility and adaptability are key to effective collaboration.

This cloverleaf' road raises problems for service providers and funders who
are accustomed to linear plans and well-defined goals. They want a straight
road that goes from North to South, from beginning to end. Many service
providers and funders want plans their members can complete in short time
frames of one or two years. Collaborations, however. serve one purpose and
one purpose only: to produce results that are more likely to be achieved by

working together than by working alone. Collaborations do not exist to fulfill
preexisting criteria for a clear beginning and a definite end.

If' we travel alone, we choose our own route and our own timetable If we
travel with others. we need to blend and hone and modify our routes and our
timetables. When our whole group goes toget her. we may not end up exactly
where each person wanted to go. And even if' we end up w here each of us
wanted to be, how we got there will not he precisely as planned and will
usually take longer than imagined But t hink oft he community benefit s and
t isfaction' We nLty not 4ee the ...4ight we set. (nit 16r. Intezuf. ni;iy

di.c(Ivpr t hi ei,rht h wunder ()ft he world ;old i cii thi to;2:cliwr,

Aerodynamically,
the bumble bee

shouldn't be able to fly,
but the bumble bee
doesn't know it so it

goes on flying anyway.

Mary Kay Ash
cosmetics executive
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Happily may I walk.
May it be beautiful

before me.
May it be beautiful

behind me.
May it be beautiful

below me.
May it be beautiful

above me.
May it be beautiful all

around me.
In beauty it is finished.

Navaho Night ('hati
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Stage 1: Envision Results by Working
Individual-to-Individual

Terrain:
Hill Country

Challenges:
Bring People Together (Challenge 1A)
Enhance Trust (Challenge 1B)
Confirm ()ur Vision (Challenge 10')
SpecifY Desired Results (Challenge 11) )

Stage 4: Endow Continuity by Working
Collaboration-to-Community

Terrain:
Broad Forest

('hallenges:
Creme Visibility (Challenge .1:11
Involve the Community (Challenge MI
Change the System (Challenge IC
End the Collaboration (( hallem..re .11)(

to'

't

?Igo
$1.
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Stage 2: Empower Ourselves
by Working
individual-to-Organization

Terrain:
Nlarshland

Challenges:
Confirm Organizational Roles

(Challenge 2A)
Resolve Conflicts (Challenge 213)
Organize the Effort (Challenge 2C)
Support the Members (Challenge 2D)

Stage 3: Ensure Results by Working
Organization-to-Organizatiln

Terrain:
Fertik) Plains

Challenges:
Nlanage the. Work (Challenge 3A)
Create Joint Systems (Challenge R )
Evaltuite the Results (Challenge :1C (
Renew the Effio (Challenge
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Stage 1: Envision Results by Working
Individual-to -Individual
Managing the Ups and Downs of Hill Country

A sthe Tri-County story in Part I illustrates, the collaborative road
begins by assembling people, building trust, creating a vision, and

agreeing on desired results. Thus, Stage 1 resembles hill country because wo

must manage the 01)5 and downs of starting together.

We begin the collaboration by bringing people together and building trust,
individual-to-individual. The travelers may come from far and wide. Early

on, we learn to trust these many and varied travelers: we rely on their
integrity, their honesty, and their fairness. That's why disclosure of self-

interests in relation to the destination is so important.

Besides trust, we need ritualsrepeated actions. Rituals help us build a
common language. They help us feel more comfbrtable with each other and
provide a common ground so that together we can envision our destination
and manage the journey.

For many of us, the word ritual connotes religious ceremonies and shadowy
rites far removed from daily life. In reality, our lives are crammed with
rituals. For instance. each of us has rituals around personal habits: when we

shower, where we squeeze the toothpaste: what side of the bed we sleep on:

what we drink while we read the daily newspaper. Our list ofdaily rit uals is

actually quite long.

Since ritual plays a significant rile in our daily lives, collaborat ions must
acknowledge and integrate them. Because a collaborat ion cannot include

everyone's personal rituals, we must create common ones that build shared
ownership. ln the Tri-County story, everyone enjoyed sharing the refresh-
ments Betty brought to each meeting. Around that ritual ofeat ing, t he group

members did 50010 of' their host thinking!
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Bring People Together

Of course, we need trust and ritual throughout our collaborative journey;
however, we focus on them as we envision results by working individual-to-
individual. In this beginning of the journey, we face four challenges and learn
hmw to:

Bring People Togethe:

Enhance Trust

Confirm Our Vision

Specify Desired Pesinl:-..

Bring People Together (Chaliengt-
Collaborations start when the members get to know eacli other and build
trust by creating shared rituals. Sometimes we encounter racism, sexism,
and dassism and experience unequal power. Sometimes we learn to trust
people we've avoided in the past.

Knowing these difficulties, collaborations first bring the
"right" people together. As one partner said, "This is a
make or break item." The challenge of bringing people
together requires the emerging collaboration to perform
four steps:

Have an initiator
Choose Potential Members
invite Participation
Take Time

Have an Initiator

All collaborations begin with one or more initiators. They have a vision in
mind; they reach out to others, explain the rationale, and recruit group
members. In our Tri-County story, Betty Jackson, the executive director of
the Community Improvement Project, called Wil Gaston of Metfbrd Shelter
to talk about. the issues of the homeless. The possibilities excited them, and
t hey decided to involve others.

Much depends on the initiators ability to build trust. To do this, they must
know themselvesunderstand their own custony, languages, preferences.
and powers. (See pages 30-34 for information on customs, languages, prefer-
ences. and powers.)
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The Tri-County story illustrates the difficulty: Betty wanted to involve
(eorge at the beginning rather than wait un il the group was halfway down

the oad when she would have to explain (and possibly defend) the collabo-

rative actions, She knew her preference here. But she protested when the
group prop .sed three special meetings to explore the Tri-County services in
detail. Here, Betty's language was of inclusion where others wanted limits.
And she preferred creating the collaboration (begetting) over discussing

det ails being See page 32.)

Besides these understandings, the initiators must present the vision and the

results that define it clearly enough to attract others, yet broadly enough to
include the opinions. skills, and powers of all the group members.

The tbllowing anecdote shows how this works:

ci illaboratirc initiator in a rural part of Penn,syluania wanted to
gatlwr people together in a joint eflOrt. As he explained, "I want to
make sure that we don't spend money twice the same product!"

Iii bel la (111511er to NW problem was centralized serrices.
llot iener. as the crillaboration worlu'd together, the group realized the
Issue Icus orcess III serrices. So they built a ,,artnership around
fru fuslmrtation----imilIding maintenance and fleet purchasingleat--
mg Ow secriccs ut their scattered sites. Fortunati,ly, he rallied the
opinions of his partners in the collaboration.

Power is impw.tant here too. Someone with acknowledged power says. -Let's

get going on this." This initiator tends to have a title (board chair, legislator.
executive director). When this kind of powerful person initiates a meeting,

e attend whet her or not we believe strongly in the joint effbrt. Those

VVe Can create needed ntuals nv asking groun members
what thev want to feel c.ornfortible. how to

proceed,

1
Ask what rituals are important to each person. ,For
,nstance, members might mention starting trme,
meetIng plat e. arNorlabilrt, Of food and finrik. mandge

riferif Of rnformntion. whatevef De thJs in Me nbal
mtpr\iews or at Ihk, first meetings

Pool all the requests for rituals. 1 'ic.r1 f.om,q1er ,r.hr
requests bust meet the rndvrdual needs of the
Pditi pant. AMIc Ili!lpitij2, to form 1N. )2,m1,ip

3 Present the rituals to the group. Build trust by openly
discussing the rituals. Decide ways to manage any
apparently conflicting rtuals.

Distribute copies of the agreed-upon ritua:s. Some
groups give members special folders tor their commu
nications, which in itself is a ritual of managing
information,

.)
Periodically review the rituals. By doing this, .we
determlne y,hch ire still valuable and whether to
add others,

rJO
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Courage happens when
people unite.

Anonymous

6 4

Power is eroded when
differences

are suppressed.

George Peabody
American consultant

19

initiators without acknowledged powers must be clear about the destination.
especially the potential gain fUr their part m,rs. and carefully plan their
approach to possible group members.

Choose Potential Members

Initiators unite an appropriate cross section ofpeople for collaboration. Each
person brings something fbr the journey. How do we choose among them so
that we have the skills and powers we need'? How do we limit our number so
that we do not have too much of one thing? How do we make sure that the
appropriate minority, grassroots. or end-user groups are represented?

We tend to choose people based on who we know, know about, or know to
have access to resources. But, there are many other helpful qualities.
Consider these criteria when choosing potential members:

Capacity: The capacity required varies with the scope of the efibrt. For
example. one collaboration offive fbod-bank members in Califbrnia built
a freezer fbr food preservation while another collaboration to eliminate
fzimily violence had ten groups of' twelve people each working sinuilta-
neously. In practice. up to fifteen people is ideal for any one group. More
than fifteen causes difficulty in scheduling meetings and giving everyone
a chance to speak. I See Organize the Effbrt IChallenge 2C1, page 82, fiff
how to organize larger efforts.

niffi (.'aoosing members is an act id power because they later
select strategies and control resources. Given this, initiators may avoid
people who oppose them or make them uncomfortable. Howev,ir, unusual
Or difficult partners may be beneficial and necessary to a collaboration.
In the Tri-County story, Peter wanted to race ahead, while the other
partners realized the necessity of long-term planning. Instead of asking
Peter to leave. they harnessed his skills. Eventually, Peter became the
new leader.

Dynamics: Special relationships outside of the collaboration can affect
the dynamics of the group. \Vhen close friends. part nerii. spouses. and so
on are ii t he same group, the work Id the group is likely to he discussed
itt ot her times. "'his is neither good nor bad, hut we need tu he aware iIt
existing relationships Whun mernhcrs.

Familiarity: Similarities .n purpose, expertise, communityliems,
and so on will help the collaboration elI. s will a history ()I po)!:itivr

Iwking relationships that predate the collaboration. (Community hen'
means 1 r01.1p united hy geography. hhpulatihn,
huskies:. or other shared characterist ic.

0 b
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Impact: The proposed members may be the end users (those niost
directly affected by the ,joint effort ) or people who have acc(ss to them.
Part icipat ion by end users is essential because they know best what they
need, and their involvement 111(11)5 ensure their long-term ownership of'
t he result s.

Power: We choose n embers because they have the power to achieve
results. Vhat powers might be helpful? Connections, expertise, n.-
SMARTS, position, perstizision, charisma, visibility, and integrity.

Stimulus: Some key peopk. an. -queen bees" who attract workers.
(;i1('n then' 1)0511.10ns I. a:, county commissioners, school superintendents.
fUmous personalities, directors oflarge organizations), queen bees do not
have t inw to remain with 11w collahoration for long. Tlu.ir initial pn(s-
ence, however, attracts others who will work hard.

Territory: \Ve tend to invite iwople from similar disciplines. This is
especially true of nonprofits working with nonprofits, businesses with
husinesses, and so on. Instead, include people from as many dinerent
sectors IS appropriate.

var.e.y: S01111. Can Cifill'ept tilii.t and have a high tolerance For
process., ot her nu(mbers prefer to implement specifics later on. Collabora-

t ions need varied skills and powers.

Successful collaborations need to involve minority, grassroots, and
end-user groups. This can be difficult when the initiators are from
the mainstream. Such initiators can attract these groups by making
personal contact, building relationships, and making sure that
participation truly benefits them. Even so, mainstream initiators
may have to wait until the collaboration is closer to taking specific
actions. Then involving the end users is often easier.

To solicit potential members, we consult key people \vho know the minnne
nit y and understand he collaborat inn.s PftiO. We snW t Ins In theTrj-County
Int',V; Betty 4nrkson ;Ind \VII CInAnn, a I he Tr.1.-C011ntl.

collaboration, consulted Kim Lee, the president of the riffled \Vay. Then
Betty called Mariiwie Bear. he :1.ssistiint director of'County Social Services.
'hogether, the,c key poupIP drahed i list (1 pmssildp part icipmos.

64

. . . morality may
perhaps consist solely

in the courage of
making a choice.

Leon Blum
(1872-1950)

Preni ier of France
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Haste, haste has
no blessing.

Swahili prouerh

99

Invite Participation
We can contact a potential member directly or through someone who knows
that person. As we make contacts, we must build trust and support. To do
this, some initiators bring everyone to the table at once to discuss the
collaboration. Others meet privately with each potential partner and sum-
marize the private meetings at the first group meetings. Either way, we need
to disclose and obtain the following information:

Possible community benefits and why they are important.

Gains to the participating organizations and individuals ( stated in their
language ).

Powers: connections, expertise. resources, position. persuasion, cha-
risma, visibility. integrity.

Commitments being suggested ( staff, time, expertise, dollars ).

Dates and times for a first meeting.

Collaboration means working with every group that can contribute
to the vision. Admittedly, the antributions of a variety of groups
may be unevenpower is ni .rer equalbut each can be vital to
success. Yet our first thought is usually to invite the biggest, oldest
or richest organizations. They can be very helpful and they are often
in the middle of most major activities in the community. But because
of this, they are sometimes part of the problem. So choose carefully.
Choose those groups that can be part of the solution.

Take Time

Sometimes a special meeting is needed to draw the group members together.
Do this if the following is evident: low trust among the potential members:
strong competition fOr resources ( not ,just funding 1: confusion or lack of'
knowledge among potential members each other's organizations: or
disagreement among key people about which organizations to involve in t he
collaboration.

It takes t ime to resolve these issues I lere's how one group responded:

collaboration of mlult lit ercry prouiders wanted to integrate their
serrices with social agencies and educators. Their first mectIng 14.11.s

51,o,14-"11 14'd
part ".punIs hrni 50 "WHY q 111'4/H/IS (1/04)11 ouch

ncr's programs. So the litelywy IOlks organized u ww-day workshop
Ulentify (it )'rlaps and gaps in scruwes.
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A final word about bringing people together; this challenge requires patience
and courage. Patience because several meetings may be necessary to as-
semble the "right" people; courage because we need to select some people
while leaving out others.

Effective communications makes bringing the right
number of people together important. If we have two
people, two communication bonds exist: (1) what the first
person communicates and the second person receives
and (2) what the second person communicates and the
first person receives. With three people, six bonds exist:

C"-=--B
A rule of thumb for all communication bonds is: NN-1i =
Number of Communication Bonds.

So with three people in our group, we have 3(3-1) = 312)
= 6 communication bonds. With eight people, 8(7) = 56
bonds. With fifteen people, 210 different bonds!

Nonverbal communications also make a difference. If our
verbal message and body language match what is
expected in our culture, then the message is reinforced.
But if nonverbal expression contradicts verbal language
(for example, someone claims to be enthusiastic but sits
back with arms folded) we receive a confusing message.
Add to this the fact that body language varies from culture
to culture (for example, eye contact is friendly in some
cultures and rude in others) and the opportunities for
miscommunication balloon.

What's the implication? The more people involved, the
greater the number of communication bonds: the greater
the intensity; and the greater the difficulty of learning
about each other, balancing power, having time to speak,
scheduling meetings, sending out meeting summaries,
creating ownership, being productive, and so on.

Thr:\

People in rural areas tend to be more receptive to
collaborations, perhaps due to a relative lack of re-
sources and a sense of isolation from urban areas. They
may also be more receptive because people know oach
other better and have a history of community eff . such

as barn raisings and high school sports. As a result,
trust and ritual may be easier to build in rural than in
urban areas. However, to confront someone's behavior
in an urban collaboration when we won't see them until
the next meeting is easier than in a rural collaboration
where we also worship together and shop in one
another's stores.

Because of the variety of relationships, candid discus-
sions about power and self-interests are riskier for
members of a rural collaboration. Choosing members is
also more difficult because the population is sparser and
people in rural areas quickly know who's in and who's out.

Rural collaborations can resolve this dilemma, in which
familiarity has both benefits and drawbacks, by imagining
that they are consultants to a group facing these prob-
lems of familiarity. This exercise fosters the objectivity
necessary to finding the answers appropriate to the
community.

Adapted from the work of Sharon Kagan. Used 14Ith permisson.

5;)
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Milestones mark accomplishments. We have begun our journey up the hill.
Bringing people together wasn't the easiest thing in the world. Still, we're
moving forward; we've come to the first bend in the road. Let's mark that by
erecting a milestonea document that summarizes what we've accom-
plished. For envisioning results by working individual-to-individual, the

Membership first milestone is a roster of members who have agreed to be part of our
Roster fledgling collaboration.

In erecting the first milestone for the challenge of bringing people together.
we realize that we have learned:

The importance of the initiators' self-awareness, base of power, and
ability to present an initial vision that is broad enough to include others.

How to use nine criteria to choose potential members rather than
selecting from the more limited group of "who we know."

I low to invite participation by obtaining and disclosing infiwmation that
buikis trust and support.

The value of taking time. when needed, to draw the group together.

Refer to the Membership Roster. Appendix C ( page 147) fbr a fbrmat that
records the essential infiwmation about the growing membership: names,
addresses, and phone numbers: statements of self-interest: and possible
contributions.

As we rest by this first milestone in the hill country, we look up and see that
the hill is getting steeper. We'll need a lot of trust as we offer each other a
lwlping hand up the road. So. our next challenge is to enhance trust.
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Enhance Trust (Challenge 1B)
An initiator builds trust and creates rituals to bring people together.
Usually, an initiator of the collaboration becomes its convener. This works
when the person has preferences for both begetting and becoming ( see page
32). But those who initiate collaboration and favor begetting (discovering,
exploring, creating) may not do as well with becoming ( focusing, attend-
ing to detaih. And becoming is more of what is needed to convene
regular meetings of the collaboration.

In the Tri-County story, Betty shows she values begetting when
she picks up the phone to call Wil and both are excited about
possibilities. Kim values becoming and often helps members fncus
on issues in the meeting.

The initiator serves the collaboration best by recognizing his or her
preferences, using those strengths, and admitting to limitations.
Most importantly, the effective initiator acknowledges when the tinw
has come to pass the compass to the convener as the travelers journey up
tlw hill. helping each other along the path.

So this next challenge is about enhancing trust between the initiator, the
convener, and the partners. Recognizing that unlike the story. everyone is

not open and honest. to enhance trust. tlw collaboration has to:
Choose a Convener

Hold Effective Meetings
Involve Everyone in the Meetings
Disclose Self-Interests

4.

tg,

Enhance Trust
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Choose a Convener

A skilled convener needs good organizing and interpersonal skills, especially
the ability to challenge assumptions. Those who travel with this tour guide
must see her or him as a capable and neutral person. These skills help the
convener establish the trust necessary to reach the destination. The con-
vener helps create the routines rituals that make ourjourney enjoyable and
satisfying.

Get Started

Often, at an early meeting, someone says, "Everyone's not repre-
sented who should be." Yes, all parties affected by the work of the
collaboration need a voice in it. However, the timing of that repre-
sentation is important. We must beware of getting caught in the
"diversity trap" the belief that we can't go forward because we
don't have total representation or our members don't reflect the
race, ethnicity, class, or other characteristics of the individuals who
will ultimately benefit. Instead, we must continually learn, adding
people to our collaboration. Our collaboration is a cloverleaf, al-
ways coming back on itself, improving and growing. So let's get
started and plan how to add the right people very soon.

We must select the right person as our convenersomeone who can be
supportive and flexible; facilitate the group's work; assume authority as
negotiated with the group; delegate responsibility for specific steps; build
conditions by which individual members can influence the whole group;
remain rather distant from the content of what we are discussing; and focus
on the process ( the vision, the actions of group members, and what is needed
to move things fbrward ). A successful convener makes the group powerful
enough to accomplish its own work. powerful enough to reach its destination.

Not. So-Skilled Convener.,

How can we go forward when no one in our group seems
to have all the skils of a qualified convener? The answer
hes in ask Ing the right questions:

How c, I we. together, build a vision that motivates,
inspires, and affirms values?

How can we move forward, he sensitive to conflirt.
and resolve differences?

How can we he supportive and flexible"'

How can we facilitate Our group's work?

How can we delegate authority and responsibility for
specific tasks?

How can we build conditions by which members can
influence the whole group?

Any convener can ask these questions: a more skilled
convener ma y. help the group arrive at the answers as
ow-t of its collaborative work; a not so skilled convener
can make answering the questions the temporary work of
the group.

6 ')
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Hold Effective Meetings
Effective meetings are themselves a ritual, marked by such routines as
starting and ending times, agendas, or refreshments. Effective meetings are
important throughout the life of the collaboration, especially in the begin-
ning. The Tri-County story showed effective meetings in which the partners
built trust and familiarity through contact, exchanged important infbrma-
tion, envisioned results, created strategies, divided responsibilities, and took
action.

Initial collaborative meetings are Often enjoyable because we are building
relationships, establishing a new context for existing relationships, and
exchanging infbrmation and ideas. But meetings can go sour when relation-
ships are already established or when no one provides valuable infbrmation.
Then the group makes no important decisions and t he purpose oft he meeting
is ambiguous.

To avoid this souring ambiguity, we must jointly define much-used terms
such as trust, respect, efiectireness, or responsibility. The following exercise
deals with potential ambiguity. Modify it so it's appropriate to the culture of'
the group:

I. State the term. For example: trust.

2. Brainstorm specific behaviors that lead group members to conclude there
is poor trust. For example: "People are frequently late for meetings.-

3. Brainstorm specific behavior that shows average and excellent trust . For
example: "People attend meetings but don't say much.- "()ther people
frequently offer new ideas and also listen well to others.-

4 :rom these lists of behaviors (with negat ive behaviors inspiring their
positive opposites}, jointly create a short phrase that defines the term.

When terms are jointly understood. nothing is hidden in ambiguity. Either
our meetings are effect ive as we have joint ly defined effectivem(ss ( or we

have something to fix.

Different culture. ,,tifine effective meetings differently. For ()tie
starting and ending at a preset time might he criteria ler an effective
meeting. For another group. making sure that everyone leaves with an
increased sense of cohesiveness might be a criterion fOr an effective meet ing;
fOr t hem. ending "on t ime- is defined not by the clock hut by the quality of tbe
relat ionships.

6 3
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Consciousness
raising is putting a
question after an

assumption.

Leonard Hirsch
America:, consultant

15

6;
You will do foolish
things, but do them
with enthusiasm.

Colette
(1873-1954)

French author
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44

It's a great satisfactimi
knowing that for a

brief point in time you
made a difference.

Involve Everyone in the Meetings

The convener must involve everyone by building relationships, taking
action, and providing information. Below are ways to accomplish that
involvement. Each method must be adjusted so that it's appropriate to the
group. For example, one group's "action agenda" may be a written list of items
to) be covered, while another group's action agenda may be to eat together and
know each other better before discussing work at a future meeting. In either
case, shared expectat ions and open decisions go a long way toward enhancing
trust within the group.

Planning:
State the purpose for the meeting( s).
Issue materials for participants to read or prepare prior to the
meeting.
Create an action agenda by stating the disposition, responsibility. and
t ime allocation for each item.
Manage the logistics (date, location, start-stop tbnes. refreshments ).

Process:
Set initial ground rules for part icipat ion and decision making.
Begin and emi on t ime.
Li..oow the act ion agenda but don't stay on a task just to avoid
conflict ).
c. ot t,le work done that needs to be done.
"ev,ew what has been accomplished or not ;Ind understand what
happened (or didn't (.

Irene Natividad
Philippine l American

political activist

99

People:
Acknowlede contribut ion and part icipat ion.
Build in rewards see page 92).
Nlanfige critical situations and conflict.
Follow up with thth,e who did mit attend.

Paperwork:
Keep appropriate records.
\Linage the unount of paper.
Write meet ing summaries.
Dist ribute essential infOrmat ion to iooioilor. iiiih ot her ,takeholders.

Nleeting summaries are reports that briefly note who attended, the key
IsSoles CM'Cri'd Iii OW meeting, act ions taken, who is responsible for each
irtion and by when. ill progress, 111(1 I hi main items for the next meeting.

Summaries are not minutes, which ;ire a recording ofo// discussion. Since no
one rends them, summarize!

6,1
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irit,..,n,enn fur EtfectiNiti Meetings

Any group continually improves by modifying its ideas
and behaviors through the interaction of its menibers.
While conveners do not control others. they do respond
to situations in a way that can strongly influence others.
Key here is the ability to intervene at the needed ma
ment with a variet y. of responses. Conveners' interven
tions can be:

Conceptual: an overview that pulls together the
ideas and trends with which the group has been
dealing. ("We've addressed a number of ideas
tonight. and all of them seem to be concerned with
ways to reach agreement.")

Experiential: an expression of current behavior or a
report of personal experience. i -I'm feeling pretty
tt:nse over what lust happened.-

WIP'"
Structural: a suggestion of planned activities to focus
attention on the issues at hand: this may include
taking a break. ("We seem hogged down. Let's break
into small groups and brainstorm solutions to our
problem."i

The convener may direct intervene with the group as a
whole, a relationship within the, group. or the actions of
one member of the group.

Because these interventions increase group effective
ness, they also affect the trust level. Sometimes an
intervention works: sometimes it doesn't. If an interven
tion fails. try another. Remember. the one guarantee of
failure is to let the group simply plod on without doing
anything!

Based on The Crlical Incident In GroNth Groups t.-) .1rtfriir V. Cohen arct R Smith. L'sed

MeetinL-

Pay special attention to the first fevx meetings: proce,id
slowly. arid make the agenda for the first ineeting clear
with established ground rules. (Of course. the group will
later develop these ground rules in more lasting stru(
tures, roles, and procedures.)

Consider the following questions tor the first agendil:/

Why was the meeting called and who called it?

What do people think the collaboration rnighf ,Icoorn
pl,sh? In other ,Norck, what are the exnected

Hed ,ntefest,-,

\An,it ruf pro',

0,'ff, tiff, nr '

cHntt,i)t,!t,

Questions to consider for ground roles:

What are the roles of the members and The
and Mr() do thev represent?

What rs our time frame for working?

Hew vii,t1 vve handle information: data )tlering, record
keeping, confrdentiairt.

Hoy, will communications he InW.f:reci''' if' 0!fll'r
);.01(1. 0,110 ',All' see :whdt Umes'

COn\ener.

\A! r ii ( 011

:4(tt's. t trtr'rtic.t.;

',1-,rt il, ,r,e rc., suirrk/l

tIt't
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66
God protect me from

self-interest
masquerading as
moral principle.

Mark Twain
(1835-1910)

American humorist
and author

66

You cannot
shake hands with a

clenched fist.

Indira Gandhi
(1917-1984)

Prime Minister of Indur

99

Disclose Self-Interests

Building mutual respect, understanding, and trust is crucial in this first
stage of collaboration. We accomplish this when we acknowledge how the
collaboration serves our self-interests as well as the goals of our home base
organizations.

In an early Tri-County meeting, both Wil and Marjorie acknowledged their
self-interests. In fact, each Tri-County member shared his or her reasons fbr
working in collaboration, and as their discussion exposed personal agendas,
their assumptions disappeared. Self-interests must remain in the forefront
throughout the life of the collaboration, and effective collaborations renego-
tiate them as members and self-interests change.

To disclose self-interests, we discuss the ireas importaitt to us, including our
customs, languages. and preferences. One way to discuss self-interest is fbr
the convener to ask each person to address the following five items, both fbr
what each individual personally needs and what the person believes his or
her organization wants:

Culture: Cultural differences, inherent in different ethnic groups, also
exist between businesses, government, education, and nonprofits. Cul-
turid differences also (.xtend to organizations, professions, and different
parts of the country. The collaboration must discuss its cultural expecta-
tions and what will satisfy members.

Gain: Each organization and individual represented in the collabora-
tion stands to gain something from being t here: money, prestige, contacts.
ulvanc'...ment, goodwill, and so on. A simple quest ion, "Why are you here?"
answered by each member from both a personal and organizational
perspective goes a long way towar(l establishing trust.

I)iversity: The image of the melting pot is no longer accurate. Today,
people seek acceptance of their differences. For some. diversity is recog-
nition of skin color, ethnic background. or sexual preference. Others
consider diversity to he icceptance of' their style I beget ting. becoming.
being, or bequeathing) while still others want acknowledgment of' how
then family situation influences their ibilitv to contribute. Individuals
must define. t he group must define ucceptom.r.

Perception: The group must wiirk together to l'onle' up with joint
el4 tinitions of' how to perceive actions other aspects of' the collabora-
tion. For exam ph., someone does not show up fin t he meeting. One
interpretation is that the person is detained, ;ind the response is "I'm
concerned." Anodic!. ihterpretat ion is that the person is fOrget fol. and the
response is "Not t rustworthy To avoid judgments when dealing with
amhigumis terms I Ir sit Wit iMis, we must find common definitions.

6r;
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Power: Members need to disclose what power they bring the group.
Some people hesitate to admit to their expertise, wealth, connections, and
so on; some refuse to share what they hope to obtain from the power of
others. Remember, power is always present and never equal. We must
disclose the power that exists and is sought and use group wisdom and
convener skills to make sure that we use these powers wisely.

To disclose self-interests. make their discussion an official part of a meeting.
Document the discussion in a meeting summary, and set specific times to
review self-interests at later stages.

*

The milestone for the challenge of enhancing trust is meeting summaries
that clarify the role of the convener, state how everyone is involved, and
summarize decisions made and achievements to date. Refer to the Meeting
Agenda and Summary in Appendix C ipage 149 ) fbr a form to record this
information.

In erecting this second milestone, we realize we have learned how trust and
ritual are the fbundation for:

Choosing a neutral convener who is supportive and flexible with good
organizing and interpersonal skills.

Holding efThetive meetings that build relationships, provide valuable
infermation, and lead to making important decisions.

Involving everyone in the meetings by attending to planning. process.
people, and paperwork.

Disclosing individual and organizational self-interests.

\Vell, we're higher up the hill now. ye climbed. we've paused to share
why we came on this journey. And our sharing has developed t rust and
helped us realize that our goals may differ.

What lies around On next bend? Confirming our vision.

6

Meeting Agenda
and Summary
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404

Confirm Our Vision

Confirm Our Vision (Challenge 1C)
As we continue our journey, we need to shape our diverse opinions about
communal benefits and separate self-interests into a specific vision. Then we
can move in one direction, together.

The Tri-County group agreed early
on that they needed a vision state-
ment so everyone would share a
sense of purpose. Three weeks later.
the participants brainstormed their
long-term destination in the form of
a vision statement. Then two col-
laborative partners volunteered to
write the statement, which the
whole group refined.

Without a vision statement, separate self-interests can override collabora-
tive interests: I try to get my self-interests met and you do the same. With a
common vision, however, we apply our power and subordinate our separate
self-interests to the larger purpose.

To complete this challenge, we:
Understand Vision Statements
Write a Vision Statement
Capture the Focus

Understand Vision Statements

shared vision is es -;ential to enhancing trust. The vision statement tells
everyone where we are going. It informs everythin g. we do and generates
excitement fiir all parties. I lere are two examples:

A/1 .ymith UI (wr city will hat.c. us tho'ir birthright, Ippmlutlitirs
thmugh cducatimr and o'mplQvwerit at both thc syclirulury and
p)st-sccwidary 1(criipmccr thcm tHshupc tht.ir (deli flit

OH r missiwr is t(),,xpand thc rHic,,,i)huncc thc stuttes, and I lliTrOsT
(1/11/, t\ of hiuhifi ii to gom 11104.1. Hr um!

ochIcro. culiul stools In husincss .;.,r,,r,i110.11t.

6
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Don't collaborate solely to rescue member organizationp from finan-
cial trouble. To call such a rescue operation a collaboration misleads
people. An organization that wants to collaborate to obtain money
probably does not have a vision of how collaboration benefits the
community. Save anything worth saving; help an agency secure
funds if it serves the community well. But don't consider a rescue
operation to be a collaboration.

Let's look at two types of vision statements: broad change and practical
effOrts.- Broad change mobilizes interest and keeps the collaboration from
focusing too narrowly or from launching mini-projects of marginal gain.
However. achieving broad change is more difficult than accomplishing
practical efforts. Moreover, members who need concrete results to sustain
their interest find practical efforts appealing. We can achieve these rela-
tively early, and this type ofvision guides da -to-day activities. But practical
efforts may not be broad enough to sustain the interests of the greater
community or those with resources. A vision that balances bromf change and
practical efThrts is ideal.

)ur vision statement should include the fnllowing elements:

A description of what we will accomplish, as well as where and for
Vhom we will achieve our vision. The vision must be an exciting
destination wo..th -going f'or-: right now, our statement will not include
how we will achieve our results.

An account of the scope of work. The vision statement must indkate
how big, how many, how much.

A statement of unique purpose.The viiion statement must difThr from
the missions of' member organ,zations.

Clarity. v.s.on staternent must he c.tsy to understnod, yet go beyond
trite phrases.

10l'11505 011 possibilities. not prohlems. A vision statement leads us
toward desired results, generating ema.gy and motivation. \Vith a clear

we will be better prepared to know w11,0 iftrions to f,11,e.

6 9
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Write a Vision Statement
Words are important in our vision statement because all the collaborative
members and the people in their home organizations will read them. But
since collaboration is an ongoing journey in which we will return to earlier
steps with greater expansion and clarity, we must avoid striving for the
"perfect" words. We spend time on words because they give us direction, but
not so much time that they limit progress. We strive for consensus; everyone
agrees to move forward, even if everyone doesn't accept all the words in the
vision statement.

To write a vision statement, brainstorm and list important phrases or words
that begin to d?scribe the vision. Then agree on the most important factors,
and begin *.o refine the vision statement. Next, ask a subgroup to take
responsibility for drafting the statement. At a later meeting, the entire group
modifies and ratifies the document. Depending on the extent of our com-
ments, the subgroup may need to meet again. In refining the vision, we
realize that the discussioneven the conflictis more important than the
statement itself.

Sonie conflict in wording is inevitable and actually healthy, because the
collaboration sorts out values and attaches meaning to phrases the members
have tossed around. But beware ofconflicts that arise from a perceived threat
to some agency or person. If this type of conflict happens, the convener must
emphasize that the group is not yet making operational decisions.

r

A vision statement serves a purpose similar to the Native
Americans ritual of the "children's fire." The community
sits around the fire and debates what needs to be done
and how best to do it. The elders have the task of

0,i

We are ready to write our vision statement and someone
says, "We have to gather data about needs. People won't
listen to us if we can't demonstrate need." Yes, we need
background information to show that we know what we
are talking about. But we don't need a int. And we need
to remember the following:

1. Many organitations gather (Iota, a lid of dal,i .

repeatedly asking: "How will what you say serve the
children to the seventh generation'?" Those present argue
the validity of opinions and preferences only as the5e
serve the community.

2 We usually don't need to gather new datawe just
need to breathe life into existing data and models.

3. Data gathering is used to build relationships and
ownershw, for our effort. This is a strategy Who we
ask for information and how we rresent the data to
our constituencies is lust as important as the
information itself,
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Before adopting a vision statement, collaborations usually work through a
series of debates. Some groups have taken as much as two years to agree on
a vision. If vested interests are deep-seated, then our emerging collaboration
should pick a small, noncontroversial vision, expanding to a more compre-
hensive vision when we have greater experience. Whatever our statement,
we need to begin with something that will lead to success.

Capture the Focus
The Tri-County partners produced both a vision statement and a focus
statement. The latter was a single sentence: Our fig.us: Agencies working
together to keep families together. This succinct statement became the
group's rallying point: it captured the intent of the vision and the imagina-
tion of the group.

Because it is brief, clear, and memorable, the focus statement communicates
our purpose to people outside our collaboration more readily than the vision
statement. The focus statement often becomes a slogan. Following are two
examples:

Vision:

Focus:

Vision:

Focus:

All youth in ourcity will hacc.as their hirthright,opportunities
throu,,sth education and employment at both the secondary and
post-secondary feuds that will empower them to shape their
own naure.

Our youth will he mady fin. the workplace of tomorrow.

Our mission is to expand the role. enhance the status, and
inen Ow ability of women to gain wore control oi.er
choes and achieue equal status in business and gocernment.

Women be equal anywhere and euer.ywhere.

While writing a focu atement, our collaboration becomes an advertising
agency! In this age of the fifteen-second sound-byte, we must communicate
essence in an easy-to-grasp phrase. (See Create Visibility, page 119.) To
arrive at this focus. brainstorm phrases and then agree on one phrase that
communicates the heart of the vision.

7

6 6

'How' is a
destroyer of 7)ision.

Don Coyhis
Founder,

White Bison, Inc.

91

b

Imagination is
the highest kite

one can fly.

Lauren Bacall

11
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Vision and
Focus

Statements

The milestone for the challenge of confirming our vision is a vision statement
that includes a succinct focus. Refer to Vision and Focus Statements in
Appendix C ( page 151) for a guide to creating these statements. This record
aids in achieving support from key stakeholders.

In erecting the third milestone, we have learned how trust and ritual
underlie:

Understanding that vision statements are the basis for everything we do
and generate excitement fbr everyone involved.

Creating a vision statement using a process that involves everyone,
acknowledges that conflict is healthy. yet expedites the wr;ting of the
act ual statement.

Capturing the fbcus of the vision in a brief and memorable phrase that
readily communicates the purpose of the collaboration.

Here we are, still climbing that hill! We've established trust and selected
someone to call us together. Now we look to the crest of' the hill and see that
someone holds high a flag. On this flag is our focus statement. the rallying
cry that leads us onward.

What must we do next.? Specify the results we want to achieve.
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Specify Desired Results (Challenge 1D)
Our next challenge is to specify the results we want to achieve.
Our vision statement points out where we are headed; our focus
statement leads us forward. The statement of desired results is a
declaration of the accomplishments we want to make that contrib-
ute to the realization of our vision and foals. The more specific the
desired results, the better we'll know how we are progressing. They
remind us to stop, look around. decide if we're succeeding , and
continue on our course or correct it if needed. The more specific
our desired results, the more we can trust that we will arrive at .
our destinationtogether.

Ofeourse, the desired results will evolve and the final destination
may be unforeseeable now. Still, we fOcus on destination when we:

Define Desired Results
Think Strategically
Take Strategic Action

Define Desired Results
To incorporate the desires of many constituencies and to sustain our
collaboration over time, desired results must be long-term. They must also
be short-term enough to produce achievements that sustain enthusiasm.
These desired results are, of course, community benAits and separate self-
intemsts.

Desired results must be concrete, attainable, and measurableat least to a
degree. That way, our collaboration and our constituents will know what we
are trying to achieve and when our attempt is successful. The words we use
must represent positive outeonws, not problem reduction, because when
language focuses on problems. problems remain in the fOrefront. However.
when language focuses 00 achievements. achievements stay uppermost.

Let's return to our story. When the Tri-County collaborative moved into
outlining specific desired results and strategies. ;1 small group agreed to
refine the ideas and mail out the draft statements so everyone could review
them before the group met again. The group came up With ail Unpressive list
of hoped-for results and ,trategies, including:

Shorter-term
Profl'iolo, Hp to, (toys fior crry hormlf,ss perso,, ond
lois bicr Mindy tri area.
lmweihate access la elHscst aria/able bed far each Immole,,s

persun
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Specify Desired
Results
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I know why
there are so many
people who love
chopping wood.

In this activity one
immediately sees

the results.

Albert Einstein

99
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Longer-term
Incidence of homelessness reduced by 30 pement during flu next
eight years.
Public consciousness raised about what being a nlember (If this
community means as measured by increasec' z,olunteer support at
shel'crs and food shelues.

Specifying desired results is risky because members of a collabora-
tion begin to hold themselves accountable. If they are unsuccessful,
they find little place to hide. So some of us are reluctant to get
specific. Nevertheless, if people both inside and outside the collabo-
ration know that the collaboration is succeeding, then obtaining
and sustaining support and resources will be easier.

Let's remember that desired results differ for every collaboration, they must
be specific, and are d .veloped more fully as we move along. ('lear-cut
objectives build a favo.';'ble social and political climate in which constituents
see our work as cost-efnctive and as an improvement to current efforts. This
sustains excitement about our collaboration and builds support in the
greater community.

To determine desired results, we brainstorm how we will know when we have
achiev:d our vision. We begin by asking, "What will have happened?" What
will have been created?" "What will have changed?" Working together, we
agree on the most important results.

Specifying desired results is not easy. To make them
appeal to the greatest number of people. desired rcsults
must show:

Relative Advantage. Are the desired results better
than the status quo? Will people perceive them as
better? Of not, they will not he adopted quickly, if at

Compatibility. How no the desired results ft with
people's past experiences and present needs and
values? (If the results don't fit, people will believe too
much change is iequired of them.)

Low Complexity. How difficult are the des red results
to understand and apply? (The more difficult. the
slower the adoption process.)

Trialability. Can people try out the change first? ilf our
constituencies must commit everything at once, they
will be far more cautious about adopting the desired
results.)

Visibility. How observable are the desired results? If
our constituencies adopt them, can the differences be
discerned by others'? (If not, the desired results will
spread more slowly.)

Adapted from 4ian Ath(ssori "The Innoation Diffusion G,itne' Context Institute, t) Box 11470,
Bainbodge Island, W4 98110. Used with permission.

7
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Next, as the Tri-County group did, we ask two or three people to take
responsibility for writing the statement of desired results. When the sub-
group returns with their document, we modify and ratify it. Depending on the
extent of the ensuing group discussion, the subgroup may meet again to
reword the document.

Think Strategically*
I n this book, strategy is amplifYing resources and relationships to generate
revenue and other support prior to taking action. Here are some examples of
strategic actions:

An organization used money from one program to augment a
second program. The second program qualified for matching
lederal fu nds. The matching funds increased the second program's
revenues by 50 percent and repaid the first program.

A collaboration member agreed to obtain grants. Three tinws he
contacted foundations solely to learn about each one's mission, hut
never asked fOr funding. In the second call, he said he was
intrigued by the first conversation; duridg the third call, he said
that precious concersations had helped him conceice a program
fOr which he would like advice. Only on the fourth call did he ask
if the foundations would entertain a proposal. By this time, some
had lost interest. Others, however, did fund the program, includ-
ing one jOundation which gave $100,000, despite never h(Iring
funded a collaboration before.

To amplify revenue and other support, our most effective route is through
networks ( infOrmal groups of people we count On for prompt and cooperative
responses ). To infThence people's decision-making, we must know people who
can influence other people. Thus we create stakeholders: individuals, groups,
and organizations with a stake in the objectives of' our collaboration.

The larger our vision, the more wisely we must create our stakeholders. We
tend to talk to people who already support us. but to pave the way for the
collaboration's actions, we must include people who are "persuadable."

To proceed. list potential stakeholders by asking, "Who really supports our
efforts?" "Who opposes our effOrts?" "Who can we persuade to help?" Include
all possible stakeholders, both inside and outside the collaboration. Rate the
stakeholders as F ("For" ). A "Against" ). and P "Persuadablv" I. Typically. we
expend 80 percent. of Our effoil on "Fors", 15 percent on the "Againsts"; and
5 percent on the "Persuadahles." But our energy is better used if we expend
1 5 percent of our eftbrt on the "Fors": 5 percent on t he "Against s". and 80
percent on the "Persuadables."

,S.011/11;:i 11111;6114.: '114 ,for, I/141, ,,,j1,'11 /1PC 1,, eluip,! I It, -,

itil po 71ilq.,11,11
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Any enterprise is built
by wise planning,

becomes strong through
common sense,

a nd profits wonderfully
by keeping abreast of

the facts.

Proverbs 24:3-4
The Living Bible

99
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To determine the sequence of approaching the stakeholders, we rate them
from 1 to "n" 1, being the most important stakeholder and n being the
number of stakeholders). However, to ath,ct the higher-rated stakeholders,
we may need to reach the lower-rated ones first, because they, in turn, might
be able to influence the higher-rated stakeholders more successfully than
we can.

Take Strategic Action
After naming our stakeholders, we have to anticipate their reactions to our
desired results and state how we can tie our agenda to theirs. In other words,
We show how our results will help the stakeholders. This strategic action
helps increase support for the collaboration's efforts. We redefine our desired
results based on these considerations and ask a subgroup to revise the
statement of desired results.

Sometimes, an effective strategy is to include the agendas of those
who oppose us. Remember, our reason for creating a collaboration
was to build a greater power base. We build power when we use the
energy of othersall othersto achieve our results.

Flaying decided who is "For," "Against," and "Persuadable." we plan specific
actions to influence each of the key stakeholders, giving most of our efThrt to
the "Persuadables." Make a list of those actions. including who is responsible
and when each action should be completed.

The final part of taking strategic action is to begin evaluation. While this
book explores evaluation in Evaluate the Result:- see page 106 ), taking
strategic action includes elements of evaluationknowing what we are
doing and what we are accomplishing every step of the .vay. We begin
evaluating ourselves now because it generates confidence in our early
successes. thus building momentum ii)r the challenges that lie ahead.
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Desired results and strategies that include the perspectives of key stakehold-

ers are the milestone for this challenge of specifying desired results. Refer to
Desired Results and Strategies in Appendix C t page 152) fbr a checklist of'

desired results and details on specifying strategies.

Erecting this fburth milestone demonstrates we have learned how trust and

ritual are the foundation for:

Defining desired results for both community benefits and separate self-

interests that are concrete, attainable and measurable.

Thinking strategically in ways that amplifY revenue and other support

prior to taking action.

Taking strategic action by redefining the desired results in ways that
show benefit to the stakeholders.

We've come to the end of Stage 1 and the fbur challenges of this hill count ry.

Climbing together, we ve built individual-to-individual relationships. We've
accomplihed a great deal because we've trusted one another with our
separate and community interests. Together. we've envisioned the desti na-

t ion toward which we are now headed. We're over the crest of the hill: where

to next? The marshland.

7

Desired Results
and Strategies
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Stage 2: Empower Ourselves by
Working Individuabto-Organization
Slogging Through the Marshland

Here we begin to work Mdividual-to-organizat ion to claritY the rela-
tionships that empower us to act. One person cannot empower

another. But together we can build the power we need.

To empower ourselves. we need authority to make decisions and take action.
We gain this authority through coutinuous negotiation with our home base
organizations. Because no group can ever fully clarify authority, we must act
within the ambiguity that is always present. Therefore, to achieve our
destination 1 community benefits and individual self-interests ), we must
push the outer limits of authority.

At this stage we all need a sense of humor to help us slog through the
marshland. The ability to laugh at oneself and laugh with others relieves
pressure and allows us to continue our work. Twoexamples illustrate humor
in action:

(Me group decoted the fir4 ten minutes of euery meeting to the
ritual orcheeking. .11etn hers (al kei'l about personal and profes-
sional euents that had helped and himlered their contrihution to

mlluhroyition ( this also scrryd as transition, allowing mem-
bers to shill? (Heusi. The A;roup encouraged jokes and opplaudi,d
hunuirims rf'sponscs,

Anid hergroup was graced with a storyt V//fr who Ina Purged con/70.1

hy Pinny stories: ou know, this reminds me of . . ." People

loa,Lihcd, the teilsow dissipated. and the group inored /rrun ()Nor
51/1011 to problem so/ring.

73
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. . perhaps one

has to be vny old
before one learns hou.
to be amused rather

than shocked.

Pearl S. Buck
(1872-1973)

American novelist

99
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While authority and humor are needed at all tinws, they \vill be especially
lwlpftil as we work individual-to-organization. During this stage, We Will
encounter fiitir key challenges:

Confirm Organizational Roles

Resolve Conflicts

Organize the Effort

Support the Members

Confirm Organizational Roles (Challenge 2A)
.3,11i 74.°)Pi. 44 zr.

earl.

Confirm
Organizational

Roles

At this point. most 111)1111 organizations are saying to their repre-
sentat Ives. "Enough of this planning. Let's do sonwtlnng.- In fact,
the tendency is to want to skip tlw organizational challenges of
working individual-to-organization (Stage 2). "I won't he able to
come to any more meetings if I can't prove we're got ing something
done- is a common cry fin) hurrying on to the action of Stage :3,

But action w ithout )iuthority will surely sink us in the swamps.
our collaboration still needs to:

Document Progress
Obtain Authority within the Home Organization
Secure Letters of Commitment
Clarify Authority within the Collaboration

Document Progress

At the heginning of this stage. we intbrin each 110110 hasp organization that
..) far (mt. prighlul is our firHucss. If we are to be successful. we must \:alue
planning ils much (is e vahle doing. To create our collect ive culture, We then

t lit Mllowilig:

Affirm process and planning. \Ve focus on process and planning
because tlw.\ are the hasis for everything i) do together our roots

Keep ;in open mind. \VIIIIc ry;i1i/iro.4111:11 Hmir oh a miglit he wrong,
rec \ m a,..)sompt ions ;ihout what is right \Ve're

nmt rvidy tim na Li Lim:mils yet: wt:ro. :till iii thy Milii:hland. IX phirim.1
,ith),11,111\es. A .R1i 4. nrInunnr hitlp iN ii npvn

Recognize that our collaboration wili oot, at first, save money or
time. In rut fAiwct i Vol Ii hi in tin tn tut ko Ii migo i iii i.it t.hv .Inh done
it ti Nt nit iilir a "c;11)- iii ri)))4ouri.es )) pend))(1. \\Then t he cap is reached.
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take t ini .! tai evaluate the investment. Eventua the colhhorat ion \ ill
accomplish nmre, with greater speed, quality, and scope than each of our
organizations is likely to zichieve ;done.

Review milestones ! the documents we ve created thus fau ! with key people in
each organization. zmd invite their ideas ;Ind recommendations. Then dis-
tribute a summary document to everyone who needs to know and who is likely

to irdluence the course (of action,

Obtain Authority Within the Home Organization

By the first summer of the Tri-County collahoration. Betty and \Vil had each
secured authority to spend up to ti2,000. ;111(1 b)th had convened staff
meetings to discuss the implications ()Oho collaborat ion. Ot hers had trouble
gaining !authority. ;md two members were unabl( t 0 ()lit ain ;my alit horizat ion.

Each member of our collaboration needs to obtain approval to !act On behalf
of the home base organization. Some of our member, have immediate

Being a Responsible Partner

In reviewing the progress Of the collanoiormp, ppcir of
pome organizations needs to:

Know Its mission and desired results. If our fioint.i
organization's frIssIon and goals orn rilot (lex, hoi,k,
rs the time to clanfv them.

knaw LS calf inforoafc n r h.iome otgat'uz,ItIon must
know what return on investnrent it expocK ftom the
collaboration.

Focus on the communal benefits. Thnt i. n1,)pn t.-,toot
our organization knows 01. it is colidhorcittno, tot tn.

long term.

Look Before You Leap!

Tno ito of o!aiirrii
pr,01tr 1, In III 0 t H

nto..1(),,

!fl01!,',10',, r00(1 ,

Wry 11 11;,11., '1) (1

`,trit0", 1 r'.1 ,f1f, , ,11" ifit o

rif:i" f!/),1 rl
$',1;

To move freely you
must be deeply rooted.

Bella Lewitzky
American ballet dancer
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Realize how much time collaboration will take.
Because building mutual respect. understanding. nd
trust takes time, our home organization must 0(..
+.11(., communal benefit ir; worth the timi? investmE.int.

Review each member's power, commitment, and
capabilities. Our home organization must be av,dru of

what each member organization brings to the table.

Modify the way it operates. Out home organization
experienno., the gre,itest success when it

WC! u ot:Utiurt.'";
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66
Speak silver,

reply gold.

Swahili proverb

99

66
What I wanted

to be when I grew up
wasin charge.

Wilma Vaught
l'SAF brigadier general

99

authority; others need the approval of their boss, their boss's boss, or a board
of directors. For example:

The executire of (me organization promised, on tlw spot, that her
agemy would pnwide secretarial support. The mid-lecel manager
from a state ()trice needed tinw hetween meetings to obtain approl'al to
host the meetings.

Of, course, the clearer the authority, the more quickly trust builds, power
struggles subside, and the right people choose to participate. We secure such
authority by asking our bosses and boards questions such as: "What deci-
sions can I make about money, time, and other contributions?""Can I commit
others to participate in joint activities?" "How fhr can I go in committing the
reputation and image of my organization?"

In response to our questions. someone might say: "We'd love to. but we don't
have the nmney," or "It sounds great, but we don't have the staff- At these
times, we need to remind our boss or our board that being in a collaboration
demands reworking priorities: staffing, budget, timelines. Remember, re-
sources are always available when something seems important enough.

Those of us who represent large agencies may need extended time to obtain
approval. We can decrease this time by asking people with greater authority
to attend our initial meetings, but sometimes the best we can do is laugh
about how long some organizations take to grant approval. Our group must
openly plan how to keep such orgy nizations involved during their lengthy
approval processes.

Secure Letters of Commitment
Since authority is the power and the right to make decisions. take act ion. and
commit resources. each ofus needs a letter of commitment from the board or
senior officer. The letter should state:

The organization's Commit ment to the inission. focus. olijectives. and
strategies of the collaboration.

\\hiit lie organization expects in return for its part icip;itimi II thc
collaboration.

llov much time the organization's representative may commit to the
collaboration.

That the organization recognizes t hat this commitment is part of the
representat lye's job.

The level of powers that the representati\ the organization can
commit connect ions, expert Ise. funds. mid so on.
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These letters of colmnitment clarify authority and help us pool the powers
needed to achieve our destination. Pushing thr commitment may scare
potential partners. Yet, without the letters, partners may not fully commit.
Schedule a meeting to present the letters of commitment and descrilw each
member's authority to act kir the collaboration. (Ira member cannot secure
a letter of commitnwnt, use the meeting to discuss the best timing to secure
th, commitment necessary flir remaining involved,

Clarify Authority Within the Collaboration
Besides being clear about authority from the home bast orgilliZation. WI
have to clarify authority within the collaboration. The fhllowing story
illustrates why this clarity is necessary:

Agroup dcaling with school reform was wade up of teachers, odm
istrators, parents,.husiness people. and members from the commit-
tidy. Th sgToup was hogged thiwn 17ca1,.sr twenty-flue people wade all
decisions, from h,qc inInse new curricula in the school to That food

serre at collaboration.sponsored crews. The group was a We to wore
on onc- it clarified who had authority jOr specific decisiom..

** 4

\Ve have begun to empov, et ourselves by working individual-to-organiAat
The first challenge in this stage is to confirm organizational roles. and its
milestone is letters of coonnitment. Refer to Letters olCommitment in Appen-
dix (page for a checklist of major items to he included in the letters.

Iii CreCting. this milestone. we have learned that authority and humor
underlie our zihility to:

Document progress to acknowledge t hat. so kir. ourprtn/tiet is ourprnuess

Obtain ;nithority within our home organizations to ;ict on behalf of the
organization ;mu to rework priorities within the organization that will
support the collahorot

Sectin. loters o milimitmont to det;til the authority ;Ind pool the powers
needed to ;whieve our destinat ion.

t to, it t,tt t'",:h1. ,hecolldhoration istowhniu person orI.Toupcall
make which decisions (in hc collahor;it oh

Iii ri wi are. \Ve're reatly to set nut through the marshes, Let s hope %
capsiling iii Ow tinirky waters onto, s\v;imp!

whm ;111"Iii? The H1111,1440 of res.olving conflicts.

Letters of
Commitment

b 3
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Resolve Conflicts

Resolve Conflicts (Challenge 2B)
Conflict is inevitable and, actually, highly desirable. Lack of conflict often
indicates that issues are buried. But, as sure as there's mud in the
marshland, these issues will surface, often at the very time we require
organizational commitment.

To resolve these conflicts, the collaboration needs to:
Expect Conflict
Clarify the Issues
Create a Conflict Resolution Process
Resolve the Unresolvable

Expect Conflict

Collaborations must form a new cuiture distinct from the cultures of their
home base organizations. Conflicts arise as we create this new culture

In (me collaboration, a z'ocal r kept saying: "We hare to call
these groups, get input on what we're proposing, aml go after funding
sources." Two Other members argued it was too early to actthey
weren't ready. After smile discussion, they defined the conflict as a
difference in preferences. The first person wanted to more on; the other
two wanted to in coke eceryone in a carefully worded rision statement.

As individuals and representatives of organizations, travelers bring to their
collaboration different preferences, histories, communication patterns, and
experiences with decision making. When we don't resolve these differences,
we divert time and energy from achieving our destination. For success,
conflict cannot be about right and wrong; it must be about differences.

Two Sets of Rules

Life offers two types of games: finite and infinite. Finite
gdmes, like foothdll or (Mess, have set rules thdt
e\/E'r\iine iS expected to fallow. Infinite games, like
fil,irtwp or ccilldhordtiorl, Ho,e no fixed rules, and whcal

1i1 iotiqf trmrc Finite ,Ind Irchnite C ues trs Jorie.,; P. CArsc.

rules there are constantly change. In collaborations,
conflict arises about destination and actions because we
play infinite games with their changing rules. yet we
demand the clear rules of finite games!
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The Tri-County story reveals that the time schedule was a real source of
conflict for Peter. At one of the spring meetings, Marjorie wrote the agenda
on the flip chart, and Peter snapped, "That agenda makes no sense. We need
to fixus on solving problems right now. The shelters are full to the max." Wil

responded, "You're out to stonewall us!"

Conflict!

I3y not allowing conflict, we limit our ability to change. We must build conflict
into the life ofour group and recognize that we may not, and perhaps should
not, resolve some conflicts. Rather, we need to expect. promote, and manage
conflict throughout the life of the collaboration.

Clarify the Issues
In our collaboration, we experience many types of conflict. In order to resolve
these disagreements, we must clarify the conflict. In the Tri-County story,
Wil accused Peter of stonewalling. Fortunately, Betty intervened and said.
"Wrong approach! We don't know what Peter's thinking or why." Kim
suggested that the group try to find out what everyone was really thinking.
Then the group began to discuss the source of' the conflict.

The conflict in the story is direct and imnp.Ahately resolved. Yet often the
conflict in the group is masked and takes time to manage. Some people are
quiet. Others simply stop coming meetings. While difficult to do, some-
one -the initiator, the convener, a member of' the groupmust find the
courage to ask, "What's going on here?" This simple question is often enough
fOr people to start talking and dealing with the conflict.

The chart on the f011owing page shows the typical sources of conflict at this
stage and suggests ways to resolve these conflict issues.

When elephants
fight it is the grass

that suffers.

Proverb of the Kikuyu
people of Africa

99
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Typical Sources of Conflict

Power struggles
Menthers act out of their -shadow- power.
(See Sunshine and Shadow Powers. page 34.1

Personal customs, languages, preferences are not
being met.

The wrong people
/.)eople were not well chosen in the beginning. See
Choose Potential Niemhers, page 1S, for selection
factors..

Low trust
The fleeting convener lacks the needed skills.

Nleetings are boring and do not accomplish steps.

Selfinterests ;ire not being disclosed.

Cffill1111.1nications are poor.

Vague vision and focus
The members and organizations fremieut ly call t he
vision and focus into question.

Incomplete desired results and strategies
Desired results and st rategies are frequently
debated, even t huugh they are in wrning

Lack of clear authority
Hume base organizations pressure the coll,thora

fbr quick action,
People attend infrequent ly, ir repres( ntat ion from
the organization changes so that new peopl,. con-
tinually have to be updated.
Denuulds are placed on members to work for the
collaboration and still fulfill all 1101111. base .1011

din ws and responsihilities.

How to Resolve the Issues

Address power needs
Look for underlying issues. such as history of conflict,
fearing loss of control or autonomy, need to obtain
funding fbr own operation, and so on.
Take time to review the customs of the members:
define frequently used terms: acknowledge different
styles and decide when each will best be used.

Choose new people
Rave the initiator look at her or his reasons for
choosing people--be honest'
Review the selection factors, ask people to choose
replacements who bring the needed attributes. This
is difficult to do for risk of offending the person. but
crucia1.1

Enhance trust
(.'.100se a new convener: ask the group to take greater
shared responsibility fi)7. the meetings.
Review the characteristics if effective meetings iind
make needed changes: attend to rituals that enhance
trust. See page 55.1
Disclose the culture, gain. diversity. and perception
each person seeks.4 See Enhance "Frost. page 53.)
Practice conlmunication skills: review how column
nications are being managed with 'the home base
organizations,

Strengthen vision and focus
Review the destination, remimiber that conflict is
often not zibout wording, but ;.tbout the scope of effort
where sonic people want specific. readdY achieved
results while ot hers prefer larger. more complex
cliOrts: set short-term results.

Revise desired results and strategies
Review desired results for specificity ;ind strategies
for ;ittainability: people get -burned-011C whro
(a.r not see concrete ,iccomplishments.

Clarify authority
Redill'm the v11111' of pianning.

Ask those with ;Itithority in OW organiloniI( 144

cf)111Mit to consistent representation: clarify that a
(.01111)01.mi\ e cult tire is being built.
Request that member organizat loos reduce ot hcr
duties: form;dize hose responsihilit ies in writ mg

86
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Investnwnt in time and discussion to understand and resolve conflict is
crucial. Through conflict we gain clarity and build new skills. But most of us
find it to be uncomfOrtable. Therefbre, to proceed, define the sources of'
conflict in the total group and agree to limit the scope of the discussion to the
specific conflict at hand. Avoid blaming anyone. but do define theprocess for
inunediately dealing with the issues.

Create a Conflict Resolution Process
We often respond to conflict by complainitig to our staff at the home
organization. Instead, collaboration members need to risk working out as
many disagreements as possible during their meetings. How to do this?

Revisit the destination. Ask. "If we want to achieve these results, w hat
must we do about this conflicrr. Then determine which issues the
collaboration must resolve to do its work.

Decide who will facilitate the process for resolving the conflict.
Ask a group member or a third party facilitator. mediator, or arbitrator
to lead the group. Or hold an outside session just fin: those directly
involved in the conflict.

Separate the conflict from concepts of right and wrong. Such
separation helps the group avoid personalizing the issues, since some
people tend to view conflict as a threat to long-held beliefs.

Make sure everyone is heard. I.imit those :Nho talk and invite the
partic..ipation of those who do not. 1For example, give everyone the sante
amount of poker chips, and when thoy have used up their chips. they
cannot speak again.)

n_aril burn bridges. Hen wiaber. evt-ryone must continue working
together during and after the conflict. Sc create rit oak for healing and
forivencss. And don't forget humor.

Resolve the Unresolvable

Sometime: person enmity intl other conflicts cast a long shadow on a
collaboration. Because V. cannot avoid the conflict. we feel st uck in the
marshland. ;i. I be following ;inecdotc re eak:

Icrcl niumo.,wrs
agtnutes would not trust yo.11 othcr. Allegations of sccrct dculs,
InrcinprIclur, find lio.orito.7n Thc incnibcrs,frIt poircr
lcNs, ond fI, r group diTclopcd dcep schoon,:. Proplc tralicil It I tti I, mid
cccOololly onc "h,

5
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Conflict is

working through a
difference of opinion.

Fighting is the
avoidance of conflict.

Leonard Hirsch
American consultant

99

If you will not
take the risk of

offending people,
t hen those people can

intimidate you.

George Peabody
American consultant

99
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Struggle precedes
growth.

Don Coyhis
Founder,

White Bison, Inc.

99

To resolve what appears to be unresolvable, consider the following
alternatives:

Confront the situation outright. Call a meeting insist that the
warring factions agree on a process to settle the dispute: consider an
outside facilitator. If settlement is impossible, creo.t., a wuKing agree-
ment and agree to disagree while working together in the collaboration.
This can and does work.

Confront the situation through people of influence. Collectively.
ask important people (board members, legislators. peers }associated with
each of the warring organizations to intervene. This option allows the
conflicting parties to Ight in another and more appropriate arena than
the collaboration.

Alert funders and donors to the problem. While our group might not
want to admit that we have a conflict, many funders are knowledgeable
enough to know what is really happening. They can influence people who
may othei seem immune to change. Still, funders give money at their
discretion, so weigh carefully the relative advantages and disadvantages
of this Option.

Work without the warring members. A simple story illustrates this
alternative:

Two teachers initiated a very elfectice collaboratUm despite the
disapprocal of their bosses, who disliked each other. The teachers
decided to quietly u'ork together and gather data about their success.
When they had enough inliwmation, they made joint presentations to
their bosses and asked for permission to continue. Th e'y also sent lewd
to the local newspaper, which reported the emerging success. The
pressure fOrced the bosses to begin working together. One final word:
wisely, the teachers credited their bosses jOr the soCCI'ss so that all were
rqcarded lin. collaborating!

When to Use Outside Help

If the confhct is entrenched, we nay need a neutral oort,,
!someone with conflict resolution or mediation skills
Use an outside facilitator or mediator when:

Group leaders drP directly invoNed In the onflHA

The group is not \,er'' ',killed in ( Onflq t

Impartiality, is essential

Ord a feW P(q)ple t md

facilitator 5 needed to ensure fan reprey.i,tation

Colturdl (,(1.011', gromp, equal diffeicnt
backgrounds needs to be assured.

Resources allow ftrunr, d prircht,nner in y"ok
volunteer.

The group wants ,nstouLtinn confl,r.1

Liki? care choosing, ,1 facilitator because he or ,The can
IwN,er he Intolk, rernewd froth the «mfl,r rind .
nritenhdl ti idil ii 'he r ()trill( I.

s s
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Document the conflict :esolutions as the milestone fbr this challenge. Refer
to Conflict Resolution-., in Appendix C page 1551as aguide and a way to track

resolutions.

This milestone demonstrates our learning that authority and humor are the
fbundat ion fbr:

Expecting conflict and building it into the life dour collaboration.

Clarifying the issues by recognizing their sources and possible
resolutions.

I 'renting a conflict resolution process that involves everyone and does u ot
burn bridges.

I?,,eso.v,ng the unresolvable by exploring alternatives to even the most
difficult conflict situation.

This pattern of surfacing. resolving and documenting conflict serves the
collaboration throughout its life.

When iast we looked, the travelers had moved into the murky waters of the
Flaying reconciled themselves to the inevitability of conflicts. the

travelers developed a process for resolving them. Clearly. they are ready to
jmrtley onward

\\Ilia will they do next? ftganize the effort.

Conflict
Resolutions
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Organize the Effort

\ /
'Table"

structure

"Wheel"
structure

Organize the Effort (Challenge 2C)
Some !numbers of the collaboration may still be pushing to take action,
but pulling our boats together is worth the time. Remember, through
continued planning, we reduce action time and overall time. The work
of one collaboration illustrates this point:

A collaboration wanting to mduce family riolence took time to
organize the work to be do tb o achieve its destination. The gnaw
sau several areas that it needed to address4gm'ern men 1. media,
intercention, preuention. business, and religious institutions.
The collaboration planned how to haue separate teams work
simultaneously. In less than one year, each ot the teams pro-
duced major initiatil'es.

The example makes it clear that organizing the efinrt means the collabora-
tion has to:

Form a Structure
Determine Roles
Decide About Staffing
Secure Resources

Form a Structure

Successful collaborations orgtmize themselves as efficiently as possible.
Both t he process of working together and the results they achieve concern the
members. Most partnerships work best when the partners create a structure
that helps members manage the extra work that happens when collaborat-
ing begins.

Resit creating new organizations complete with board structures and policy
hooks. Instead organize to change the way people exchange information,
make decisions. and allocate resources.

Collahorations usually adopt one of two structures: a table or a wheel. Ii. t he
table stractum everyone comes together to make the necessary decisions
1Such groups are usually seated around a table. In the wheel, small groups
take nmr independent act ion; a group at du, huh coordinates information
and act k:ities. but the small groups may have litt le contact with each other,

However. no structure is pure. The table model may have task forces or
subcommittees that act like spokes on t hY wheel. making recommendations
bark to the larger group or taking act ion on behalroft he "table.- On the ot her
hand. t he spokes on the wheel may each operate like a "table- where all
members make all decisions.

(III' II 4/ K(11;r:II 1..('(/
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In firming structure. determine how fiat the structure will be. IA flat
organization has few people managing others and most people doing the
work.) Whether within a table or a wheel structure, collaborations can be:

Hierarchical: One person is in charge of the various groups. Group
leaders. in turn, make sure that others who have responsibilities fulfill
their duties. This structure, which is more of a pyramid, makes coordina-
tion easier, but it may inhibit conflict resolution.

Individual-based: Each person in the group is responsible for a c,2rtain
aspect of' the work. This structure, which is flat, gives each person
MaXiMUM responsibility. Some collaborations have effectively dispersed
leadership with the result that everyone feels involved, useful, and
valued. However, more time is required to develop this structure. and
coordination can be difficult.

Group-centered: More work is the responsibility of the group, while
some activities might remain w ith individuals. The structure is flat and
leadership is disper.:ed. but, unlike the individual-based structure in
which responsibilities are clearly as:igned. the group might miss Soria'
work. since no one person is in charge.

To form structure. review the vision statement, desired results, and commit-
ment, fbr resources made by member organizations. Ask. What work needs
to he (bine'? What kind of groups do we need to form? Who will be in charge
mF what parts? Then detail the structure by using a model like the table or

wheel, drawing the st ruct ure, and listing lines of authority fUr doing the work
of' t he collaboration.

Because our structure is temporary. it must remain flexible--changing with
the changing needs of the collaboration: be readily understood by each of us
zind by our separate organizations: and he discarded when our organizacions
change the ways they work together. By acknowledging that structure is
temporary, We minimize confusion and maximize Success.

Determine Roles

'We'll look it the roles needed to implement our vision its service, or
product w hen we discuss tut ion planning later in this handbook. For
now, we need to develop clear roles to tit our structure. But we need to avoid
quickly dividing up functions and assigning them as roles so we have
something to do. Depending on the struct tire we chose, functions vary. For
example. the table structure needs only one meeting facilitator, reconkr,
and so) on. However, in the wheel, each spoke needs its own facilitator,
recorder. iind so forth. If' the group inimages some of the work. the

di
There can be hope
only for a society

which acts as one big
family, and not as

many separate ones.

Anwar al-Sadat
( 1918-1981)

President of Egypt

9,

Only in a hut built fir
the moment can one
live without fears.

Kamo no Chomei
(1153-1216)

Japanese author

99
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44

It is not fair to ask
ofothers what you are

not willing to do.

Eleanor Roosevelt

99

collaboration will not need certain individual roles. Whatever the struc-
ture, the fbllowing functions usually need to be filled and acted on:

Initiating meetings, including sending out notices and setting the
agenda.

Setting up meetings, including choosing location and providing the
refreshments.

Leading meetings. (See Holding Effective Meetings, page 55.)

Gatekeepingmaking sure that people are involved and have a role to
play.

Surfacing conflicts and problems. (See Resolve Conflicts, page 76. )

Recording and distributing meeting summaries and other
documents.

Communicating information to and receiving information from mem-
ber organizations and the larger community.

Managing collaboration logistics, including setting up a phone, post
office box, mail drop, or use of someone's office and staff.

Monitoring activities to achieve the mission and results.

Rewarding members and member organizations.

Assign roles according to the interests and strk i-gths of the collaboration
members, because ultimately, people gravitate tow lrd their interest or they
drop out. Sometimes, sharing or rotating roles can help ensure that all
collaboration members feel involved, useful, and valued.

Add the roles to the organizational drawing and specify when the roles will
rotate. This latter action prevents any one person from feeling burdened by
taking on just one less exciting function, such as being the recorder.
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Deckle About Staffing
While most collaborations are stafThd voluntarily. they can be difficult to
sirstar on a purely volunteer basis. The decision to hire staff to fulfill routine
functions or implement programs may prove troublesome: while we appre-
ciate the support, we have a hard time finding the dollars to pay them.

Because stability of the collaboration is essential. many collaborations
choose to hire stafTjust to get the partnership started. Successful collabora-
tions tend to have staff', either paid by the collaboration itself or provided by
member organizations, because such staff free coliaboniti.)n members tbr
other roles.

\Vhether paid by the collaboration itself or provided by the member organi-
zations, the staff members need support. reinfbrcement. and nurturing.
Therefore. clarify their responsibilities and ensure that their role in the
collaboration is part of their regular job. not an addition to it.

StafTtend to burn out from their dedication. Remember. lmrnout comes not
from hard work. hut from lack of rewards and recognition.) Staff members
deal daily with the ambiguity of diffused leadership and multiple ownership.
flaying worked hard. they deserve visible credit for a visible role.

Besides staff, consider hiring consultants skilled in collaboratior, and group
process. Able to focus on process. they are unburdened by the issues members
may bring to our collaboration, and they do not have a stake in the final
results. A consultant can help establish the collaborative effort, reline it. or
serve as the facilitator supporting the convener on a regular basis.

Insiders and Outsiders

An outside! Can staff local co itnrit'c.tn Bd (
Outsider organlle local people') Sometimes, ,es \let

one federalk funded O-Dmect. a gcm.ernlile," agenc,, s(:nt

!)ald staff into 1 communit to !temp local peoole orp,anii!
!.ollanoration. Tne !tep,in tn my,nt ttit th!:

outsiders %%ere 001(1 th.at tOe, taok mobs that colorn,
!hr., mr.,n!bets could nay, had, and \et (lid not seem h!
ou '! their o'An Tne difference !)eh,,er..?n ! Comm!!

organIzIn, and pa\ !!),, staff and nal!1 staff o!gan,:!!.;
.c.mmun,r,\ :!1)110,1,1nr

10,1olc.1 t! tOe tr! ot"r"!,..s,!!!:.

9 3
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66
The lands wait

for those who can
discern their rhythms.

Vine Victor Deloria,
Standing Rock Sioux

author

Secure Resources

Collaborations have two types of resources: operating 1 those used to manage
the collaboration's activities ) and project (those that affect the collaboration'.:
desired results). Resources can be dollars, staff, technology, training, infor-
mation, contactsany form of power.

We need an adequate and consistent financial base to support our collabora-
tion. From the onset, our collaboration must have some moneys. Dollars need
not he large, perhaps only enough to support meetings and documentation.
Yet, to underwrite basic costs, our collaboration has to consider the resources
of its members as well as approaches to outside sources.

99 To cre;ite a resource plan. work as a total group or form a subgroup to:

P..ev.ew existing resources that members have and can share.

Look at resources in the community.

Seek funds and in-kind services to cover what else is needed.

If a subgroup develops the plan, ratify it as a total group.

From working together. V, dis(...Tn that even though resources et 01 t ributed
by members al.,: unequal. we can pool and exchange these resources. Such
resource exchange can have a profbund effect on the collaboration, because
with pooling and exchange we put the existing resources to better use. make
them more abundant, and manage them better.

Resource ticarcityNot True! Not True!
We are told that we're in a time of resource scarcity: government
funding is dwindling, corporate support is diminishing, and founda-
tion philanthropy is leveling off. This is all trueand it is not.

We are really in a time of resource abundance. Private wealth is
greater than ever before; people and organizations give generously.
So what explains the difficulty of getting resources? Selectivity.
Government agencies increase their req thements; foundations
give less for general grants and more to focused requests; individu-
als are more circumspect; corporations give inireasingly in their
self-interests; nonprofits hold on to their existing resources. The
resources are therethey just are not where they used to he and are
not accessible in the same ways that they once were.

9,1
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Thus, we can no longer afford to think that because what we have to
offer is badly needed, others should simply support the effort. We
must know who already supports us; determine who can be per-
suaded; understand their self-interests; and use their language to
explain our efforts. (See Think Strategically, page 67.)

We cannot afford the "poor me" attitude that "they" are not support-
ing us. The resources are therethe question is only how to access
them and how to share them. This is the power of collaboration!

Documenting the appropriate structure is the milestone for this challenge of
organizing the effirt. Refer to Collaboration Structure in Appendix C 1page
157 for guides to selecting a structure and level of authority, defining roles,
and securing rescurces.

In erecting this milestone we have learned that authority and humor
underlie:

Forming a structure to organize ourselves as efficiently as possible zind
deciding how flat the structure will be.

Determining roles that fWfill key functions in the collaboration.

Deciding about staffing. how to pay fbr staff. and how to support them.

The importance of resources for both operations and projects.

Our journey comi.nues and becomes even more invigorating and challeng!,111!

Atter resolving ()Lir conflict over destination, power. and roles, we are
working together. This marshland hasn't defeated us!

\\*hat ne \t') Support the members of our collaboration.

Collaboration
Structure
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Support the Members

I f someone tells you hc
is going to make a

immediately
understand that he
has resolved to do
something bad.

Mary McCarthy
American novelist

9!

Support the Members (Challenge 2D)
11..._-11111M1111 To go ibrward. collaboration members want to know they

tire suppocted. This empowers them to take action To feel
support, they need to:

Establish a Decision-Making Protocol
Create a Communications Plan
Reward Members in the Collaboration
Reward Other People

Establish a Decision-Making Protocol

Let's return to our 'Fri-County story for a br'f'update: In ()neon heir summer
meetings. the group talked about how to make decisions. 'rhe meeting \vent
overt line. and tempers. iaii hot . t hell Mid, then just plain tired. But finally.
the partners 'agreed to) the types of decisions they had to make. who would
moke Itt(i how: much ziut horny each member had. In Other
words. the group established a decision-making protocol. Our collaboration
needs one too, And so do our home base organizations.

protocol is a written record of nor agreements on who can mitke decisions
;Ind What type of decisions can he made. To set un a protocol. first review
structure and roles see pages S2-ti3 1. Next decide which style of decision
making w i l l he granted t o each of' the groups and roles in the structure. Then
have i sul)group draft a document that details tile types of decisions. who
makes these decisions and what level of decision each person or group can
make in a given sit leitmoil. List. reView the document moddY it. and ratify
it. This is all time-consuming. but lemember, people irei most free to move
iihead \\ hen they know their limits because they feel responsible tbr achiev-
ing lin' (leSilVil

\Ve feel empowered when we understand how we make decisions. kers look
;it live styles of decision making appropriate to ;my decision maker
individuid or group in any situation:

Autonomous: informllillV, only t hose \\ no in iii too I:11M\ 111;lke

(icclMul. \Ve oh) 1110 Consllil el her, ho'c;111:.4(' lin' decIsnon us unimpor-

litto ft, thtim. Ii ii inpin I on ork of lot lo,r-.1o: need, ()Illy
implement. it

Consultattive: 11111)1111 it toe i (' Hoak(' the' deql`Inn %\

\\ ;HO 11CI'd tor infmnuit Hr decisiun requires ,ippnrl
troll( implementers, from hose whose \\ ork \ I I he affected, or from t

Ii linty hm.rwr.

9 1;
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Consensus: 'I() find common ground. we probe the issues tint i everyone's
opinions are understood. especially Opposing, opinions. We do this be-
CaUse th!' decisi011 will impact those who will implement or be affected by
it. require the commitment of those affected by it. or we have trust and
open communication. \Ve close discussion with agr,ement on how to
proceed.

Democratic: We discuss the options sufficiont ly sci that people under-
stand the consequences of tho majority vote. \Ve do this because kv Nant
to know what different people think of various options: the .teckion
affects the work of others: we are willing to have winners and losers, or
we don't have t i inc for consensus building. but we nevertheless w ant the
group to make a decision. Here we establish the ground rule that the
losers support the decision. even though it was not their choice. Then we
vote and count.

Delegated: We present the situation and clarifY expectations and
responsibilities for making and implementing the decision. We do this
because the decision impacts the work ofothers. ot hers possess necessary
knowledge. skills, experience, and resources: or others know the limits of
the situation. When delegating. we must clar4 any constraints on the
authority to act and set a time litr reporting back to t he group.

By choosing the best styles fbr decision making. our collaboration achieves

a balance of ownership and Product ivity. We achieve the greatest ownership
when everyone is aware of all the infiwmation and participates in alt
decisions. ilowever. 4r0uP nwnersbiP can liinn Power and ProductivitY.

Productivity can l greater when the collaboration empowers individuals
and small groups to act unilaterally or in consultation. Why? Because they
can get on with the work without hnving to wait for our entire i.2..roup to makt

a decision. Productivity through separate powers. however. limits group
ownership.

Collaboration can offer meinhers full responsibility to ichievi. he change

IhoY want bY slwcifYIng \dult Is expected hOt by sett ing t lit 11011111IiirIl's

within \%hich the individual menthers can (iperate. To (In this, groups nw.d
to compromise. Therefore, the participating org.:ulizat ions must give their
representatives latit ode to \vurk out agreernent,:. Civrn these viirion-.
decisionmaking tvle. collahorat ive uiituiiIu' iiie 1,1iilicv tIwy Ill
sciou-dy work out Ow balance het Neen I huts and irdependent nctions

44
We must try to

trust one another.
Stay and cooperate.

Jomo Kenyatta
(1891-1978)

President of the
Republic of Kenya
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All races need to
communicate with each
other and a good way
to start is with a smile

and a blessing.
It is important to
understand each

others' customs so that
neither are blamed

mistakenly.

Princess Pale Moon
Cherokee I Ojibwa

foundation executive
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Create a Communications Plan

In their meeting on decision making, the Tri-County collaborative partners
reviewed the communication plans that a team was developing to make sure
that the team would clearly convey the decision-making process. They knew
that ci:,ar communications would hold their collaboration together and
support members. As the story shows, open communications build
mutual resr .?ct. understanding, and trust.

To build effective communications, establish informal and fbrmal communi-
cation links and communicate openly and frequently.

Informal communications: We handle these at meetings as we share
information with one another and as we report data back to our respect lye
organizations. During these informal times, we can establish more personal
connections and thus improve communications. Above all, we must teach
ourselves to listen to each other as we talk with each other. ( See Communi-
cationsSay What? page 91.) Humor also helps us be open to one another.

Formal and inter-organizational communications: These require time
and effort to produce and distribute documentation. They also require an
advocate or small group to promote conversation among all and help avoid
disagreenwnts that devalue some. Formal communications go a long way to
accomplish:

Thorough involvement in decision making. We acknowledge multiple
layers of decision making so that every level within each participating
organization is involved and key decision makers participate.

An understanding of the collaborative structure. We create by-laws (or
some form of written agreement on st ructure and roles) and distribute
them to everyone.

Statements of commit ment. Each organization provides written agree-
ments to the collaboration on the use of resources such as consistent
representation by the most appropriate person. st a ffand office space and
contribution of funds.

To sct up this formal communication:

List the key people in each home base orgapizat ion who ;tre to receive
communications ;Ind or participate in decision making.

Outline who will receive specific communications. whon t lwy will receive
them, who will be asked for feedback, and how to obtain their feedback.
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Decide who in the collaboration vill have responsibility for making sure
that two-way communication happens with these key people in each
home organization.

Set up communications within the collaboration so all members are
.informed.

Add this role to the structure diagram.

CommunicationsSay What?

Whether communications are formal or informal, commu-
nication skills are essential. Practice the following skills:

Behavior Description: Describe specific, observable
behavior without inferring anything about motivations,
attitudes, or personality traits and without judging
whether the behavior is good or bad.

1 Describing: Jan came to the meeting thirty minutes
late.

2. Inferring: Jan is very busy. She likely had a previous
appointment.

3. Judging: Jan is rude. She doesn't care about others.

Behavior descriptions build healthier working relation-
ships because they help us make conclusions based on
observable evidence rather than feelings of fear. affec-
tion, irritation, or insecurity.

Paraphrase: In paraphrasing. we state in our own words
what we understood the other person to say. The other
person acknowledges the accuracy of the paraphrase or
speaks to any misunderstandings:

Fran: Kelly should never nave joined this group.

Tim: You mean she doesn't like our direction or doezn't
like our meetings.

Fran: Not at all. I mean she is already so involved in this
effort that she doesn't seem to have enough time
for friends and family.

Tim: Oh. Since she is already doing so much in this
area, she should take more time for herself.

Fran: Right! A little time for herself will be healthier in
the long run.

Paraphrase draws out the speaker, helps expand the
speaker's intent, and allows everyone to understand the
speaker's meaning.

Feelings Description. While we express emotions in body
language. in actions. and in words, a specific expression
may signify different emotions (a blush may indicate
pleasure, embarrassment, annoyance).

Reporting each person's inner state can build under-
standing. To do this, name the feeling ("I feel angry") or
express a simile (" I feel like a squashed bug") or
express an action ("I wish I could just walk out of here-I.
Of course, we sometimes convey contradictory mes-
sages: A person states anger yet smiles. The clearest
communication occurs when the spoken expression
matches the body language.

Perception Check: We all think we know what the other
person is feeling: "Your arms are crossed, you have a
scowl on your face: obviously you're angry." But such
conclusions may lead to misunderstanding. A perception
check allows us to test whether we have accurately
decoded the other person's feelings. To do this, trans-
form the other person's expression into a tentative
description of feelings. For example: "Am I right that you
feel disappointed because no one commented on your
suggestion?" Or, "I get the impression you are angry with
me. Are you?" A perception check describes the other's
feelings without expressing approval or disapproval. We
merely convey, "This is how I understand your feelings.
Have I hit the bull's-eye?"

Feedback: Feedback helps others consider their behav
'or. Useful feedback describes rather than evaluates: is
specific rather than general: notes behavior the receiver
can do something about: is timed well: provides an
example of clear communication: and is solicited rather
than imposed.

9 d
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44
Service is what life

is all about.

Marian Wright
Edelman

President, Children's
Defense Fund

!!

Reward Members in the Collaboration

I Al.'s look at the Tri-County story again. After agreeing on types of decisions
and reviewing their plans for communications, the group spent a few
minutes talking about what each person needed in order to feel rewarded.
The group had worked long and hard, and the members needed to reward
one another.

Rewards are actually easy to uncover and deliver. Yet, unlike the Tri-County
collaboration, most groups devote no time to rewarding members and
stakeholders. But to feel involved, useful, and important, collaboration
members must know they are doing a good job: they need to receive rewards
for all their time and efThrt.

Give rewards for work done. milestones accomplished, and results achieved.
For some people, a reward is just having their ideas heard or having their
contribution recognized; for others, a reward is an attitude, like respect. For
still others, a reward is social time with partners away from the collaborative
work. The only way to find out what members need for rewards is to ask them.
To achieve our destination with grace and goodwill. we must discuss the
importance of rewards and build the norm in the group for rewarding people
freely and frequently.

The concener of on e collaboration aslwd each member to state what lw
or she needed to feel rewanled. The convener listed all items and
grouped them hy ilar types. Memhers then hrainstornwd how the
nqcords couhl be del leered and how each meniher would know alien
he or she had i'uleed been rewarded.

Reward Other People

Collaboration members operate in three cultures: the collaboration, the
home bast organization, and the larger community. Ideally. the three
cultures wimld reward each other. In reality, the collaboration needs to
reward the otht r two and ask for what it wants from them.

RewardsDouble the Return on Investment

Directly rewarding someone is great. But whe H we reword
someone indrrect4, both of us gain. If on emplowe

;00(1 messoge of o job well done to the (noire
staff. When a member of the colIabotation succeeds. let
Hs or hc. home hose organization know. as. well ill
inenib(, «ur c011dbOhit100.

Indirect rewords increase our own credibility because the,.
ircrease the recipient's credibility with others and conch

the entire group. Indi,ect rewards increase reputation
the reputation of the person being rewarded and of the
rrniip iS 0 whole

00 the aork f LeoriJn1 Hqsch. L'se0 vt11 0,Hfrl;9,10))

1 o
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Staffespecially the bossin the home base organization need to be fit-

tingly recognized for supporting the collaboration. Also, the collaboration
must reward key leaders, such as county commissioners and school board
members, who have supported the group. In both cases, the rewards must fit

the recipient's culture.

At the same time, we want to be rewarded by the other two cultures. So we
need to be clear about what we want and state how we will know when we
receive these rewards. The executive director of the home base organization
may occasionally say "way to go" to the organization's representative, but
regularly the executive must let the rest of the organization kr,ow what is
being accomplished and what role the member is playing in achieving
results. Similarly, commission,,,s and board members can make sure the
minutes declare what the collaboration is achieving, but we will likely have

to ask for this.

We must go beyond our habit of conducting collaboration business. We must
regularly stop and ask what has been accomplished, ask for praise, and

thank everyone.

44*

The milestone fbr supporting the members of collaboration is a decision-
making protocol and communication plan that includes rewards, Refer to
Decision-Making Protocol and Communication Plan in Appendix C ( page
159 ) fbr a guide.

This milestone demonstrates we have learned that authority and humor are

the fbundation fbr:

Establishing a decision-making protocol that incorporates various styles

of decision making.

The importance of a communications plan for infi wmal. fbrina I. and i nter-

organizational communications.

Rewarding members in the collaboration in ways that suit each person.

Pewarding other people in the home base organizat ion and in the larger

community.

We're at the end of Stage 2. We've built the imhvidual-to-organization
relat jun.:hips, and our work empowering ourselves toad .___ is \veil ahmg the

way. An increased sense of success surrounds us as we have accomplished

more milestones: commitment letters. conflict resolutions. collaboration
structure,communication plan. The marshland did not Copt ureor capsize us:

we can ,jouriley on to the next stage of creating. sustaining. mild enjoying

collaboration..

ti
To fall into habit

is to begin to
cease to be.

Miguel de Unamuno
(1864-1936)

Spanish philosopher

9,

Decision-Making
Protocol and

Communications
Plan
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Stage 3: Ensure Success by Working
Organization-to-Organization
Reaping What We've Sown in the Fertile Plains

W ejourney now Onto the fertile plains of stage 3. Here, traveling is
easier. We begin to reap the benefits of all our experience in the first

two stages. We have traveled far to reach a place where our work can build
a better community. All this work can he more readily accomplished because
we've learned one another's strengths, how to organize oursolves efThctively,

and how to best use our resources.

Now is the time fbr us to do the work we envisioned. We work organization-
to-organization to ensure the successful results the collaboration seeks. This

calls for output and action between organizations as well as from our

collaboration.

What is output'? "Fhe quantity, quality, and rate ofproduction. The combined

energy and resourCes of all the participating organizations tit AY increase our

overall output.

\Vhat is action'? The exertion of' power. the implementation of our vision, To

implement our vision. mon People u ill evels will he involved in our
collaborat ion from now. on.

While out put and actim1 ire always part of the collaborative effOrt. they aro

crucial to the finir ki.y challenges we lace as we work organizmion_to.
organization to ensure success. In facing t hese challenges. we learn how to:

Manage the Work

Create Joint Systems

Evaluate the Results

Renew the Effort

66
Just go out there

and do what
you've got to do.

Martina Nauratiloun
Czech 1 American
tennis champion

99
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Manage the Work

If you have a
lot of things to do,
get the nap out of

the way first.

An eight year-old

f,

Manage the Work (Challenge 3A)
What did the Tri-County partners do as they came upon the fertile
plains? The resource team coordinated volunteers, wrote and re-
ceived a small grant. and collected information about foundations
interested in collaborative approaches to sheltering the honwless.
Meanwhile, the planning team identified and priced computer
hardware and software that would put the shelters "on line.- The
groups made decisions quickly: they knew what they were about.

If we are to be as successfid as the Tri-County group and achieve
both output and action, our colUtboration will have to:

Review the Vision and Pc;sired Results
Lay Out an Action PPai

Create Accountabilit Standards
Build Collaborative Work Habits

Review the Vision and Desired Results

As we begin this work, we need to confirm our destination. In other words.
is our initial vision still appropriate? Prev,ausly, we tried to ensure that the
end user was involved in creating the vision. We also specified desired results
and strategies. Now, our collaboration must get specific about the communal
benefits. To do this we:

Include end users. Make sure end users are represented in the collabo-
ration. If consumers were reluctant to participate in the earlier stages of'
"abstract- discussions, include them now, because discussions are con-
crete and affect them directly.

/n ci serurce collaboration for drug-addicted .young motlwrs, thc
clients, therapists, public health nurses, and child-care workers wen.
asked to list all things needed to procide enhanced and coordinated
sercices. In a literacy collaboration, adult students wen, asked to list
the barriers tri (1115515.

Consult existing research. Look tiir rest'arch on cominunity needs and
resources everywhere: police departments. colleges and universities.
school districts. private research groups iind foundations. libraries.
newspapers. businesses. business iissociat ;ind state. cuunty. and
local goverrunent agencies. Computers link t hese groups to yet other dAht
haS4':4. N1ost research 5011M'S willingly share infornmti(m nd fact,
hungry fbr itidiences to use t he work they do.

Conduct surveys. Survey conlinututy sources tint end users it ilh:.:()-

hitCly necessary. hut resist recreiding what already exists and avoiding
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action by seeking yet more data. With inkirmat ion in hand, winnow to the
nitty-gritty. Do we need to do extensive analysis ofdata and call in outside
experts? Probably not. We know the results we want and why we need
them. Rev ise these desired results as necessary.

Lay Out an Action Plan
After ensuring that the needs of end users a included, develop action plans.
This work ( and time vary greatly depending on the collaboration's specific
vision and desired results, but here are some principles to include:

Be Specific. State what actions to take. Vague expectations can lead the
effort away from the desired results. A subgroup, which might work more
quickly, can make detailed recommendations to the total group.

Set Responsibilities. Introducing new services or products requires all
members of the collaboration to determine implementation roles. respon-
sibilitie.. accountabilities and completion dates. Make sure that the
implementers are thoroughly involved so they know what they are to do
and can help make the decisions that affect them. Actual job descriptions
might help. especially when the job as a member of the collaboration
differs from the job in the home base organization.

Produce a budget. Show expenses and revenue both dollars and in-
kind support 1. A subgroup can be efficient here: the total group reviews
and ratifies,

Communicate with all appropriate people. I. the communication
plan to determine who these people are and what they need to receive.

Sometimes. we need to start small because both the collaboration and those
who support it need to see success. The decision to start small is often a good
one, since a small venture ofThrs quicker successes and easier access to
learning opportunities. Smaller tasks also let the group "practice- before
tackling soinething bigger or riskier. The following stories illustrate starting
small:

10 metropolitan suburb, M(Illy organi:ations serced t 111, salne
faludies. kmoving that a shared intake friii would benefit the
tam t 1 (es a ad saue 1H0' a ad money, Me organ 1..7atins collaborated
III derelop (I SI ligh' 11)1044' Surccssnilly completing this
pro.wel. No' mcmhcrs discHrered thcy had lOrmed a strong bond
that a11otrcd them to consoler ruca IargerjoiHt projects.

11 arhan collaboratom hoped to create a city-wide 10m1e1
prortdlog respite ercices. Instead. the members dIscHrcred
neighborhoods whrch small pdot plon'ets could proce the
1,,,,rfidness of theIr modcl, They focused first tw budding simill

66
Three brick layers

were asked what they
were doing. One said.

I'm laying bricks.'
The second replied,

'I'm building a wall.'
The third stated,
'I'm constructing

a temple.'

Anonymous

9,

105
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local collaborations. and later on creating a city-wide collabo-
ration based on the success of these smaller projects.

In the first example, the collaboration started small and learned it could do
more. In the second example, the group knew its mission would take years
to achieve, so it started small with pilot projects in the hope of growing later.
In both cases, the collaborations needed success in a reasonable time.

Don't Raise a Star Child
Where a pilot project is needed, avoid devoting so much time and
effort to it that the "regular" workers and projects are neglected.
This fosters bad feelings at the mildest, and official rebukes for
favoritism at the worst. Keep a careful balance in mind so that the
collaboration pilot gets the resources and support it needs with-
out swallowing up all the resources and support other emerging
projects need.

To develop an action plan. review with the whole group what the collabora-
tive action is likely to achieve. Develop a strategy to make the best use
existing resources and powers. Then decide whether or not to begin with a
pilot project.

Choosing a Pilot Project

When choosing a pilot project. consider these questions:

Does the pilot showcase the potential of the collabo-
rative vision?

What small-scale action could help convince funders,
power brokers, and the larger community to support
the collaboration?

Does the pilot take into account the needs of the
nonsumer? (Select a project that reflects real client or
community' needs. While the pilot may not address all
areas of concern, it can persuade people to support
the collaboration by showing them that the community
benefits.)

Can the pilot ' evaluated in a timely manner?

How soon !mist the collaboration show results?
(Because many collaborat,on ); take years to ;nature

and show large-scale results, consider choosing a
pilot that favors speed over output.)

Who is the audience for the pilot orogram? (The
collaboration may need to prove itself to an agency
executive or a group of legislators long before it
provides evidence to the communk. Or. the collabo:
ration may need to prove the benefits of collaboration
to peers and co-workers before approaching more
powerful groups.)

Does the pilot help the collaboration mature? (The
pilot must interest most members of the collabora
tion. Avoid building great strength in one program
area because this limits the collaboration's ibilit to
adapt.)

Uti
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Create Accountability Standards
Accountability is proof of action. To be accountable, we create standards by
asking questions such as: "How will we know if our associates are living up
to their side of the deal?" "How will (..ach of us know if we've done enough, or
need to do more'?" (We can later use these accountability standards to
evaluate our work.) Let's look at several accountability descriptions:

Mary is responsible fin. all communications. Slw writes all memos
and tters, and responds to all written communimtions.

The executice director of each inemher organization will ensure
full communication of all i njOrmatim, about the colloboratiim
directly to respective boords. Notice of such communieotions will
he sent to the collaboration secretary for our records.

The XYZ agency is the fiscal agent lOr this collaboration ond is
accountable /Or all areas i,oiancial 110,40c1hlen t. butt

12,,t limited to:

ReceWing grant moneys (1nd other Pinds.

1)ispersing funds according to collaboration

Maintaining records of all transactions.

Reporting to the collaboration 11 d funding sources as
required.

To prepare these descriptions. brainstorm possible accountability stan-
dards, refine them using a subgroup. and review them with the total group.
Then include them in the action plan.

Build Collaborative Work Habits
Output and action through collaboration require new work skills. Those of us
who work our way through Stages 1 and 2 come to think about work in a
different way. As One partner said, "Now. I have to think of everybody all the
time, not just the fastest way to get the .job done It's like marrying into a
family with lots of' kids: sod( lenly it's not just me anymore."

He i\vare that those people who have not participated intimately in the
development of the collahoration will likely need training and coaching in
order to work collaborat ively. For everyone involved, build the
colloborat ive work habits:

107
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We neuer know, beliere
me, when we have

succeeded best.

Miguel de Unamuno
(1864-1936)

Spanish philosopher

9!
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66
You don't manage

people; you
manage things.
You lead people.

Grace Hooper
American admiral

9!

IlkRetreat

For Leaders and Decision Makers

Gain commitment to strategic decisions: people support what they help
create.

Think through the impact of a decision on all those affected, not just one
organization.

Tell all the right people about all the important decisions and c inversa-
tions: route important documents to them frequently.

Share the credit for successes with everyone involved.

Talk enthusiastically about collaboration to disperse the values of' work-
ing together.

Maintain a constant mind-set fbr negotiation and cooperation.

For Staff of Home Base Organizations

Avoid adversarial language that heightens a sense of competition be-
tween home base organizations in the collaboration.

Listen for what clients and consumers need or want to hear about the
collaboration.

Think about who else needs information.

Ask for guidelines about specific steps the collaboration members have
agreed to undertake together.

Accept changes.

For Community Members

Think in terms of what is best for the overall community. not just une
area.

Avoid 1,anguage of right and wrong- not :1 -better way,- but -anot her
w aY

:a. ; nm aoout who else needs to be involved.

I.earn to forgive .

Because planning can he complic'ated. consider a retreat
to plan the action, address conflicts, and emphasiie the
special nature of the effort. Retreats build relationships
that help bridge differences and cement partnership,,.
Consider an outside facilitator who can focus the rocess
and who has no stake in the actions to be taker She or

he can oftyn 11e10 the group accompksh trate.

If a retreat is not possible, set a series of censer otit,
work sessions. Stress the importance of attending. Agn,ie
that whoe,er shows up will make the decisions Aboo.
all, keep the initiative rolling.

o s
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Also pay attention to turf issues. While these can arise at any time, they are
especially prone to surface now because our collaboration is making deci-
sions about work and money, and we are involving others in the community.
As partners, we must encourage each other to be open about self-interests.
This is a perfect time to revisit our self-interests and invite the disclosur2 of
others self-interests.

Ask people within and outside the collaboration to review the plan. Try not
to lose objectivity about what will arid won't work. Ensure that appropriate
leaders within the member organizations have reviewed the action plan and
have committedin writing--to the time and dollars necessary to make the
effort happen.

Remember, collaboration is a cloverleaf' that returns on itself, ever cxpand-
int.; and improving. We will always be revising our vision, action plans.
accountabilities, and collective work habits.

The first milestone for ensuring success by working organizat ion-to-
organizat ion is an action plan. Refer to the Action Implementation Plan
in Appendix C ( page 161 ) tOr a planning format and guide.

In meeting the challenge of managing the work, the milestone demonstrates
our learning that output and action underlie:

A review of' t he vision and desired results to confirm our destination and
ensure that end users are included.

Laying out an action plan that is specific, sets responsibilities, includes
a budget. and is communicated to all appropriate people.

Creating accountability standards so we know what we have accom-
plished individually and together.

Building collaborative work habits for leaders. staff of home base organi-
zations, and community members.

This fertile plain feels good. doe.n't it? We're beginning to enjoy the benefits
of i;11 our hard work in the beginning stages of' collaboration. \Vhat can he
lolter than this' Creating.joint systems,

1 0 9

Listening, not
imitation, may be
the sincerest form

of flattery.

Dr. Joyce Brothers
American psychologist

99

Action
Implementation

Plan
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Create Joint Systems

Create Joint Systems (Challenge 3B)
As we learn to work organization-to-organization, the emphasis
changes from "What can you and I do?" to "What can our agencies
do together?" Linking leaders at the collaboration table and through
communication is a beginning. But now we go beyond the represen-
tatives at the table by creating interagency work groups that plan,
implement, and evaluate the activities of the collaboration. We also
create common forms, information systems, and operating proce-
dures. This expands ownership and commitment.

The Tri-County group needed harmonious policies and common
intake procedures, so they brainstormed the daily snafus and bigger
system-wide problems the staff were encountering. This provided a
list of implementation issues to improve through training or better
communications, and policy issues to address on each organization's
board or governing body. The steering committee enlisted represen-
tatives from various boards to draft joint policies.

Our collaboration may not need to create joint systems and policies among
its member oi ganizations. Yet joint systems and policies can help ensure our
actions and output. Therefore, we will likely need to:

Decide the Degree of Closeness

Create and Approve Joint Agreements
Make Needed Organizational Changes

Decide the Degree of Closeness

To begin, invite the whole group to decide how close the member organiza-
tions need to operate to support the collaborative structure and action plan.
Here are fbur possible ways of coordinating the work:

Interagency committee: Representatives from the member organiza-
tions participate on various committees or task forces to implement
programs or services. Leadership is on a committee-by-committee basis.
infbrmal, and shared by all organizations.

Single point: A key organization coordinates program activities or
services as agreed with the other organizations. Leadership, which rests
with the single organization. is fairly informal.

Lead agency: All member organizations sign a written agreement
giving one organization greater iiuthority and responsibility to ensure
that iictivities Or services are completed, evaluated. and supported.
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Incorporation: In planning how to structure the work, some collabora-
tions discuss incorporation in which representatives of the collaborative
members become the board of the new corporation. A corporation,
however, takes on a life of its own and soon begins to define the vision,
relationships, and action steps in terms that may no longer serve the
member organizations. According to the definition used in this book, the
corporation is then no longer a collaboration. because the corporation is
no longer "mutually beneficial.-

These options represent a continuum of leadership. Since all the opt ions are
valid, the key is to choose the one that gives sufficient control to move ahead.
yet is not so cumbersome that we spend a lot of etffirt creating joint systems
rather than executing our plans.

ILit,1 I II% ar

Data privacy acts are special challenges to collaborations. These
acts were intended to protect individuals and families by prohibit-
ing release of private information. Talk to the county district
attorney or state attorney about the intent of the data privacy acts
in your community and the way the local courts interpret state and
federal statutes. To resolve data privacy issues, ask clients to sign a
release that identifies the specific member organization in a col-
laboration to whom information may be released.

Create and Approve Joint Agreements

All members of the collaboration must seek approval from their home
organization's leadership ffir the potential agreements. After initial ap-
proval is received, write interagency agreements that clarify power, autlior-
ity, responsibility, and resources. A legal document may not be necessary.
but some ffirm of written communication is needed to ffirmalize relation-
ships. Do this well because clarity increases the likelihood that the organi-
zation will commit. A subgroup can draft the agreements to present to the
total group.

Next, each home base organization needs to ask:

What policies, procedures. and operations must we instit ute to support
the work of the col laborat ion?

.au, t policies, procedures, and operatiims do w e need to change Ia.
eliminate because they obstruct cooperation'.'

46
We're still not where
we're going but we're

still not where we were.

Natasha Josefowitz
French-American

writer and lecturer

9!
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The more laws and
order are made

prominent, the more
thieves and robbers

there will be.

Lao Tsu
,e. 604c. 531 B.C.E.
Chinese philosopher

Each member organization asks these questions to ensure that the
collaboration's proposed activities won't compromise that organization's
mission, values, resources, or image: and to be sure that the work of the
co!laborat ion will strengthen each organization.

Of course, what our collaboration needs may be in opposition to some of the
operating principles of member organizations: we need to find a balance. For
example, an organization's authority to spend money may be limited by
board authorization. but our collaboration cannot wait fbr quarterly board
meetings to approve funds. Some organizations have policies that hamper
sharing client information such as confidential mailing lists. Here are some
other examples of' both restrictive and supportive policies.

Rest riel Plilicies:
99 I.Inds on the hours the staff can spend working with other agencies

Limits on the resources dedicated to interagency activities
Strict protocols on the use of logos and focus statements
Policies withholding client information solely to protect market share

Suppnrtive Policies:
Expectations about outcomes from ('ollaboration
I) II..o..ar expenditure limits for collaborative w ork. above which hoard
approval is necessary
Discretion fbr use of logos to people engaged in collaboration
Policies that make client welfare the primary principle, regardless of
who helps. the client

The Nonlegal Approach

To accomplish their plans, many collaborations believe
that they have to create some form of legal entity
separate from the home base organizations, Not neces
sanly so! One organization may take fiscal responsibility,
another might manage communications: yet another
might coordinate providing the sendces or products.

A Training Opportunit}

policiei; that nhio, restrict Golloboration (in Ire
oPPortuniti,,, for th.iining hoaro anti team meinhcr,-;

in the ,ro of ii)11rihordflon and polic\i makinr,. Mam,
oigdnizations tabor under boards thdt manage tiny details
11',1f'dd nf tlf oirthre Discbssions ahnut whether a
certain poiq,, l, i0Str I /kit, can ci,pread ,,alees and iihias
about flow to rric cr10 nurture good policie,, as well is

Wntten agreements are important, but are of spend-
ing too much time on creating legally binding joint
systems, y%hich might he just another excuse for avoiding
conflict, not taking action, or skirting accountability. Get
started. Form legal entities later, if necessaR, after
achieving some results.

good coHinordtion. inyolving high level <mo poNectill
miopie in thin effort is important because the, can speed
the deielopment and passage of important policies and
regulations that support collaboration. An outside
facilitator might he irelpful. She or be can often he'p
fecos

112
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The collaboration and the home base organizations need to negotiate joint
agreement On policies, procedures, and operations. To reach agreement,
select two or three representatives from the collaboration to work with all the
organizations. Finalize the joint agreement with a single document contain-
ing all the appropriate signatures. Remember, the higher the level of'
signature, the better fbr long-term support.

Make Needed Organizational Changes

To support the collaborative effort, member organizations may need to
change some of' their operating policies and procedures. This often requires
the involvement of board or senior officials. Policies guide c:pectations:
expectations guide the way in which work is done. Only through policy level
changes can we permanently alter the way in which work gets done.

This is one of the places where tracking all the milestones pays off. The
completed worksheets ) or whatever fOrm of documentation the collaboration
has chosen ) can be reviewed by all concerned in each home base organization.
A great deal of education of the entire organization is necessary. an efThrt
which should have been ongoing. In any case, complete records on the
collaboration's vision. desired results, structure, action plan. and so on, will
help member organizations make the internal changes they need to support
t he work of' collaborat ion.

Each member of our collaboration follows up ith her or his organization to
ensure that needed policies, procedures, and operations are in writing and
have been instituted. Then we record these changes because they are
important for both evaluation and historical documentation.

The formal agreements are also perfect products for public relations. media
attention. and convincing others that our collaboration is working.

*

Joint agreements irt, the milestone ler the challeng-e of creating joint
systems. Refer to Joint AgreeimTits in Annendi.:( page l (W0 for a checklist
Of items to be covered.

In erecting this milestone. we redli./e that output and action ;ire the
foundation fOr:

Deciding on 1 degree of closeness bet ween organi/in ions t hat gsive- hot b
sufficient control to move ahead et is not cumbersome.

1 13

Joint
Agreements
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Evaluate the Results

Creating and approving joint agreements on policies, procedures, and
Operations.

Making needed organizational changes so that internal policies and
procedures support the collaboration.

Let's take a moment to look at what's happening on the fertile plains. All of
our planning is paying off. Together, we have created a record of our joint
efforts. Our next challenge: evaluating the work we've done.

Evaluate the Results (Challenge 3C)
At the thought of evaluation, the gut tightens, the stomach churns. We feel
judged, our self-esteem is at stake. Even ifour reaction is milder, we often see
evaluation as drudgery and paperwork.

Evaluation loomed over the Tri-County collaboration. No one knew
just how to approach it. The steering committee asked members to
attend a bimonthly meeting prepared to evaluate the pilot projects.
At the meeting, everyone realized that the results were not unififfm,
so the group began to use client surveys. funder questionnaires, and
financial reviews to measure success. Results really showed up
when the partners shared this information. Then they discovered
how far they had come on the journey.

Evaluation is a discovery, and it should be a positive experience.
Through evaluation we learn how successfill we are at achieving our

destination--our community benefits and separate self-interests. We
also learn what works and what doesn't. To evaluate the work, our collabo-
ration must:

Value Evaluation
Create an Evaluation Plan
Continually Improve the Work

Value Evaluation
N,Ve need to tailor evaluation to our unique collaboration. To do this, discuss
what ovaluation can teach the collaboration, what potent ial effects it will
have oil the joint ellOrt and Oil tilt' stakeholders, 011(1 what others in similar
effnrts can learn from our successes and failures. Here are some approaches
that help the collalmration value evalimtion:
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View evaluation as reflection. Avoid assuming that the actions we
chose are the best or the only ways to achieve results. Healthy collabora-
tions evolve; they are open to modification and improvement.

Integrate evaluation into the work. Evaluation needs to be integral
to our collaborative effort, not imposed from the outside. Those of us who
created the collaboration must involve ourselves in the decision about
how to design and implement the evaluation.

Tailor evaluation to the stage of collaboration. The results of new
collaborations differ from those of well-established efforts. In the begin-
ning, our collaboration's only data may be the process milestones we've
accomplished. Later we may be able to provide information on whether
we are achieving results.

Use multiple methods. Evaluation needs to capture diverse patterns
through both qualitative and quantitative methods.

Evaluate results and processes. The milestone worksheets help
document and evaluate our processes, while we can measure our results
against the concrete measures we established when we first began our
collaboration.

Appreciate failure. Be up-front about aborted efforts or fiascoes. These
needn't defeat us. In fact, they can strengthen us. Acknowledging a flop
is especially important when key decision makers, such as government
officials and funders, are involved. Interest them in problem solving, fully
inform them of mistakes, and invite them to see the failure as a learning
opportunity.

Expect rich information. The same actions can influence recipients of
the collaborative effort in many different ways. Moreover, many different
actions can influence a given recipient toward a given result. Thus, we
must acknowledge the reality of both multiple results from a given effort
and multiple variables influencing a given result.

Pro% e It!

Often we hope that an evaluation will "prove" that our work
resulted in specific outcomes. Because collaborations try to
achieve major changes with multiple results and variables, such
proof is rare if not impossible to come by. But we can sometimes
find correlations between our actions and changes in the commu-
nity. While not proof of our success, such correlations support our
case. They help us show the community that the collaboration
was effective.

ft
True science teaches,
above all, to doubt
and be ignorant.

Miguel Unamuno
(1864-1936)

Spanish philosopher

9!
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To know that you do
not know is the best.
To pretend to know

when you do not know
is a disease.

Lao Tsu
( c. 604c. 531 B.C.E. )
Chinese philosopher

9,

Create an Evaluation Plan

After beginning to value evaluation, we proceed to set up measures and
methods. While evaluation ideally needs to begin from the first meeting,
most collaborations do not formalize assessment until they are ready to act.
Yet we need to continually measure performance against expectations in
both processhow the group functions, and resultswhat the group achieves.

Process Evaluation

1. State the separate self-interests
of each organization and how it
will know its self-interests are
being met.

Note when milestones are accom-
plished and what helped and hin-
dered their accomplishment.

:3. Describe communication pro-
cesses between members of tlw
collaboration.

4 Summarize the collaboration's
impact on its member organiza-
tions. What has each contribut ed?
How did the collaboration change
the way each organization does
husiness?

Results Evaluation

1. State the desired community ben-
efits (for example, reduction in
homelessness) and how the col-
laboration will know if the effort
is successful.

Outline the methods being used,
such as lobbying, delivery of' ser-
vices, creation of' information
packets.

:3. Summarize critical junctures.
( For example, while a collabora-
tion may be unable to prove that
it reduced homelessness. it can
note an important accomplish-
ment, such as a drive to change
zoning ordinances that resulted
in increased permits for low-cost
housing.)

4. Describe how the characteristics
of the community being targeted
(geographic. ethnic population,
sector, field, service recipient )
have changed, the number and
diversity of' the people involved.
their reaction to the collabora-
tion and its methods, and changes
in the community that might he
attributed to the effort.

5. Note side effects. \Vho else .5.

lwcame involved hecaum' of the
collaborat itm? How does I heir
involvement help t he cause''

11 6

Note side effects. 1For example,
the city council voted to rezone
and is now more involved in t he
issues of' homelessness. The
neighborhood, however, protests
ow inconw housing.)
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If our collaboration Ints ohserved its milestones. we now have iota We need.

If not, We go hack and review the previous steps and ensure that we have
completed and gathered all the documents. \ext ask a subgroup to lay out
the data so that it tits into the various process and results categories. At this
time, the subgroup creates other categories as needed. then assigns respon-
sibilities for seeking other data if needed', analyzing information, and
summarizing findings. If all this seems formidable. contact someone who

specializes in evaluation.

Finally. the whole group reviews the plan. Then we ask key decision makers
in our howe base organizin ions iind other important stakeholders if t he plan
will pnivide the information they need to continue supporting our collabora-
tive efftwt. Atier making any needed changes. we ratify the evaluation plan.

Continually Improve the Work

Collaborations must constantly seek feedback by listening everywhere, and
continually assess their effbrts in accord with t heir developmental st age The

purpose is continuous imptmentent. Thus. evaluat ion becomes integral to
the joint effort. \\Ina quest ions (IO We ek On an ongoing basis?

Is the effiwt effective? Are we achieving our object ives Icy benefit iti he

community and meeting our own self-interests?

Is the effort adequate? Are we using enough resources to ;1(.11 ieve

results?

Is the effort efficient? [lave we expended minimum time, money. and

energy to build maximum relationships and take complete action?

What lessons have we learned? What do we now know about the
relationships we have built and need to build, and t hi vork we huve done

and need to do?

Iltmest imswers to these wwst ions create opportunities for further change.
refinenwnts. and improved results. Communicating t hose results builds
increased support from memlwr organizat ions ionl from liaise who might be

persuaded to join the eif(o.

o lid if erer i touched a
life i hope that

life knows
that i know that

touching is and always
will be the true

reuolution.

-- Nikki Giovanni
American author

9!
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Evaluation
Procedures

Renew the Effort

The milestone at this point in the journey is the evaluation plan. Refer to
Evaluation Procedures in Appendix C ( page 165 ) for a review of what to
include in creating an evaluation plan.

In placing this milestone by the road, we have learned how output and action
underlie our ability to:

Value evaluation and tailor the evaluation to our unique collaboration.

Create an evaluation plan that continually measures performance against
expectations in both processhow the group functions, and results
what the group achieves.

Continually improve our work by seeking fi.,edback everywhere and
learning from the information.

As travelers we are proud of our progress and accomplishments. What next?
We must begin to renew the effort!

Renew the Effort (Challenge 3D)
Remember, the sol, purpose of collaboration is for organizations to achieve
results they are more likely to achieve together than alone. Sometimes the
purpose of the group becomes fixed, and it disregards evaluative data that
demands a change in practice. To achieve both our self-interests and
community benefits, we must accept the validity of evaluation information,
especially when it says that weindividually and organizationallyare
part of the problem.

To address the problems and renew our effort, we must:
Promote Adaptability and Flexibility
Retire Appropriate Members
Add New Members

Celebrate, Celebrate

Promote Adaptability and Flexibility
To avoid the rigidity that can set in, we must work at being adaptable and
flexible. Adaptability is the capacity to adjust to major changes in the
community we serve; that is, we adapt to changing external forces. Flexibil-
ity is the capacity of our collaboration to remain open to varied ways of
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organizing itself. We need to see ourselves as temporary and constantly

evolving.

Our collaboration uses information from evaluation and other sources to
renew its output and action. A review of the previous eleven challenges can
help us change either the objectives or the process ofcollaboration.

The Tri-County partners experienced many positive results, but the work
overwhelmed them. Some felt that collaboration was becoming an unpaid.
part-time job. In response. each shelter identified one staff person to work

full time providing care and coordinating programs. Moreover, two new
organizations paid for part-time positions to support the collaboration. After

one team issued'a report that documented change. the steering group threw

a holiday party to celebrate the enormous success of the program.

Just as the Tri-County group was adaptable and fl we need to discuss

the evaluation to date and what is working and what is not. Use the following

questions:

What is changing among member organizations. in the community, and
in social. political, and economic trends?

What is changing in our collabc ration itself.?

What must we change to be more adaptable and flexible?

Who has finished their work fbr the collaboration?

How should we ask them to leave?

Who else needs to be involved to further the effort? In other words, what

powers and preforences d, we need now?

t-t"ow should we approach new members?

How shoUld we orient them?

What is the best structure for the re-fbrmed collaboration?

iT..ow will we celebrate what we have accomplished and the
have helped us accomplish these things?

PeoPle who)

Consider taking t ime for a special "renewal meeting... This can be critical for

collaboration. All too often we bemoan our failures and simply move on or

move into trying to fix probl('ms. What we need to do instead is to) study both

our fbilores and successes, review the membership (our relationships ) and
t to challenges the work we have to do), and use this information to renew

the eflOrt.

66
Pay attention to the

questions you need to
ask, not the answers
you want to hear.

Leonard Hirsch
American consultant

99
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Retire Appropriate Members

Retiring or "sunsetting'' people and organizations is not easy, but at this
point in our journey, we probably have less need fbr people who envision and
empower than for those who ensure success through attention to details.
procedures, and implementation. The fbllowing story illustrates the need to
retire members:

A group of eleven educational institutions awl organizations were
collaborating on training. purchasing, a ml other specific adm in istra
ire functWns. Two members were cautious and refilsed to moue

a they worried that the State Department orEducation was not
satisfied with tli li'ork the collaboration was doing. Others members
were pleased the progress. Euentually. the members agreed to
disagree so that these two people am! their organizations could Aviv
graciously.

A discussion of what our collaborative group needs and who can best meet
those needs will likely manage the issue of sunsetting. The convener raises
the question; as a group, we provide the answers and rewarkl our partners as
they leave.

Do not use sunsetting to avoid conflict. But if' all other avenw,s have fhiled
and the member does not see that his or her contribution is hindering the
relationships and work, ask the person to leave. Reme, ober, the collabora-
tion originally asked this person (and organization I to join because he or she
had something to contribute. So if sunsetting is the best decision. be
considerate and careful; don't burn bridges. Here are some points to consider
when sunsetting a member

The member's home base organization may need n lore education about
the effort and how the collaboration can meet both community needs and
the self-interests of' its members. This might allow the organization to
educate its representative or send a better-qualified person.

Keeping Lenders Committrqf

After the actual work has begun, manv of the mr)re
powerful collaborative leaders lose interest. That's
because high level administrators, board members, or
Officials arr.: often more Interested in broad policy than
day to dav work. ,f et if their leadership drifts away, i)ui
collaboration may drift too. To keep thee leader',

committed, inyolye them in deciding how the changes
(ictually benefit the commi nity. and how the changes call
nr, institutronallzed. (This tendency tor leaders to drift at
tri stage of group development underscores the impor
t,ince of having both polim) makers and Implementers
invoNed from the beginning.)
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Another person from the same home base organization may be a more
amenable or capable representative. This may also allow the organiza-
tion to save face by stating that the person leaving is needed elsewhere.

A power broker in the home base organization may be blocking the efforts
of the representative. All members need to help the organization deal
with this issue in the context of the collaboration. (See Think Strategi-
cally. page 67. )

The person or home base organization may be much more useful later in
the collaboration's life. Ask the organization's leaders to postpone its
involvement. Promise to keep them fully informed.

Add New Members
In response to our collaboration's changing needs, we may seek rew mem-
bers. While we may have been bringing in new people all along, formal or
informal evaluation tells us what powers to add and what style preferences
to search for. At this stage in the collaboration, we'll most likely need:

Task-oriented players who might have found the first two stages too slow.

Evaluation is
by feedback, not

by autopsy.

Staff who are likely to implement the changes.
Karen Ray

American consultant

Consumers or end users who will benefit from the collaboration's effOrts. and author

li'earlier planning was frustrating for thorn, this time for action can be 99
exciting. )

First, we establish guidelines for adding members and develop more formal
orientation plans. Then, as we add new members, we need to help them learn
our culture. To do this, revisit the trust-building steps followed during the
early stages of collaboration. Insert all documents in a folder to be given to
the new member. Assign a "buddy- who will review the vision, desired
result s, structure, and evaluation plans with the new member. Ask what the
new member needs in terms of' self-interests, customs, languages. and
preferences. Confirm What powers the member can contribute I see nages 29-
:1:3 to review. ). After everyone has had time to build relationships, assign
responsibilities to the new member,

As a group, review t he structure, because the addition ofnew members might
require dianges. 1For example, a group may change from the table model t.o
t he wheel model, especially if the group is beginning toexceed fift een people. )

Also reexamine the tct ion plan and the ,joint agreements. Modify them as
needed to leconiniodate the new members an(1 new home base organi/ations,
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66
I believe that

unarmed truth and
unconditional love
will have the final
word in reality.

Martin Luther King
(1929-1968)

American clergyman
and civil rights leader

99

Checklist for
Changes

Celebrate, Celebrate

Everyone in our collaboration and all our supporters need to feel involved.
useful, and valued. As a group, reward those staying and those leaving for
their efforts. At this point, the greatest reward is public recognition.

One collaboration on family violence held an all-day conkrence aml
celebration after months of work. Each action team presented its key
discoveries in video,drama,ormusW fOrmat no traditional speeches.
Data were available in a beautiftilly assembled summary booklet. A
band played; a singer conveyed many of the etnotions of those involved
in the issues of abuse. Four hundred people celebrated, joined arm in
arm, laughed, cried. And then the work continued, renewed, with mw
people involved.

This celebration was a big -bash. r;ut our celebration need not be large.
What's important'? Recognizing established members of the collabora
tion and creating an opportunity to include new people who might rent,w
the work.

0

The last milestone fbr ensuring success by working organization-to-
organization is documented changes. Refer to Checklist for Changes in
Appendix C (page 167) for a further review.

In meeting the last challenge of Stage :3renew the effort -we have learned
that output and action are the foundation for:

Promoting adaptability and flexibility to adjust to changes in the commu-
nity and to remain open to varied ways of organizing ourselves.

Retiring appropriate members so the collaboration has the skills and
powers to continue its work.

Adding new members and orient ing them to the collaboration.

Remembering to celebrate accomplishments and reward both those who
are staying and those who are leaving.

In Stage :1. we got to enjoy the benefits of our hard labor, Together we built
the organization-to-organization relationships that ensure success. Now
move to Stage 1, of creating, sustaining, and enjoying collaborit i011.
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Stage 4: Endow Continuity by
Working Collaboration-to-Community
Gathering Building Materials for the Future
from the Broad Forest

In Stage 4, our collaboration finally moves into the broad forest. In Stage
3, we worked organization-to-organization, and we were very productive.

We thought we had arrived at our destination and could rest thereand for
some collaborations, that is indeed the case. But others of us see the broad
forest on the horizon and wonder what resources exist there that might fulfill
our potential. So we travel again, arriving at the edge of the forest, gathering
building materials for the future by working collaboration-to-community to
endow the continuity of our results.

We accomplish continuity when our collaboration increases relationships
and responsibilities in the greater community. Let's be clear here: continuity
means the continuance of the collaborative effort, not the collaboration
group. Even as we prepare to leave or end the collaboration, we want the
community to accept what we have started and to nurture it as part of larger
community efforts. Two anecdotes reveal the desire groups have for the
larger community to both embrace the results of the collaborative work and
increase its impact:

A youth-serving organization that is creating a community-wide,
workIrce-detTlopnwnt strategy wants to sec its (1'16,1 go beyond
demonstration projects. It wants the strategy to be integral to every
school's curriculum, supported by government jobs und training,
and augmented by all post-secondary institutUmsacademic and
rocational.

MMIMN

One city's African Amencan community has math' progress in
articulating values and starting a finindatthn to foster economic.
development. But to make a strong impact, many more people will
need to embrace and acclaim its vamues. Many funders will hare to
endow the foundation so it can spur African American economic
development thronglunit the city.

it
The future of mankind
lies waiting for those

who come to
understand their lives

and take up their
responsibilities to all

living things.

Vine Victor Deloria, Jr.
Standing Rock Sioux

author

9!
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To love what you do
and feel that it

mattershow could
anything be more fun.

Katherine Graham
American newspaper

publisher

99

For collaborative efforts to succeed over time, many people need to under-
stand the magnitude and implications of the work we do. Our collaboration's
story has to spread to endow the effort with support. We spread word of our
success through mythsstories we tell others about our results.

The word myth is commonly used to connote something not true. But myths
are actually stories explaining phenomena, such as war, love, puberty, and
aging. Through language and symbol, myths shape people's interpretation
of events and introduce new ways of understanding what has been achieved.
The fbllowing story illustrates the birth of a myth:

A collaboration between the state and local school districts channeled
grants directly to classroom teachers to fund experimental curricula.
The steering comMittee fbr the collaboration met regularly in different
sites throughout the state. To reach the meeting site, members of the
committee car-pooled, chatting freely on the drive. The story grew that
this group knew everybody in the state who was doing exciting new
work. The myth was created that this committee kept things moving
with useful infbrmation and the latest ideas.

Collaborations convey myths in personal contact and through the media.
These myths spread the word about our achievements, attract people to our
effort, and give our founders status and credibility, which helps them attract
and train new leaders. This is important because by involving more people
and having greater impact, we build for the future.

While continuity and myth are always present, they are crucial to the last
fbur key challenges of our journey:

Create Visibility

Involve the Community

Change the System

End the Collaboratior
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Create V!sibility (Challenge 4A)
)ur collaboration needed resources early on to build relationships and

to work. That's why we emphasized communications with all stakehold-
ers. Now we need community-wide resources to endow the continuity of
effort because projects that will have a strong impact on the community
require broad legitimacy. Effective collaborations tell their myths
before this point. But now is the time fOr a concerted effort

By its second winter, the Tri-Courty collaboration had done its work.
Stories abounded about how the collaboration could slay giants.
Throughout the community. funders, executives, board members,
the public in general transmitted the myth. The media covered the
story--it was news! The collaboration clearly had a public relations
plan that was working.

We, too, need to:
Convey an Image

Promote the Results

Convey an Image*

gain major support from t he community. our collaboration must be seen
as a leader. ( )ur image is crucial. It must grab the hearts of people. And the
simpler the message, the more room each heart will give it. Two anecdotes
reveal the power of an image.

(hie collaboration wanted to ronrcy the image of being purposeful
and quick to bring direrse groups together. They created a rideoof

gowp of people treprI,senting the dicerse groups th(y wanted to
he seen as reaching) sitting in a circle of sluice! chairs l'aring out.
barks to each other. In the cidro, the leader of the rollaboratnw
approaches (Terpnic in 11117? askinA,, Mein tu participate. Euch
person declines fur l'arious Ieasons.

The leader then inot'es and turns each chair around sH
(ill people are lacing int() the clrele. She sits in the uncellipty
pusses olit papers tu everyune saying that here un, possible ways HI

working together. Eueryone looks at her or his paper, and all ore
heard to say ill their utril WM' that there ure sunie Iwssihd It les here.
The rideotape ends.

Another group wanted to he seen U. leader in n.(111(.11).4; latntly

1.111/01(1', th0.1' liel11)/)l'(/ pilh/i(' drIIIOnStIllti0f) /01 IIIH/CIScHrl .

the roots HI abuse. In the demons,' otion.cight people, each holding
a blanket, stand behind u lcumu 11. The sits in u chair.

.\lohroll., ,11(rph tt ,,t1pr,,ro

)rp,1111/111.)Il. /,N irt% SIcrPr eniul)h. tbc .1/1111, I II tVIIl r

Aillik_As1111111111.,_

Create Visibility
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66

All paths lead to the
same goal: to convey to

others what we are.
And we must pass

through solitude and
difficulty, isolation and

silence, in order to

reach forth to the
enchanted place...

Pablo Neruda
(1904-1973)

Nobel Prize winning
Chilean author

/9

narrator expiains that this woman had suffered abuse from her
husband and found it difficult to 100(.0 the situation.

After the explanation, a man representing her father puts a
blanket orer the woman. saying that she inust obey her father.
When the woman protests, a woman representing her mother
places wrotlwr blanket ocer her, saying that "Thther knows best."
A woman representing a teacher places a third blanket ocer the
seated w0171 a n admonishing her to follow the rules and sit in her
chair. A fourth blanket is placed ocer the seated woman by a
man representing her minister u'ho tells her the Bible says she
must obey Irer husband. This continues until all eight blankets
are on her.

The narrator then says to the seated woman, "You're an adult,
You're intelligent. Why don't ymi leace your husbaird! ti7hy do you
tolerate Iris abuse! Fight back.'" The woman attempts to fight
through eight blankets. She is almost paralyzed. Then, one by one,
the people remoce the blankets, briefly describing what each of
these important figures in her can do to help her deal with the
abuse. The underlying message is that the collaboration will help
make thig possible.

In just a few minutes, with just a few words, both these collaborations
communicated a strong image. How can we do this? First, brainstorm
answers to the following questions:

\\Iuat myths can we tell about how the collaboration began and evolved,
and the results we have achieved'?

What images.the combination of words, pictures, shapes, colors, and
sounds_convey what wcre done and who we are?

What symbols call we use to convey t hose images and tell our stories?

!lave a subgroup refine these ideas into an image statement that is more
than words and sends the right message about the collaboration. Review it
with Others to determine its impact. Refine it as needed. Then, as a group
ratify the image and convey it everywhere.

A Stranger in a Strange Land

Going pubhc about a collaboration is like heing a stran;.;ei
strange land. We don't know what to expect or how

we'll be perceived. At first, we're leery of fund(trs'
leactions, of other r olleagues responses, Of the
community's ability ti understand. We talk little of our
problems and more about the possibility of changes.

Gradually, we reveal what's good in this new way of doing
mings. We acknowledge how hard the journey has been.
We begin to influence those around us to think about how
collaboration might strengthen their accustomed ways of
rlting the ion done. rho-, is the way the community
benefits.
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Promote the Results
With myths to relate and an image to convey, the collaboration now promotes
its results. We've actually been promoting our achievements all along. Every
time we communicate the vision, describe the collaboration process, state our
actions, and so on, we are promoting results. To be really eflective. We need
to realize that all along we must relate what we are doing and act to build the
relationships we need, because Weindividually and collect ively--are a role
model fiw the community.

But now, we approach promotion more deliberately. We develop and imple-

ment a promotion plan that will include many more people and resources to
endow our efThrt and increase our impact over time. So we approach
promotion by answering the following questions:

Do we have a promotional message that motivates our audience
to take action?

The overall message needs to be consistent, but we are seeking ditThrent
responses from specific audiences. So we need to tailor some of Our
message to particular publics. No matter who we are addressing, the
message needs to be in the everyday language of that audience. We
already know what our publics want see Think Strategically, page 67 );
now we must be clear about the response we wantenrollments, pur-
chases, referrals, donations, volunteer time.

What specific next steps are we asking our publics to take?

For example, to ask people to donate may be a big leap. To ask them to
make a no-obligation phone call to learn more about the benefits to the
community and potential donors is less ofa request and more likely to get
a response ). The message conveys the specific step, not the overall
program. Above all, the benefit to the public must he clear.

How will we promote the message?

We need to consider a variety of techniques: advertising. billboards.
annual reports. brochures. celebrity endorsements, direct mail, editori-
als. feature stories, letters to the editors. networking. news conferences.
news releases, newslett( "6. nosters. public speaking. public service an-
nouncements, publishing art 1.:les and reports. special events. talk shows.
trade fairs, videos, word of moo, h.

Regardless of the technique, gear the approach to the particular public:
plan how each technique can be used to maximum effect: use it mix of
techniques., repeat the message frequently over in extended period of

time: experiment ;uid when the experiment works, do it again: don't be

seduced by glamour: ;Ind persevere.

66
Political

communication is
intended to move
people, not relate

information.

Leonard Hirsch
American consultant

99
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66
Communication is a

marketable asset.

Susan Sampsell
American

businesswoman

1kre are some specific techniques that have been used successfully:

Stories from clients and consumers about how things have improved

A breakfast ter funders to "tell the truth about how we got here-

Data summaries from the evaluation sent to every legislator

Data summaries from the evaluation sent periodically to every founda-
tion that has some interest in the collaboration's effort

An article published in the local United Way's newsletter about the
collaboration

A one-page description of the collaboration and its values included in
every employee handbook in every participating organization

99 LOCal neWS coverage of the benefits and cost-effectiveness of collabora-
tion, using a message that's simple and compelling

Luncheons. dinners, and socials to thank staff and supporters fer imple-
menting the work

Thank-you letters to key people involved at every stage, proclaiming the
successes and thanking them ter their contribution

Thank-you letters to the associates. superiors, employees. and families of'
people involved. thanking them fi)r supporting the collaboration member.

66
Perserverance
and audacity
generally win.

Dorothee DeLuzy
(1747-1830)

French actress

99

Have a subommittee flesh out the responses to the questions on page 121
and the suggestions above. This committee then details the necessary steps
of' who will do what, by when, and with Nvhaf resources. The collaboration
reviews and approves the promotion plan.

Now we go to work. We turn loose those who like to tell stories: take
community leaders to lunch; hold public meetings; involve the media; tell the
story over and over again; relate how the collaboration's work benefits the
community; tell everyone what's been learned; and declare the potential fer
continuing the effort.

One common thread pervades community change theories: communities are
improved because individuals convince other individuals to think and act
differently. Some people do feel coerced; others are enthusiastic. No matter
the reslmuse. we give uue girt: ()lir results.
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The first milestone in Stage 4 of endowing continuity by working collabora-
tion-to-community is a promotional plan. The resources are out there.
Accomplishing the milestone taps these resources. Refer to Promotional Plan
in Appendix C (page 1691 for a guide to creating visibility.

In meeting the challenge of creating visibility, the milestone demonstrates
our learning that continuity and myth underlie:

Conveying an imagea combination of words, pictures, colors, and
soundsto relate what we have accomplished and who we are.

Creating a plan to promote our results.

We have braved our way into the broad forest. We send messengers back to
the people on the fertile plain: "This forest is rich! It offers even more
resources than the plains, and the opportunity for greater impact," Now we
face another challenge: integrating the benefits of collaboration into the
community.

Involve the Community (Challenge 4B)
Our collaboration began when we realized we could achieve better results
together than alone. Creating visibility was our way of obtai ni ng greater
resources for a greater impact of our efthrt.

But now, we learn that the community will have increased benefit when
a larger assembly than the one we first brought together sustains the
effort and increases the resources. So we begin to involve the commu-
nity, not to promote our efThrt but to lay the groundwork for a
succession plan, a process that endows communal benefits over a
much longer period of time.

Promotional
Plan

126_

Fortunately, the Tri-County partners realized that a greater endow-
ment was needed. After almost two years of working together and achiev-
ing results, they went on a retreat There, Marjorie called for ideas to Involve the Community
generate new interest and attract new resources for the homeless.

The members planned how to train other staff in exist ing shelters, how to
educate the community to promote partnerships to serve shelter clients, and
how to convince the legislature to reward agencies that saved money by
working together. Clearly, the Tri-County collaboration was integrating the
benefits of col laborat ion into the community.
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Isolation is the worst
possible counselor.

Miguel de Unamuno
(1864-1936)

Spanish philosopher

99

We can do this too if we:
Teach the Value of Collaboration
Bring Diverse interests Together
Build Leadership
Hold Public Forums

Teach the Value of Collaboration

Our collaboration has been creating visibility for itself and promoting its
results. Now we have to educate the larger community about the value and
potential of collaboration. This provides opportunities for people to examine
their beliefs about the way work gets done to both produce communal benefit
and further separate self-interests. Three brief stories illustrate how groups
teach the value of collaboration:

educational strategies. Then strategize how best to leverage resources to
reach the most people. ( Follow the patterns used in Think Strategically, page
67, and Promote the Results, page 121. )

A family violence collaboration dedicated a small percentage of its
total budget to national training. They sought opportunities to
present seminars on collaboration at national conferences. Those
that heard the message realized that they, too, could begin similar

A literacy group wrote a brief article outlining the advantages and

effbrts in their communities.

disadvantages of collaboration, then placed the article in newslet-
ters and professional publications. The response indicated that

forum on the need to go beyond food distribution and regain thc
fizeus on eliminating hunger.

How to teach the value of collaboration? Ask a subcommittee to outline

nzany communities in the country were eager to learn how to
improve literacy through collaboration.

Each member organization of a food shelf collaboration dedicated
a portion of its training budget to promoting collaboration in the
community. The response not only increased volunteers, it led to a

1 3
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Bring Diverse Interests Together
To endow continuity for our collaborative effort and thereby increase impact,
we must bring diverse interests together, find common purposes, and build
linkages. To make this happen:

Identify potential representatives of diverse community inter-
ests. Finding common ground and shared interests with these groups is
crucial. Focus especially on those groups that have not been previously
involved.

Create an open and accessible decision-making process. This
increases ownership in the community both in terms of the number and
diversity of participants.

Adjust programs and policies to benefit the community. Collabo-
rations can fail when costs outweigh benefits. When we ignore changing
community needs, policies and programs quickly become outmoded or
counterproductive. (See Adaptability and Flexibility, page 110.)

Increase the base of support. The availability of resources determines
the degree to which the collaboration's efforts become permanently inte-
grated into the community and the size of the community that will benefit.

A subcommittee drafts recommendations on the above; the whole group
discusses who will and won't be involved and the implications of these
decisions. While the collaboration seeks the greatest involvement of diverse
groups, not all interests are able or willing to join. (See Think Strategically,
page 67. )

Next, convene a meeting of the new representatives to build trust, modify the
vision, and enhance the desired results and strategies (revisit Stage 1 for

details ). In Stage 3, we added new members to help further the efforts of our
collaboration. Now, we are adding new members who will be the future
leaders of an expanded effort I remember, the collaboration as we've know it
will soon come to an end ). Then create opportunities to involve the new
members in rethinking organizational roles, organizing the enhancement
effort, doing the work, and evaluating the results ( see Stages 2 and 3 for
details . This process is part of the cloverleaf on our journey. Thus, while
moving onward in Stage 4, we return to the earlier stages with more players
involved in a larger purpose.

'3

64
...bring people
together, set up

forums and
conversations,
celebrate our

humanity, our
capacity for affection.

Henry Cisneros
Secretary of HUD

9!

44

There are no
problemsonly

opportunities to be
creative.

Dorye Roettger
American author and

public speaker

99
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To produce things
and rear them, to

produce, but not take
possession of them, to
act, but not to rely on
one's own ability, to
lead them, but not to
master themthis is

called a profound and
secret virtue.

Lao Tsu
(c. 604-c. 531 B.C.E.
Chinese philosopher

9!

Build Leadership

Our community will be improved by using what the collaboration has taught
it and by developing new leadership beyond the leadership that already
resides in the collaboration. At this stage, leadership for the collaboration's
destination needs to move from the collaboration to the community. To move
leadership into a larger community, discuss these four questions.

1. How can member organizations increase their leadership of
collaboration? Here are ways to build organizational leadership for
collaboration:

Boards of Directors receive training in collaboration, adopt policies in
support of collaboration. collaborate directly with other boards, and hold
their executives accountable for initiating and participating in effective
collaboratior s.

Executives and senior staff articulate how daily work benefits from
collaboration. They are specific so that people can see the real difference
in the way work gets done.

Staff receive training in specific collaboration skills, are encouraged to
term and enter into collaborations, and include collaboration as a crite-
rion in their performance reviews.

Programs and services are developed on the basis of collaboration with
other providers and the clients or consumers.

Participating organizations build leadership when they discover other places
and opportunities for collaboration and help others take advantage of these
opportunities.

2. How will key stakeholders and the community at large be in lu-
enced? Here are ways to build collaboratiue leadership:

Elected officials and community leaders recognize differences among
communities, don't impose a single structure for change across diverse
communities, and invest in system change efThrts over time.

Funding bodies fund collaboration as a legitimate way of doing business
t hat requires long-term investment and support training for collabora-
t i ve leadership.

Clients, consunwrs, and community members promote collaboration
when it is in their best interest. Thus, they discover exist ing compct en-
cies and use available resources.

13 3
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A collaboration must identifY new people with vision and optimism to carry
on its work or build from its base. These new people become the new initiators
and conveners who develop relationships with diverse stakeholders.

3. Who is going to fulfill the key roles that will continue the collabo-
rative effort? We make sure we know what we need and then we identify
specific people to met those needs.

4. How will new leaders take charge? Members model collaboration for
others; that is, they think and act in ways c hat promote collaboration. The
challenge for members is to let go, to turn over the reins. The challenge
for institutions and communities is to cultivate and support the leaders
who will carry on the collaborative effbrt.

Hold Public Forums
Collaboration as a way of solving problems will not thrive if we don't help the
community embrace the collaborative approach. To involve the community
we need forums, that is, places and ways to build collaboration by exchanging
information and identifying common values.

The purpose of such forums:

Our institutions must encourage experimentation, bocause collaboration

relies on experimentation.

Communities must understand that no quick solutions to major problems

exist, because collaboration takes time.

Government agencies must move beyond mandating collaboration and

into supporting it by funding fbr long-term results rather than one- or

two-year cycles.

Private funders must cease seeing collaboration as a new -program" that
receives only one-year project money. Rather, they must see it as a new

Invest in the human
soul. Who knows, it
might be a diamond

in the rough.

Mary McLeod
Bethune

(1875-1955)
American educator

and writer

C"..1-1t.tt

Some communities just seem to "work." Such communi
ties practice collaborative problem solving and consen
susbased decision making. In contrast, faltering commu
nities are marked by such negatives as contentiousness.
frenetic activity, or apathy, to nanle a few.

Ledders in communities that work strive to create win.'

99

win solutions and use power to convene people. These
leaders listen as much as they talk. Leaders in communi-
ties that don't work are threatened by citizen involve
ment, try to use their power to decide for others. and
spend time trying to convince citizens to follow a prede
termined course of action.

4dapterI vith peroilssion froni Niittonn1 Civic ReiWW, 802, Speng /991. Copvright 1991 Nation& Cloc League, Inc.

ai nOts reserved.
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66
You don't truly know
something yourself
until you can take it
from your own mind

and put it into
somebody else's.

Milt Hinton
79-year-old jazz great

approach tu system-wide change that takes years to succeed, but eventu-
ally yields benefits far beyond the scope of a single new initiative.

Community members must view the issues as large, the destinations as
complex, the ways of getting thefe as varied, and the answers as rarely
simple but possible to address.

Our collaboration, going now beyond showcasing its own success, begins to
plan forums that invite discussion and challenge the assumptions that
contribute to problems in the community. We return to our work plan,
modifying it to include public forums and planning how to build greater
ownership for the forums.

Toward the end of the four-stage journey we learn three truths:

99 The demand fbr collaborat ions must come from those who will participate
in them.

The support for collaboration must come from our institutions and our
communities.

The results propel us to look at other ways to collaborate.

Succession
Planning

Once begun, we cannot stop.

*

A succession plan is the milestone for involving the community. Refer to
Succession Planning in Appendix C (page 171) for a checklist of key factors
o consider.

In erecting the milestone of succession planning, continuity and myth are
part of our learning to:

Teach the value of collaboration to the larger community so people will
examine their beliefs about the way work gets done.

Bring diverse interests together to build linkages that will increase the
impact of our efforts.

Build leadership beyond the collaboration to continue the work of the
group.

Hold public fbrums--places and ways to build collaboration and its
impact by exchanging infOrmat ion and identifying common values.

We've learned a lot on our .journey. Now we share the benefits of our
experience with the community. Our next step: change the system that
created the problems we set Cult to solve.

1 3
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Change the System (Challenge 4C)
In our complex and rapidly changing global society, we need to replace
the myth of the rugged, independent individual with one of interde-
pendence among people and organizations with different world
views. The relationship of these people and organizations can be
viewed as a system.

A system is a group of key individuals and organizations that
interact to produce a benefit or to maintain ways of living,
working. and relating. For example, social systems exist to meet
people's basic heeds and manage emergencies. Justice systems
preserve law and order to keep people safe. Education systems
exist so people can learn, while business systems produce goods and
services, offer employnwnt, and generate revenue.

Individuals and organizations that comprise a system interact, but they are
not managed. Some systems no longer provide benefits for us or don't provide
them in the best ways. As a result, problems mount. When that happens, we
must stop solving problems and work to change the system.

Thus, we go beyond collaboration as we know it and create a new myth. In
this myth, individuals, organizations, and their separate actions merge to
mobilize community-wide efforts and resources. In our new myth, when one
part changes, everything c:Langesthe system changes.

How is this new myth represented in the Tri-County story? At the retreat,
Peter said, "I believe we're really talking about going beyond help for the
homeless to preventing homelessness altogether." The group planned how to
involve those in legislature, education, and business. When board members
voiced support for the kind of system-wide changes the members wanted to
work on, Betty challenged them to think about how they could develop--
togetherprograms that would afThet the whole person and the whole
family. Thus, they set about changing the system that perpetuated home-

lessness.

To make lasting change in the community, we must:
Understand the Present System
Plan Changes In the System

Begin to Change the System

Change the System
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Today's problems
come from yesterday's

solutions.

Peter Senge
American author

Understand the Present System

To make the substantial changes our communities need, we must push
beyond the presenting problems to find their sources within the system.
Service agencies and their funders and supporters help people in need;
collaborations go further and achieve results that organizations are more
likely to achieve together than alone. These results have impact on the larger
community. But the needs of our communities are even greater yet. For
lasting benefits, we need to help change the underlying system.

In our public thrums, we call together many stakeholders who can:

99 Describe present conditions. Because extensive data exists in most
communities, we seldom need to gather more information.

Describe how people address those conditions. To do this, we bring
in the perspectives of' all fields: arts, human services, environment.
health care, education, media, business: and ()fall sectors: public, private,
and nonprofit.

Create a clear picture of the results we want. Let's remember that
we want structural change, not more programs to alleviate pmblems.

66
We are trained to seek

simplicity and
certainty.

We must hunger for
complexity and

embrace ambiguity.

Leonard Hirsch
American consultant

99

Plan Changes in the System

We are raised in a culture that teaches one-thing-at-a-time linear t hinking:
Line up. Follow the rules. Stay within the lines. Finish one thing befhre
beginning another. Systems thinking, however, looks at many parts of' the
system all at once, deals with civerse people and structures all at once, and
begins multifaceted approaches to change all at once. This type of thinking
uncovers the structural causes of behavior. tTnderstanding how structure
influences behavior allows everyone to see more clearly the powers to change
t he behavior and to adopt policies that affect the larger system.

With all the data from our fbrums, our collaboration proceeds to:

Map out all the interrelated parts of the system and how they are
linked. In relation to the desired results, we describe t he impetus fbr ui
the blocks to change in each part of the .`4y.;tein.

Lay out the leverage points in the system. What are these? Mose
places to which we can apply pressury that will move the impetus fOr
clumps fOrward or reduce t he blocks to change. Because tlie exertion of
leverage needs to have the greatest return fOr energy expended. we focus
on those most likely to move. Often the leveragp points are key individu-
als and organizations. bid sometimes we must address a community
\vith, p,,Ispective.

13 "i
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Redefine the desired results from the points of view of the key
stakeholders. Language is crucial to their ability to increase the
impetus for change and to reduce the blocks to change.

The collaborative approach is essential to systems thinking and systems
change because no one person or organization has a full understanding of the
problems, a complete picture of the desired results, or all the resources
necesary to bring about major changes in complex systems.

Begin to Change the System
Systems change incorporates the basic principles of collaboration covered in
the previous fourteen challenges. But in system thinking, these challenges
happen on a more complex level. We have to want to look at that bigger
pictureto develop an appetite for complexity.

What We Really Need

If collaborations are to help communities address the
complexity of the problems we face, then they must focus
on the underlying structure of problems, as columnist
David Morris illustrates:

People's basic need is not for electricity: it's for
lighting, warmth, and mechanical power. If these
things can be provided more cheaply without using
electricity (by installing more windows to let in natural
light, for example) or by using less electricity (by
installing higher efficiency light bulbs), utilities should
invest in these alternatives instead.

Similarly, our basic need isn't for roads. We need to
get to work, to shop, and to visit our friends. We can

achieve these objectives in different ways. For

example, compact communities reduce the need for
travel. The average household in a relatively high
density central-city location drives only half as much
as the average household in a low-density outer
suburban location .. . . Yet urban compactness
doesn't qualify for support from transportation funds.

What we really need are more people who are eager to
work within the ambiguity and complexity inherent to any
system. To foster this eagerness, our collaboration needs
to embrace "systems thinking," and reward people and
organizations in the community who are willing to risk this
new approach.

4dapted from the vor n Of Daod Morris. Used ,..oth perm;ssion,

Harntssing the Power of Systems

Think of power as two boatsone with a large engine,
the other with a sail. The one with the engine consumes
,inergy and may require more resources to operate than
we have. But we need only turn the key to get it rnoving.
While the sailboat consumes no energy, it is no good
unless we know how to tap the forces that operate on

it the system. Many people enter into collaborat.oh
helieving that to:,ether they can build a hig,ger engine for
their boatsmore funds, staff, and so forth But collabo
rations are really successful when they can tap the forces
that drrve the system.

Addpfeci from the oril of Leonard Hrrsch, Used wIth oermisston.
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In all things that
are purely social we
can be as separate as
the fingers, yet one as
the hand in all things

essential to mutual
progress.

Booker T. Washington
(1856-1915)

American educator

99

A Guide to
Systems
Change

To influence the system, we lay out an action plan. Our plan will:

Take action at the smallest level. Individuals and small groups are
easier to influence than government or multinational corporations. We
can change the system "from the bottom up" by in luencing the decisions
and behaviors of these smaller groups. Their combined changes will alter
the larger system.

Use multifaceted approaches in all applicable fields and sectors.
Act at many levels and in many sectors. Influence these levels simulta-
neously or sequentially, depending on what makes sense strategically
and considering the resources available.

Help parts of the system form new relationships with other parts
of the system. Make connections with other systems where there have
been no earlier relationships.

Stop and learn. Discover what has been learned and apply this knowl-
edge to other similar situations which in turn produce new information
for others to use.

We are learning more and more about collaborationwhat works and what
does not. But injecting the principles of collaboration into systems change is
new. Here, our collaboration moves past its initial boundaries. That is,
beyond desired results to the systems level. Pushing ourselves beyond the
familiar, we hunger for complexity.

Uncovering the leverage points where we can begin to influence change is our
milestone. Refer to A Guide to Systems Change in Appendix C (page 173 ) for
a summary of points on beginning systems change.

When we place the milestone by the side of the road in meeting the challenge
of changing the system, we have learned that continuity and myth underlie
our learning to:

Understand the present system's conditions, the sources of those condi-
tions and a clear picture of the results we want.

Plan changes in the system by mapping out the interrelated parts, the
leverage points, and the viewpoints of key stakeholders.

Begin to change the system.

The forest is a powerful source for new materials. We have journeyed far and
come to find that as we have changed, our community has been enriched. All
that remains is to look at the end of' our collaboration.
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End the Collaboration (Challenge 4D)
In collaboration, we keep coming back to the beginning, each time
building on and improving what we've been doing. In the first three
challenges of Stage 4, we move the work of the collaboration into the
community. Thus, we endow our effort with support and resources,
the building materials for continuity.

Turning ownership of the collaboration over to the community
means that our group, as we once knew it, is coming to an end. The
collaboration may not formally cease, but with so many new mem-
bers, we no longer look the same. Or we may truly come to an end
and bequeath our efforts to othQr groups and individuals who vill
now take the leadership.

akiithievihat

What was this intersection like for the Tri-County partners? They
held a retreat, and the members stood around the piano and sang! They
had stayed the course; they had crossed the finish line; they were ready for
the next race up the hillside! Joining together to celebrate accomplishments
had become a ritual, so it was fitting to mark their transfbrmation with a
celebration.

Ritual endings help a collaboration change or cease as it is known. Rituals
also allow the new people to begin again at Stage I. To do this, we:

Understand the Need for an Ending

Create Ending Rituals

Understand the Need for an Ending

End the
Collaboration

A formal ending to an existing collaborative relationship is crit ical fbr several
reasons: 66

People change. Rarely do people stay at one level in their work over long People change

periods of' time. Those who created and sustained the collaboration and forget to tell

through its four stages may have changed. If they are to continue to v;ilue each other.

the collaboration, we need to reward them through a ritual. Lillian Hellman
American playwright

Relationships change. It the collaboration has been successfl, there and author
may he another around the corner. Some of' the same people may he 99
involved (especially in rural areas where t here are tiswer organizations
and smaller populations ). but because the context will be diff'erent, th,
relationships will change. The most powerful person in this collaboration
may be only a minor player in another group, or the small player may
become very import ant in a new situation. Ending rituals help.people
prepare themselves to take on new roles in new collaborat ions.
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Celebrity was a
long time in coming;

it will go away.
Everything goes

away.

Carol Burnett
American comedienne

9!

Organizations may not change. The role the home base organizations
have played may have changed only a little in comparison to the collabo-
ration. Ending rituals free people to return fully to their organizations
and their duties there.

Friendships are formed. In the process of collaborating. strong bonds
of friendship are often built. A ritual ending helps acknowledge that the
initial basis for these friendshipscollaborationis over.

Endings must be marked. For some members, the months I maybe
years!) that they have dedicated to the collaboration can feel overwhelm-
ing. Ritual helps people mark the end of working together and proceed to
other activities.

To prepare for a fbrmal ending, the collaboration needs to answer the
t011owing questions:

Wliat do members need to feel recognized?

What do members need to know has been accomplished?

What has to be conveyed to the larger community to continue the effbrt?

11_ow can the ending ritual help us convey this?

How will future work be substantially different from the way we've been
doing things?

110w will We capture the history of oui ork together?

Create Ending Rituals

We need to celebrate the end of our collaborationas it's been known. The
celebration marks closure to a series of' unique relationships and ways of
working. Let's not panic here! To rituali.i.e an e.il,ing does not mean holding
a mystic or -touchy-Feely- event. Our celebration simply needs to cover the
following elements:

A time and place where most of t he key players can be present

eco,.ect,ons of' what each person ITid organizat ion contributed to the
collaboration

Involvement of. ;15 !Willy of the supporters nf t hi, roll; ihurat inn iind its

members as imssible

Inclusion of some myths ibout -how it used to be worse or -how it was
before-

Enjoyment!



Stage 4: Endow ('ontinuity by Working Collaboration-to-Community End the Collaboration 135

krt. are two ways collaborations have conducted ending rituals:

A literacy group went hack to tlw retreat house wlwre they had held
their first ineeting. They reviewed their written history, making
comments and corrections far later publication of the docunwnt. A
hey figure from the state office distributed certificates as a "thank
you. Members then talked about what they had learned from the
collaboration and about theirplans far other kinds of shnilar work
in the fature. Refreshments and frietully concersation concluded
their collaboration.

Another group, which had worked together fOr fimr years, al:vays
traveled SOMe distanir to attend meetings. This time, they chose a
favorite meeting spot and stayed overnight. During the fOrmal
dinner celebration, a state legislator thanked them fin. their work
by describing how they had changed important services to the
indigent throughout the state. Then they dam.ed!

The final milestone in our journey is an ending ritual. Refer to Ending
Rituals in Appendix C ( page 175) fer a summary of' key elements.

In meeting the last challenge of Stage 4--end the collaboration--we have
learned that continuity and myth are the foundation for:

Understanding the need for an ending.

Creating ending rituals that include time. place, recollection ofcontribu-
tions, involvement of as many people as possible, inclusion ofsome myths,
and enjoyment!

As We watch the sun set over our collaboration, we rejoice in our road. 011r
destination. our comrades, With laughter and tears, we take offour hats and
pass them to others, to those new people who have joined us and who will
carry on the flag.

\Ve sit around the campfire, here in the clearing, and tell our story. We have
climbed the hilH we have slogged through the marshland: we have har-
vested the fertile plains: we have gathered resources ler the fut ore from t he
broad forest. ( hir gifts are many: our legacy rich.

lo t he best ()four ability. we have built our relat ionships and done our work.
We have achieved our desired results, and the effert has been moved into the
communit ,. where it belongs. Working collaboration-to-community has en-
dowed our effort with continuity. The stages ITOI their challenges are
complete. Now let's dance our ending!

142

44
You must know

story of your cultu re
and be proud of your

ancestors

Romana Banuelos
U.S. Treasurer

99

Ending Rituals



136 PART III HOW DO WE JOURNEY TOGETHER?

Every exit is an entrance somewhere else. These words capture well our
journey togetherour destination toward which we travelers move on a road
of our creation. And. as we've learned, this road is really a cloverleafwe
keep coming back to the beginning, each time building on and improving
what we've been doing. We don't start over. We learn, refine, shift, include
others, increase the scope of our effort, and move on. Some collaborations
end: others regenerate and continue. But we do not cease from our journey.
And each time the road brings us back to the beginning, as weary as we may
feel. we may well be ready to start all over again!

If! am not for myself,
who is for me?

If I am only for mysel
who am I?

If not now, when?

Rabbi Hillel
First century B.C.E. sagc
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We End?

Let's Use These Tools
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Appendix
Nineteen Factors Influencing
Successful Collaborations
This handbook stems from the nineteen factors influencing successU
collaborations identified in Collaboration: What Makes It Work by Paul
Mattessich and Barbara Monsey of the Wilder Research Center. Grouped
into six categories, this review of the research literature describes:

Factors Related to the ENVIRONMENT
1. History of collaboration or cooperation in the community
2. Collaborative group seen as a leader in the community
3. Politicallsocial climate favorable

Factors Related to MEMBERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS
4. Mutual respect, understanding, and trust
5. Appropriate cross-section of members
6. Members see collaboration as in their self-interest

. Ability to compromise

Factors Related to PROCESS/STRUCTURE
M. Members share a stake in both process and outcome
9. Multiple layers of decision making
10. Flexibility
11. Development of clear roles and policy guidelines
12. Adaptability

Factors Related to COMMUNICATION
13. Open and frequent communication
14. Established informal and fOrmal communication links

Factors Related to PURPOSE
15. Concrete, iittainable goals and objectives
16. Shared vision
17. Cnique purpose

Factors Related to RESOURCES
18. Sufficient funds
19. Skilhd convener

This research liners a base For everything we dn. A iinestinnniiire hnsed nti
the research is itvailable fOr use by your collaboration. Contact the \Vilder
Research Center fOr hirther infOrmin in 1612-647-16001,

1.,11,11)11rtti(in WILit 1V1Irk .1/um ftn,/ 11,1,1ro 1, 0,
:0191.01,0H! 1111. , PI'd , :6/U1 f014,I1 7407 fl I

1 SO(I L'7/ fiaj/. .1f1111),,10,11. fool .`t l'11111, 6.19
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Annotated Resources
This resource list includes hooks, publications, and articles that have helped
shape the authors thinking and pranice in collaboration. The list is by no
means exhaustive. Many varied and excellent materials have been pub-
lished on management. conflict resolution, planning, evaluation, promotion,
and so forth. This list is for those readers who want more in-depth under-
standing of the concepts that shaped this book.

Books

Albrecht, Karl, and Ron Zemke. Serrice America. Homewood, Illinois:
Dow Jones/Irwin, 1985.

Details challenges and solution fbr nonprofit work in the 1990s.

Atkinson, Philip. Creating Cu /tun, Change: Key to Success/id Total
Quality Managenwnt. United Kingdom: IFS Publications, 1990.

Collaboration often requires organizations to change: this book lays
out the steps for making changes in the context of continuous process
improvement.

Bennis, Warren. Why LeadersCan't Lead. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1989.

Bennis explains that fragmentation of service delivery is an uncon-
scious effort to stop change. Beef miing a conscimis leafier of' change is
key to creating change on a system-wide basis.

Blake, Robert, and Jane Mouton. Consultation. Reading.
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesksy, 1976.

Strategies fbr helping organizations identify issues and apply
solutions.

Cohen, Arthur M., and R. Douglas Smith. The Critical Incident in
Growth Groups: Theory and Techuique. Son Diego: University
Associates, 1976.

Looks at shaping the growth and development of groups through
verbal interventions and the role of the group leader in influencing.
the development of a common point of view,

(ardner, John. Hu Lem/ors/up. New York! Nlac\lillan Free Press. l 9M).

E'f"ctive collaborations reqUire effective leaders: ;ardner ident ifies
key skiIl. fm effective relationships between leaders otiti fbIlowers.

Appendix

146
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Goodman, Robert. Alter the Pkinners. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1973.

A provocative look at the impact of changing urban systems.

Gray, Barbara. Collaborating.: Finding Common Ground /Or Multiparty
Problems. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1989.

Describes the need for collaboration; its dynamic processes: conflict.
politics, and power; various designs for collaborations; and the need to
move toward a collaborative world.

Havelock, Ronald. Change Agent's Guide to Innouation in Education.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Education Technology Publications, 1973.

Explains how to diagnose problems in educational institutions and
intervene to create change.

Heider, John. Tao of Leadership. New York: Bantam Books, 1988.

Applies ancient Chinese thinking to leadership strategies for a new age.

Johnson, David, and Frank Johnson. Joining Together, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1990.

This handbook helps inexperienced group facilitators lead a series of
powerful group development activities.

Kagan, Sharon L. United We Stand: Collaboration fOr Child Care and
Early Education Seruices. New York: Teachers College Press, 1991.

Provides an excellent overview of collaboration, including its social
context, rationale, and benefits, and an understanding of the
collaborative process in the context of early childhood care and
education.

Kanter, Rosabeth Moss. Change Masters. New York: Simon & Schuster.
198:3.

This classic text promotes innovation in organizations.

Keirsey, David, and Marilyn Bates. Please I'mlerstaml Me. Del Mar,
Califbrnia: Prometheus Nemesis. 1984.

Describes individual behavior styles according to the Myers-Briggs
Inventory.

McLagan, Patricia, and Peter Krembs. -thcLcurl. St. Paul.
Minnesota: Mclsagan International. 1988.

Action ideas for communicating about work performance that people
in partnerships can use to address problems.

14'7
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Pfeiffer, J. William, and John E. Jones, editors. A Handbook of
Structured Experiences tbr Human Relations Training, Volume V.

San Diego: University Associates, 1975.

Part uf a series of handbooks of structured experiences to facilitate

group beginnings, decision making, communication, leadership,
team building, and so forth.

Porter, Lyman et al. Behacior in Organizations. New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1975.
People and teams share the same kinds of problems no matter what
organization they work in, but each human is a unique contributor
to that group. Porter recommends many different strategies for
resolving teamwork issues.

Scholtes, Peter. Team Handbook. Madison, Wisconsin: Joirwr

Publications. 1988.
An eminently usable set of exercises to build teamwork.

Senge, Peter. Fifth Discipline. New York: Doubleday/Currency, 1990.

Ideas for changing organizations and systems drawn from an eclectic

collection of sciences.

Tannen, Deborah. You Just Don't Understand. New York: Ballantine, 1990.

The best intentions are not always enough for men and women to
communicate successfully while solving problems. Tannen has written

a volume about interpreting one another accurately.

Tjosvold, Dean, and Mary Tjosvold. Leading the Team Organization.

New York: Lexington Books, 1991.

Building an effective team at the senior management level is critical

to being a successful partner. The Tjosvolds lay out key steps for

team building.

Walton, Richard. Interpersonal Peacemaking/Third Person Consaltatiwr

Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Organizational
Developnwnt Series, 1987.

A printer for intervening effectively in other people's conflicts.

Walton, Richard. Ma nag ng 'on 17 ict 1 Interpprsonal DialQ1,,tie. Reading,

Massachusetts: Addisim-Wesley Organizational Developnwnt Series,

1987.

A pi imer fOr helping people re,:olve work related conflicts.
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Monographs and Selections

Andress, Shelby, and Eugene C. Roehlkepartain. Working Together
fOr Youth: A Practical Guide Ii)r Individuals and Groups.
Minneapolis, Minnesota: Lutheran Brotherhood. 1993.
How to begin with individual motivation and move on to building a
vision, taking action, and widening the circle of involvement.

Bruner, Charles. Thinking Collaboratively: Ten Questions and Answers to
Help Policy Makers Improve Children's Services. Washington. D.C.:
Education and Human Services Consortium, 1991.

A policy maker's guide to designing effective collaborations at state
and local levels by providing an understanding of' the basics of
collaborationwhat it is and how to know when it is workingand
strategies for states and state policy makers to use.

Buhl,Alice.PatternsolCooperation Among Grantmakers. Washington, D.C.:
Council on Foundations, 1991.

Explores the process for developing joint projects, examines what
funders should consider, and explains the advantages and
disadvantages of current practices of collaboration.

Chynoweth, Judith K. et al. Experinwnts in Systems Change: States
Impleriwnt Family Policy, Washington, D.C.: Council of Govermws'
Policy Advisors, 1992.

Discusses systems change factors supporting the status quo and
promoting systems change, and various change strategies that have
been employed in nine states.

Collaboration and Conflict: Selected Readings on Collaboration.
Selected Readings on Collaboration fbr Participants in the 1991
Annual Meeting of' Independent Sector. 'Washington. D.C.:
Independent Sector, 1991.

Selected readings gathered For the 1991 annual meeting of the
Independent Sector on different aspects of collaboration. including
understanding collaboration, patterns of collaboration, thinking
collaboratively, and collaborative problem solving,

The Community Collaboration Manual. Washington, D.C.: National
Assembly of National Health md Social Wellare ()rganiviit ions,
Januitry 1991.

A montild fur Imilding unit;thnr:nilms with lmts of ocm.: to cun.:ider,

143
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Empowering Learners Collaborative. Empowerment Through
Collaboration: Learnings from a Literacy Collaborative. St. Paul,
Minnesota: United Way of the Saint Paul Area, 1992.

Looks at collaboration, what it is and how it can he used, as well as
the components of collaboration, the impact on the partners in the
project and the !earnings from the effort. An independent evaluation

of the project is also available.

Himmelman,ArthurT.Com,ounities WorkingCollaboratit'ely far a Change.

Minneapolis, Minnesota: The Ilimmehnan Consulting Group,
unpublished ) 1991.

Presents two approaches to collaborationbetterment and
empowermentthe key components and activities of each, as well as

how to move f'rom betterment to empowerment.

Mattessich, Paul W. and Barbara Monsey. Collaboration: What Mukcs

It Work. St. Paul, Minnesota: Amherst H. Wilder Foundation, 1992.

A review ofresearch literature on nineteen factors influencing
successful collaboration. The report includes a description ofeach
factor, implications for collaborative effOrts, and illustrations from

case studies.

Melaville, Atelia I., and Martin 4. Blank. What It Takes: Structuring
Interagency Partnerships to Connect Children and Families with

Compwhensit.e reiees. Washington, D.C.: Education and Iluman
Services Consortium, 1991.

Imoks at What is needed in interagency partiwrships and the state's
role in local initiatives as \cell as the dynamics of working together.
guidelines fbr new partners. and questions to mobilize action.

Melaville, Atelia I., Martin 4. Blank, and Gelareh Asayesh. Together

( GuUle for Crafting U Prolamily .System of Educatlon am/
Human Services. Washington, D.C.: r.S. Department of Education,

Discosse; a visam of Unprovt.d coordination of education. he1111. ;Ind

human services for fwililies and pr(ovides a live-stage proce for

achieving that vision.

Mobilization for America's Children. Siam lards pd. Saccess; Buda mg

Come Holly upports for Alorrico's Clularco. Alexandria,

Unitcd \Vav of America. 199:1.
Provides standards for mobilitat we of local coalitions ;111(1 prog.rani,

well a- standards tbr trackilw the well-lwing ofchildren and famine,.
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Perspectives on Collaborative Funding: A Resource for Grantmakers.
Northern Califbrnia Grantmaker, 1985.
A collection of twelve articles on collaborations among funders

Articles

AtKisson, Alan. "The Innovation Dinsion Ganw: A Tool for Encouraging
Participation in Positive Cultural Change." In Con tv.vt No. 28.
Context Institute, Bainbridge Island, Washington.

Describes nine role types usually found in the process of cultural
change. and five critical characteristics of successful innovations.

Bastien, David T., and Todd J. Hostager. "Jazz as a Process of'
Organization Innovation." Star Tribune, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
October 2:3, 1988.

An analysis of how a jazz group's ability to share information,
communicate invention strategies. and coordinate complex ideas can
be applied to organizations.

Berger, Renee A. "Teamworks." Speech delivered to the i\linnesot
Council on Foundations. September 27, 1989.

Outlines the steps for succes:;ful partnership..;.

Bernard, Bonnie. "Working Together: Principles of' Effective
Collaboration." Precention Form, October 1989, p 4.

A selection of research-based attributes which result in effect ive
collaborations.

Cohen, Larry, Nancy Baer, and Pam Satterwhite. "Developing
EfThctive Coalitions: An Eight Step Cuile." Contra Costa Health
Services Department. Pleasant Hill, California, (unpublished) 1991.

A description of' eight practical steps 1.4 creating community
coalitions.

Gardner, Sid, "Failure by Fragment at inn.- Ualihrnitt 7wriurruw.F:111 1989,

Argues that hinders diminish effective hunmn services by frawuent ing
delivery among too many agencies, ind thiit impruveinent s he made
by building collaborat ions loctis(ql on iccount;iliiIity,

Hawthorne, oyce. "\Vorking Together tbr At Risk Youth." Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruct ion, Hiss.

,A discussion of common harriers to coordination of services rot.
children needing medical iind ;(icial service:.

151
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Hequet, Marc. "Poor. NIyth and Fable Appear as Human Development
Tools." Training. December 1992, pp 46-50.

Discusses the emerging use of myth, fable, and archetype as
workplace human development tools.

Hord, Shirley M. "A Synthesis of Research on Organizational
Collaboration."Educational Leadership, February 1986, pp 22-26.

Distinguishes between cooperation and collaboration in the areas of

beginning process, communication. resources and ownership,
requirements and characteristics, leadership and control, and
rewards.

Powell, Douglas R. "Evaluating Family Resource Programs: Guidelines
fbr Appropriate Practice." Purdue University. Highlights of a
keynote address from a meeting on program evaluation sponsored
by the Oregon Family Resource Coalition, June 1992.
Provides five guidelines fbr tailoring evaluation to the unique
characteristics of a family resource program.

"Public/Private Ventures: The Next Step." The Ford Foundation
Letter. Vol. 20. No. 1, February 1989.

Two case studies olcollaboration in a public-private partnership.

Ray, Karen. "Advanced Teamwork: Collaboration Amtmg Scattered
Teams." Karen Ray Associates, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
unpublished) 1991.

Describes 1bur major tasks of working closely together while
separated 1.: distance.

Sabatino, Frank. "How Collaboration Is Influencing Boards' Strategic
Plans." T, ustee. August. 1992, pp 8-19.

Looks tt the community forces that are pushing hospitals to
consider collaboration: resources, ethics, cost control, physician
input. busine,s input. mid chief executive oflicer ;iccountability.
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Appendix
Documentation Forms/Worksheets
Many times in a collaboration, docunwntation is tlw only proof we have that
we have been accomplishing important work. fbllowing forms, guides,
and checklists help document what our collaboration is doing.

Copy the ones here and use them freely and liherally in order to:

1. keep track of progress. both successes and learnings

9. Update inactive collaboration members

Plan and organize, work (one fonder used these fOrms to contract With a
group about what tasks would be completed in what order)

1. Report accomplishments to supervisors, officials, and funders

5. Update records regularly

6. Create a history fbr orienting new members

7. Ten stories to help convince the greater community t hat collaboration can
change systems

Celebrate all that's het.'11 adlieVed

153



Membership Roster Document IA

As of (date) Page of

147

List the organizations involved and their representatives. Initial self-interests and possible contribu-
tions can be declared by individual/organization or summarized fbr all involved. How these factors are
listed depends on the level of trust the higher the trust, the more individuals can lay claim to their
declarations. Update this roster regularly.

Organization
Reprrscritatre's namc. pheatt. number.
(Irgani:atmn nurnc and addrcss. (Ind hpc
1' (a.gunIsatom 'Lc. lomprofit, .h.;orcrn
liii'llt. grUS.,l'owtS, iiioder. a lid Nu 1?)1111'

Initial Self-Interests
(kgani:(111,,nol and Nrswwl (;(1,

Possible Contributions
Proccrs and ('Hninottarnt,

15 '4

.

l'ontinued
109 ..11,r1tcr., 1Vddrt 16.nntl/Ittfor



148 Membership Roster (continued) Document 1A

As of (date) Page of

Organization
RepreNentatire's nanw, phone namhcr,
organization name and address, and type
of organizatum nonprofi t, gove rnfi.e.
men t, grassroots, Ander, and so fiwth,

Initial Self-Interests
Orizatioal and Personal Gainsgan n

Possible Contributions
Powers and Commm itents

1-j J

I.f.p\ right 1991 Allihersl II WIWIT Ffnill(haltql



Calling the Next Meeting (send to participants in advance of next meeting)

149

Collaboration name or purpose:

Purpose of next meeting:

Meeting date:
Location:
Start and end times:

Convener: Phone:

Participants ( see membership roster for addresses and phone numbers):

Action Agenda

Item Disposition
For information. dtscussiim, or dectsion

Responsibility Time

1 J.

Copyright 1994 Amherst 11. Wilder Foundatum
Continued



150 Meeting Agenda and Summary (continued) Document 1B

Summary of Decisions Made/Actions to be Taken
This summarizes the previous meeting and accompanies the agendas for the next meeting.

Decision Made/Action to be Taken Responsibility Deadline

Summary of Achievements to Date
This is a log of all achievements. It provides an excellent history and basis for evaluation.
Update it regularly.

Achievements Responsibility Date

OmyrrAtht !hit,: Amherst It Wilder Fount latom



Vision and Focus Statements Document 1C

This document provides an excellent record of the rationale for the vision and focus statements.
It also aids in achieving support from key stakeholders.

151

L What is our destinationwhat will we achieve, for whom and where?

2. What is the scope of our efforthow big, how many, how much?

3. How is this destination unique among members of the collaboration?

4. How can we phrase the vision statement so that it is not complicated?

Our draft vision is:

5. After considering our statement, how can we rephrase it so that it is easy to understand
and easy to repeat?

Our vision is:

6. Imagining that we have fifteen seconds to communicate the essence of our vision, what
short phrase best captures the heart of it?

Our focus is:

rnpyright 1 99,1 Amherst H. Wilder Ffmmhiffon



152 Desired Results and Strategies Document 1D

Before we proceed with this step, we need to make sure that we have accomplished the following:

Declared Self-Interests
Attach or note the location of Document 1Aan updated membership roster including member's
personal and organizational self-interests.

Recorded Achievements to Date
Attach or note the location of Document 1Bmeeting sununaries and record of' achievements.
Continually accumulate records of achievements.

Identified Our Vision and Focus Statements
Attach or note the location of Document IC.

We're now ready to develop statements of' our desired results and strategies.

Communal Benefits hitline what we are trying to achieve.

What are our long-term desired results'?

\Vhat are our short-term desired results'?

Are the results we've identified tang.ihle'.' ran we inersure thew ('tn ors recognite them?

(.4,pyr 199 I Amhcr st II Fotol,filtom



Desired Results and Strategies (continued) Document 1D 133

Key Strategies Give the key stakeholders perspectives; rate them "fiir," "against," or "persuadable."
Sequence the approachwho talks to whom, and in what order.

Key Stakeholder Perspective Rate (F/MP) Sequence

Redefined Results Now we restate (air desired results integral in g. stakeholders' lier-Tectives.

Redefined long-term results:

Redefined short-term results:

Strategic Airn I specific. u.t ions to influence stakeholders.

Responsibility Action Step Deadline

r,o/origlot 19!.1,%rtiller,/ Fwitiglaimn

U' u



154 Letters of Commitment Document 2A

Obtain a letter of commitment from each participating organization. Ask that the letter be on the
organization's letterhead and be signed by highest authority possible. Check off the following to make
sure they are included:

.J Commitment to planning and an understanding that the process takes time

Acknowledgment of the other partners and their contributions

j Commitment to the vision, fbcus, desired results, and strategies that have been laid out

J Statement of what the organization expects in return for participation

j Listing of the types of powers that can be committed (connections, expertise, funds, and so forth)

.J Areas of' authority where the representative can commit resources and act on behalf' of the
organization

1 6 1

rnpyright 1 9.1AmhTst II, Wthh.r Foundafom
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A record of conflict is valuable to show that progress has been made, to revisit resolutions should
similar issues arise again, to evaluate accomplishments, and to keep as an historical record. Attach
conflicts and their resolutions to meeting summaries or keep them with other milestone documents.
Include at least the following in the record:

-..

Date Type of Conflict Facilitator and Process Used Resolutions Healing Rituals

1 (3 ;

Cipyright 199.1 Amherst II Wilder Foimilution
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Date Type of Conflict Facilitator and Process Used Resolutions Healing Rituals

1133

(."Pright 1994 A niherst Wilder Foundation



Collaboration Structure Document 2C 157

Determine how to organize to get work done efficiently. Ask: "What kinds of groups do we need to form

in order to do our work? Is it critical for all of us to make all decisions, or can some decisions be made

by subgroups? How much must we communicate with one another?"

I Structure. Sketch the collaboration's structuretable, wheel, or other ( see page 82 for more

information):

--0-010
t

Other

2. Level of Authority. Decide if authority is hierarchical, individual-based, group centered, or ot her.

Sketch how members relate to each other (see page 83 for more information 1:

-71 tfl

L

rTh

OsiThe
Other

3. Roles. Assign specific responsibilities to individuals, small gnwps, tlw whole group, tind/or

Add those responsibilities to the sketch of levels of inithority above.

Cupvright 1994 AP/IherNt II, Wilder FoundatIon 164
Collti It fled



158 Collaboration Structure (continued) Document 2C

4, Resources. Decide what is needed; what will be the source (members, the community, in-kind
funding); and who will control which resources.

Resources Needed Source Who Controls

1 6 0

(.(m right 1 99,1 Amherst II Wilder Flathdatioa
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Update this form regularly fbr all decisions made by the collaboration.

Decisions to
be Made

Ahout collaborution
pr ess and resultsoc

With What Level
of Authority

t 'hi/atm/I, consultant...,
MIIMIISWIL dentenTallc.

or delegated

Who Makes Them
Where that

Person Fits in the
Structure

11 V .

1 0 )
(ni Inue(

Copyright I99.1 Amherst It Wddrr Foundotlon
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Note communications, who receives them, and how.

Type of Communication/Information/Reward Who It Goes To By What Means

1 6 ;

('opv 09.1 ,Aniltrrtit 11 Wilder Faint/Wiwi



Action Implementation_Plan Document 3A 161

Briefly restate the desired results and strategies (with revisions as needed (:

Complete the ibllowing action implementation plan:

Actions to Be Taken Who is Responsible By When With What Accountability Cost

',,p%rwitl 199! ..110,01.1 II iil I, Frnindal;on
Con t in ued



162 Action Implementation Plan (continued) Docunwnt 3A

Actions to Be Taken Who is Responsible By When With What Accountability Cost

Note what information will he shared with whom and who is
rusponsihly for doing so. Add this to Ow communications
plan Docunwnt 21),

I :.

Total cu:t:

-s0 j
'r)j)% nizht /99.1 Am het.Nt 11 Wo /der Emvolotom



Use this checklist to create the joint agreements between organizations:

.J What degree of closeness have all organizations agreed on for the joint agreements?
( Inter-agency committee, single point, lead agency, consolidation, incorporation)

J What authority will each organization ex, -cise?

J Which responsibilities will each organization fulfill?

'/1)

(.(q)right 199,1 AIN hcrst II %Vader Founthillorl
Continued



164 Joint Agreements (continued) Document 3B

What kinds of powers and other resources will each organization contribute?

J Which key people in each organization must sign the agreement and have they signed?

J What important policies, procedures, and operations have to be changed in each organization
to further the collaboration, and what is the plan for implementing those changes?

J Who has responsibility fbr drafting the agreements and negotiating any differences among the
member organizations?

171
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Review all milestones to date, including the meeting summaries. Then, make sure to cover the following:

Process Evaluation
..

Results Evaluation

.. State the separate self-interests of each organi-
zation and how it will know when its self-
interests are being met:

2. Note when milestones are accomplished and
what helped and hindered their accomplish-
ment:

3. Describe communica tiye processes between
members of the collaboration:

1. State the desired community benefits for ex-
ample, reduction in homelessness) and how the
collaboration will know if the effort is successful:

2. Outline the methods being used, such as lobby-
ing, delivery of services, creation of information
packets:

3. Summarize critical junctures toward achieving
communal benefits:

172
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Process Evaluation Results Evaluation

4. Summarize the collaboration's impact on the
member organizations. What has each contrib-
uted? How did the collaboration change the
way each organization does business?

5. Note side effects. Who else becomes involved?
How does that help the effort?

6. Other:

4. Describe the characteristics of the community
being targeted, the number and diversity of
people involved, their reaction to the effort and
its methods, and changes in the community
that might be attributed to this effort:

o. Note side effects. Who else becomes involved?
How does that help the effort?

6 Other:

Now draw sortie COnCIUSiOns:

\\lot I,,ons hay,. w,. 1carned..,

What (In W 10,111 to change add?

What previous challenges should we review?
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Checklist for Changes Document 3D 167

To ensure that our collaboration remains adaptable and flexible, we need to stop to review at least the
following:

J What is changing among member organizations, in the community, and in social, political, and
economic trends ( adaptability )?

What is changing in the collaboration itself flexibility

j What do we need to change to be more adaptable and flexible?

J Who has finished their work for the collaboration'?

J How should we iisk them to leave'?
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J Who else needs to be involved to further the effort. In other words, what powers and preferences
are needed now'?

How should we a pproach new members?

I How should we orient and integrate them?

What is the best structure for the reformed collaboration'?

I HO". "111 "' (.0lehrme " hi \ e h;t\i' itucwhOshed mod the Pen1)1'.' wh" have made th"se
cool ribut ito
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Promotional Plan Document 4A 169

1. First we ask ourselves:

What myths can we tell about the results we have achieved'?

\Vhat myths can we tell about how the collaboration began and evolved?

What images (rather than explanations) do we want to convey about what we've done
and who we are?

What symbols can we use to convey those images and tell our stories?

2. Next we draft an image statement and review it with others to determine its impact:

:3. Then we refine the statement.

Our image is:
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4. Last, we lay out our promotion campaign:

What is our message?

What specific next steps are we asking our publics to take?

How will we promote the message?

What specific steps will we undertake?

Who will be responsible for which steps?

What will it cost?

Where wiil we obtain the res(uirces?

When will we finish each step?

177
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In planning how to involve the community in our collaborative effort, we need to consider the follow ing:

-1 What do we need to tell the public about collaboration so that we attract future leaders'?

Who are potential representatives of diverse community interests'?

How do we adjust Our decision-making process to make it more open and accessihle'.'

.j What programs and policies do we need to change because they are outmoded'?

.J 111)W can we incmise nur base of support tu wurk nmre widely in the conuminity?

1 '7
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I How can member organizations enhance their internal leadership?

I How will key stakeholders in the community at large be influenced?

J Who are the potential leaders?

J I low will we select, charge. and train them?

J How will present leaders let go of the reins'?

What kinds of forums can we build in the conummity that generate wide ownership.
invite discussion, and challenge assumptions?

I 13
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A Guide to Systems Change Document 4C 173

To begin to change systems, we need to answer the following questions:

1. What are present conditions? Because extensive dataexists in most communities, you may have

little need to gather more information.

2. How do people address those conditions? Bring in the perspectives of all fields: arts, human
services, environment, health care, education, media, and business; and of all s:ictors: public,

private, and nonprofit.

3. What !s our picture of desired results? Remember the desired picture is one of structural
change, not of providing more programs to alleviate problems.

4. How do we map out all the interrelated parts of the system and how they are linked? In
relation to the desired results, describe the impetus for and the blocks to change in each part of the

system.

5. What are the leverage points in the systeM? Leverage points are those places to which you can

apply pre3sure that will move the impetus for change forward and/or reduce the blocks to change.

The exertion of leverage needs to have the greatest return for energy expended, so fbcus on those

most likely to move. Often the leverage points are key individuals and organizations, but sometimes

there is a community-wide perspective that must be addressed.

Copyrtght 1994 Arnhcrst H. Wth r Foundatwn
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174 A Guide to Systems Change (continued) Document 4C

6. How do we redefine the desired results from the viewpoints of the various leverage
points? Language is crucial for increasing the impetus for chr.nge or reducing the blocks to change.

7. What action can we take, at the smallest level, to begin change? Individuals and small
groups are easier to influence than government c,r multinational corporations. Use the aggregated
achievements in smaller arenas to influence larger parts of the system.

8. What multi-faceted approaches can we use in all fields and sectors? Although many
approaches must be done in concert with each other, some can be implemented sequentially.

9 How do we help parts of the system form new relationships? These retat ionshi .)s are to be
with other parts of the system and with other systems which had no earlier relationships.

10. When will we stop and learn? Extract and apply the learnings to ot her similar sit uat ions which
in turn produce new lourni

Copyright 1 9W Amherst II. Wilder Foundation



Ending Ritual Document 4D 175

In planning ending rituals, fill in the circles arid build each element into the celebration:

7th----Messages to
e community:

Member
/recognition needs:

Time
and place:

/Recollections:

future work
will be different:

Celebration
and

Enjoyment

N

Histor

Involvement
of many:

rvvrtgoltl 1994 Amherst 11 Wilder PenimIntion
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Marketing Workbook
ter Stontoofe oreanuahons

Available from the Amherst H. Wilder Foundation...

Marketing Workbook for
Nonprofq Organizations
By Gary J. Stern

"A priceless tool." William T. Merritt.
President ICEO, National Black I'nited
FUnd, Inc.

A PROVEN, step-by-step guide to mar-
keting auccess for nonprofits. Follow

the same steps used by exf;erts to create a straightforward
plan that delivers results. Our practical worksheets and
action steps guide you to a final marketing plan that will
help you:

Increase resources
Match services to real needs

Strategic Planning
Work Look
tor NtInprolif 11tx.141./ali0n.

Strategic Planning Workbook
for Nonprofit Organizations
By Bryan W. Barry

". . . a idesarcr.'" - Candes halancy,
Executire Director, The San Antonio
Area Foundation

STRATEGIC PLANNING is the
razor's edge between organizations

that thrive and those that struggle to survix e. Five steps.
a series of worksheets, and plenty of examples gulch, you
to a no-nonsense an. Your plan will help you:
* Solve major organizat lima I problems

Flourish, even in times of reduced funding

COLL ABORATION
What Makes It Work

Collaboration: What Makes It Work
'aul W. Nlattessich, Ph.D. and

Barbara R. Nlorsey,

'the latest mscarch . what lc( all need
to know.'" Sharon Kagan, ;senior
Associate, Vale t'nirersity

EVEIiYONE'S TALKING about col-
, laboration, but few seem to know

what it means Mattessich and Monsey's exhaustive

Motivate your audience to respond
Maximize impact on the community
Gain the financial clout to carry out your mission

The MARKETING WORKBOOK features:
Easy-to .understand definitions and overviews of'key
concepts
A sample plan you can model yours on
Tested tecaniques in idea generating, market re-
search, and service promotion

Author Gary Stern is a nationally-known nonprofit
marketing consultant. Over 15,000 copies sold.

132 pages, paperback, 1990, ISBN 0-940-06901-6 $2500

Build teamwork and expertise
Lead rather than fbllow
Capitalize on your strengths

The STRATEGIC "LANNING WORKBOOK features:
Detachable worksheets finr easy copying and distri-
bution
A sample three-year plan including mission, strat-
egy, staffing, finance, and implementation
How to adapt the process to your fit your organization

Author Bryan Barry is an internationally recognized
expert in nenprofit planning and management. Over
30,000 copies sold.

88 pages, paperback, 1986, 1513N 0-940-06900-8 $2500

search uncovered nineteen principles behind this complex
but potent tool. Use this literature review to:

Prepare and plan fqr collaboration in your community
Identify strengths and weaknesses in your collaboration
Envision new ways to accomplish your mission

I ncludes a working definition of collaboration. summaries
of' the major research findings, detailed desvriptions of
each success principle, and an extensive bibliography.

5.'1 imp's, paperback. 1992, ISBN 0-9-10-06902.4 $1195
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Working Together... and Getting Greater Results

Bringing together diverse stakeholders,
melding their resources, and stretching

their minds to embrace new ideas and a new
language is essential to resolving our problems.
Is there some way people can work together to
resolve problems over time? Yes. Collaboration
provides an opportunity and a challenge to
bring people together in ways that are more
than the sum of individuals. And we can apply
many of the key elements of effective
collaboration to any joint effort.

Collaboration is a process that gets people to
work together in new ways. The process does
not end but spawns new collaborative ventures.
Collaboration becomes a continuing

phenomenon with a wide range of results that
empower people and systems to change.

Authors Winer and Ray provide a series of
concrete steps that any group can follow when
collaborating. Their tips and warning signs,
gleaned from years of experience in
collaboration and organizational consulting,
help beginners avoid the pitfalls encountered
by many joint efforts. A complete set of
worksh..ets is included to guide and document
the collaborative process.

Also helpful: the research report, Collaboration:
What Makes It Work, available from the Wilder
Foundation Publishing Center.

What People Are Saying About Collaboration Handbook:
"Simph,. clear. effective. upbeat. The general air
of positivity and the 'can-do. attitude are
inspiring. Simpler than other such manuals.-

Glovir. DirPctor of External
Affair, 'I'LL Door: A t'entk,r lir

Ne,. York, NY

We're so pleased to ht Wit to recommend
(.olloNitiitirin: What Makc.NII tVork and the
accompanying workbook (.14h/bora/ion:

ostainIng. and Enjoying the
./ourncy... In the past. methods for achieving
successfid collaborations were often vague.
These two books offer the most explicit and
useful iipproach we have seen for achieving
collaboration's important benefits.-

very sitznificant cow rihut ion to those of us
who work in collaborations, evaluate thelll,

;14'll 1110111 them, train m them. I thank you
many times over.-

Shclh% Andr,
nirrctnr SerViCe

111.-111)114., MIIIIIPapdiS,

-Pertinent, humorous, practical. and wise. ( )n the
.imirney toward collaboration. the authors have
provided our organizations a beacon to guide us
from our past t idititui of Mtense cempet it ion
toward a hit ure where our destinies aro
intertwined

Ii Fisher. Dirvoor PlannuiL:
and

Cart,

-Stimulating insights into ways that group.- can
work together.-

At, .11(7,,a,L2,0

Tract ical advice on selecting collahorat ion
partners. forming long-term 'isions, nis;'Itiat nig
working relations. resolving conflict , and
411:-,k1rIng collaboration. I recommend facult.\ ii
community planning political science.
orgailital Mimi leadership. .,oci) iii lgy. 4 rid

p-ychology consider this hook tor thew classes

TQA/ tr? ,01,,n

WArrIt,Ni 11

Wilder Foundation
Publishing ('enter
L)19 I ,afond Avenue ,-;t. paul, MN 7;7,w.;

1-800-274-6024
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